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Introduction

Introduction

Purpose of this Document

This document defines the Baltimore Police Department’s future vision for IT and the strategic plan established to
facilitate its achievement.
The BPD IT Strategic Plan:
ü Defines the initiatives, roadmap and recommended execution approach that will deliver BPD’s Strategic Vision for IT – modernizing BPD’s
systems and maturing its IT organizational capabilities, enabling compliance with Consent Decree requirements and providing BPD with
21st century capabilities to achieving its mission and better serve the City of Baltimore.
ü Is consensus driven and based on input from executives, operational and technical stakeholders across BPD, BCIT, City Law Department
and other City partners.
ü Has considered perspectives on best practices, technology trends and market capabilities.
ü Defines accountability among leadership and delivery groups with transparent links between business objectives and technology priorities.
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Introduction

Introduction
Strategic Planning Methodology

Gartner’s strategic planning approach leverages contextual understanding developed through learning BPD's conditions and needs during
the Current State Assessment. Upon establishing a baseline, a future state vision has been built in collaboration with BPD stakeholders
considering consensus needs, industry trends and leading practices.
Working with the BPD, Gartner has analyzed alternatives to achieving desired end states and define and prioritize initiatives that are
integrated into an implementation roadmap. Combined with a structured execution model the BPD has a comprehensive, actionable
strategic plan to achieve defined strategic goals.
Stakeholder and
Organization Analysis

Strategic Priorities,
Goals and Benefits

Current State Assessment

Future State Vision

Strategic
Visioning

Initiative
Definition

Alternatives Assessment
& Prioritization

Strategic Plan & Roadmap

Assessment Area
Business & IT Alignment
Management and Governance
IT Organization and Sourcing
Information & Technology Architecture
Infrastructure and Operations

Operational and
Technical Context

Current State
Assessment

High Level Alternatives
Assessment

Strategic
Roadmap

Gartner Strategic Planning Process and Sample Deliverables
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Execution Model

Introduction

Introduction
IT Strategic Plan and Roadmap Statement of Work Summary
Task 1
Phase 1 Initiation and
Project Management
Week 1
§ Initiate the project with BPD
project leads and key
stakeholders to ensure alignment
on the objectives, scope,
approach, schedule and
deliverables

ACTIVITIES

§ Conduct project initiation meeting
§ Finalize approach, plan and
schedule
§ Confirm stakeholder participation
and ITSP governance and
decision-making model

DELIVERABLES

§ Submit background document
request

Task 2
Current State Assessment

Weeks 2 – 4
§ Conduct operational, technical
and IT organizational stakeholder
interviews

Weeks 4 – 6
§ Conduct Strategic Visioning
workshops with the IT leadership
team and key stakeholders to:

§ Review relevant planned or inflight projects

§ Explore and validate strategic
drivers

§ Conduct operational observations

§ Confirm strategic priorities,
objectives, measures for
success and expected benefits

§ Document findings considering
technology, IT organization and
staffing, processes, services and
strategy (TOPS2)
§ Identify opportunities for
improvement and/or gaps that
may be addressed by the strategy

§ Prioritize systems for inclusion in
scope

§ Conduct stakeholder briefing to
discuss and confirm findings;
establish key strategic priorities

§ Confirm schedule, participants &
agendas for the initial wave of
interviews & workshops

§ Document future state objectives
and guiding principles to serve as
an basis for strategic planning

§ Project Initiation Document (PID)

§ Current State Assessment

§ ITSP Governance Model
§ Weekly Status Report
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Strategic Visioning
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§ Explore, define and prioritize
high level stakeholder
requirements
§ Identify key initiatives and
potential high level IT staffing
models that will facilitate the
delivery of defined outcomes
and expected benefits; and
alternatives approaches where
multiple viable paths exist
§ Formalize the above into a
“Future State Vision” as a
framework for the strategic plan
evolved in Task 4

§ Future State Vision

Task 4
Strategic Planning and
Roadmap Development
Weeks 7 – 10

Task 5
Final Strategic Plan/
Executive Briefing
Weeks 11 – 12

§ Provide industry insight and best
practices to further drive the
definition of strategic initiatives

§ Develop execution model
summarizing tactical initiation
activities

§ Perform an alternatives
assessment for key initiatives and
potential high level IT staffing
models where choices or different
approaches exist

§ Consolidate elements of previous
task into final draft report

§ Develop strategic plan based
initiatives that support business
objectives and priorities defined
during Strategic Visioning

§ Conduct final report review with
BPD Project Team
§ Develop executive briefing
§ Deliver executive briefing to key
BPD and City stakeholders

Task 6
Strategic Plan Reviews

As Needed
§ Prepare responses to questions
and discussion topics provided
§ Conduct Plan Review preparation
sessions
§ Attend and actively participate in
Plan Review sessions
§ Update the IT Assessment and
Strategy based on Plan Review
feedback

§ Develop high level charters for
each key initiative and refine the
high level requirements for each
§ Establish initiative priorities
§ Develop detailed roadmap with
initiatives and work streams that
align with both the strategic vision
of the future state and strategic
plan

§ Draft IT Assessment and Strategic
Plan

§ Final IT Assessment and Strategic
Plan

§ Updated IT Assessment and
Strategic Plan

Introduction
Executive Summary
Business Context
Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Strategic Roadmap
Risk Assessment
Next Steps
Appendix:
§ Best Practices and Planning Considerations
§ Alternatives Assessment
§ Current State Assessment
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Baltimore Police Department’s IT Strategic Plan (2018 – 2022)

The City of Baltimore and Baltimore Police Department (BPD) are dedicated to exceeding the safety and security expectations of its citizens and recognize
the vital role Information Technology (IT) plays in enabling this mission. BPD’s IT Strategic Plan will define a program of change to achieve and maintain
excellence in policing consistent with the nation’s leading police organizations and leverage technical advancement for the betterment of our community.
BPD will maximize leverage of critical information and advanced analytics to drive situational awareness and promote accountability at all levels. Each
officer will have the technology and tools necessary to meet and exceed the expectations of their roles while maintaining commitment to the oaths of the Department
and service to the public. Supporting technologies and information management capabilities will be utilized that provide a holistic view of the Department’s operations
and effective controls in meeting public service mandates.

Comply with Consent Decree
Requirements

Organizational Change Management

Satisfy Stakeholder Expectations
(Citizens, Users / Personnel)

Operational and Program Governance

Create Strong Foundation for a
Technology Enabled BPD
Reduce the number of silo systems across
BPD and Reliance on Paper
Establish the appropriate IT governance
and IT organizational delivery model

Consent Decree IT Organizational Model
Application Modernization
Data Integration

Centralize IT solutions and capabilities
where it makes sense

Data Management and Governance

Modernize Systems and Improve IT
infrastructure

IT Infrastructure Improvements
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Planning Priorities

Drivers

BPD’s IT Strategic Plan will define initiatives directly aligned with the City’s and the Department’s mission, goals and objectives. The Plan will have the
utmost support and sponsorship from executive leaders and provide the City and the Department with the ability to effectively meet the mandates of the U.S.
Department of Justice and public safety service demands. Throughout planning, execution and sustainment of advanced IT, the City and BPD will achieve and
maintain the highest levels of service for the City of Baltimore.

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Key Themes driving change and shaping the BPD IT Strategic Plan

A summary of key themes driving and shaping BPD’s IT Strategic Plan is presented below, categorized by Influencer and Stakeholder Expectations;
Technology Needs and; Challenges and Key Risks associated with the current state.

INFLUENCER & STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS
The District Court that has mandated requirements upon BPD and the Monitoring Team to improve data
collection, supervisory capabilities and reporting and transparency. Citizens expect greater collaboration,
transparency and accountability from the City and BPD. The Mayor’s Office and City IT have a strategic
objective to centralize IT services where it makes sense, to improve IT service delivery which includes a to-bedetermined degree of BPD IT. BPD recognizes the need to improve its IT organizational capabilities and their
effectiveness as well improving IT service delivery and user experience.

TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
Numerous technology needs have been identified across most layers of BPD IT’s landscape including the need
for integrated search capabilities, analytics and reporting; need to improve the user experience through
devices, application rationalization, improved availability, performance and stability; improvements to data
standards, management and quality; mission system upgrades such as RMS, CMS; supporting IT services
such as improved information management and data sharing, IT security, IT Disaster Recovery (IT DR) and
storage.

CHALLENGES & KEY RISKS
Several significant challenges need to be addressed by the strategic plan such as BPD’s reliance on manual
processes and paper. Challenges presented by data silos impact the speed and accuracy of information
retrieval. Risks such as BPD IT’s limited capacity to undertake major initiatives, immature IT Governance
and limited Organizational Change Management capabilities and skills need to be mitigated.
Engagement: 330050078
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INFLUENCER &
STAKEHOLDER
EXPECTATIONS
DISTRICT COURT
MONITORING TEAM
BPD & USERS
CITY DEPARTMENTS
CITIZENS

CHALLENGES &
KEY RISKS
MANUAL PROCESSES &
RELIANCE ON PAPER
SILOED DATA
INFRASTRUCTURE
BPD IT ORG CAPACITY &
CAPABILTIES
IT GOVERNANCE

TECHNOLOGY
NEEDS
DATA & ANALYTICS
INFORMATION MGMT
MISSION SYSTEMS
IT SECURITY & RISK MGT
IT DISASTER RECOVERY
USER EXPERIENCE

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Strategic Objectives for the BPD IT Strategic Plan

The BPD IT Strategic Plan will facilitate the delivery and realization of the following strategic objectives. The Strategic Planning Components
and their associated initiatives defined in the IT Strategic Plan and Roadmap will all map back to one or more of these strategic objectives.
1

2
Update Officer’s Technology Tools by providing
BPD personnel with practical, intuitive solutions and
capabilities to fully support their duties and
obligations.

4

7

10

Create Strong Foundation for a Technology
Enabled BPD by implementing enabling technologies
required to meet the BPD’s needs and user
requirements, including but not limited to those of the
Consent Decree.

Remove BPD’s reliance on paper forms and
paper-based information to create process
efficiencies, improve the availability, access and
quality of data and reduce the risk to Business
Continuity.

Increase the depth and breadth of available IT
skills and talent through increasing training and IT
professional staffing levels. Improving IT maturity and
the effectiveness of the IT organization(s) supporting
BPD.

5

Increase Accountability and Support for Officer
Performance and Wellness by developing an Early
Intervention System (“EIS”) capable of capturing all
information necessary to ensure supervisory
awareness and early identification of potentially
problematic individual and department-wide conduct
or signs of stress or other behavior that must be
addressed.

6

Reduce the number of silo systems across BPD to
improve user experience; improve data through better
data standards, structures, access and management;
and maximize the use of limited resources through a
rationalized, more manageable set of systems.

Create and sustain BPD operational and technical
capabilities that improve transparency, efficiency,
and effectiveness.

8

Instilling the most effective IT operating model
and an IT governance model that aligns decision
makers appropriately based on roles agreed upon
among stakeholders – identifying needs, prioritizing
IT investments, implementing strategic solutions and
ultimately satisfying BPD and users’ expectations.

11 Improve IT infrastructure – platforms, information

Engagement: 330050078
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3
Improve Records Management, Transparency and
Information sharing by creating an integrated data
and records management system that is capable of
storing, in an easily searchable manner, all data
required by the Consent Decree.
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sharing capabilities, availability and disaster
recovery - to leverage enterprise IT services and
capabilities, break down silos, foster innovation,
encourage collaboration City-wide and improve user
experience.

9

Centralize IT solutions and capabilities where it
makes sense, through strategic planning,
prioritization and partnership with Baltimore City IT
(BCIT).

12 Improve training availability and effectiveness for

BPD personnel to increase proliferation and
retention of organizational expertise needed to
maximize use, performance, and sustainable value of
BPD systems.

Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Guiding Principles for the Development of the BPD IT Strategic Plan
The following Guiding Principles have been used to develop BPD IT Strategic Plan and will be used as the ‘guardrails’ by which its
implementation will use to stay true to intentional decisions made to create it:
q The IT Strategic Plan will be developed to meet identified strategic objectives (defined on the previous slide).
q The IT Strategic Plan will be considered a change-driven program. The IT Strategic Plan will introduce a significant degree of change to
systems, data, process, workflow and support. As such a dedicated Organizational Change Management approach will support the City’s
efforts.
q Effective, consistent IT Governance will facilitate agile, timely and informed decision making. For example:
§ Initiatives will consider Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), alignment with City and Agency funding and budget plans.
§ Initiatives will consider resource implications and training for the implementation phases and longer term sustainability.
q Consent Decree compliance and commitments will guide IT initiative priorities and design considerations.
q IT investment (e.g., in applications) will help establish accountability for all policing actions of officers, supervisors and the full
chain of command and enable effective supervision.
q Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) products with minimum customization will be utilized wherever possible.

Engagement: 330050078
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Success Factors critical to achieving the outcomes and anticipated benefits of the IT Strategic Plan
Success Factors are the principles and ways of working that will guide the efforts of the City of Baltimore’s sponsors, leadership and other
program stakeholders to ensure results of the BPD IT Strategic Plan are delivered. Success Factors include:
§

Executive sponsorship – Leadership commitment to own change and outcomes. Leadership must address challenging issues and
make timely decisions with a consistent level of engagement throughout the life of the strategic plan.

§

Early Involvement – Promote broad and early involvement of staff at all levels during the development of the IT Strategic Plan and the
delivery of its Initiatives throughout the duration of the Strategic Roadmap.

§

Resource commitment – Allocation of ample time and resources to this effort – across BPD, BCIT and other City stakeholder groups,
where appropriate.

§

Justification for initiatives with defined tangible and/or intangible benefits – Initiatives meet the SMART criteria and have clearly
articulated outcomes and associated benefits defined.

§

“Big picture” perspective – Commitment to longer term strategic approaches and a willingness to say “no” to requests for niche
solutions, even though a number of near term (tactical) initiatives may need to be undertaken. This perspective also applies to
the IT organization and IT operating model where decisions are based on the most effective approaches based on defined
metrics such as highest alignment with requirements, achievement of strategic objectives and user satisfaction.

§

OCM and PPM/PMO capabilities – Appropriate change management approach, project management methods, tools,
resources and skills are required, and will be provided to manage a strategic undertaking of this size and complexity.

Engagement: 330050078
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Targeted Outcomes and Benefits that will be delivered through the IT Strategic Plan’s Initiatives
Targeted Results are those objectives that are critical to achieve in reaching the Strategic Vision. Ideally, Targeted Results and Intended
Benefits are specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, timely (SMART) and directly support strategic objectives.
Intended benefits resulting from targeted outcomes are defined in the charters for each of the Initiatives presented later in this document and
include one or more of the following:
§

Achievement of specific, measurable objectives at both strategic and initiative levels, such compliance with the specific requirements of
the Consent Decree.

§

Improvements in citizen satisfaction and trust in policing through increased transparency, accountability and accuracy of reporting.

§

Increased BPD user satisfaction through improved user experiences with BPD systems and increased quality of service (QoS).

§

Automation of manual BPD processes, creating efficiencies, reducing risk of human error and improving quality through consistency and
standardization.

§

Data improvements – stewardship, management, standardization, reconciliation, quality and accuracy.

§

Service Level Agreement (SLA) improvements – system performance, stability, uptime, recovery.

§

Operational Level Agreement (OLA) improvements – for IT services delivered and management between BCIT and BPD.

Engagement: 330050078
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Strategic Planning Components that will support the development of the BPD IT Strategic Plan

The Strategic Planning Components used to create the central pillars of the IT Strategic Plan are based on observations, implications and
opportunities identified in the Current State Assessment and categorized by Gartner’s IT Strategic Assessment Framework. Related initiatives
have been developed that support the goal of the Planning Components and linked to established priorities and needs. This approach ensures
alignment between initiatives and BPD’s strategic objectives.
Business & ITS
Alignment

Organizational Change Management
Improve BPD operations by applying OCM throughout the program
to facilitate the successful adoption of change.

Operationally Aligned Functional Governance
Management and
Governance

Define and implement IT decision making governance inclusive of
all stakeholders to support initial IT projects and long term
sustainment.

Data Management and Governance
Improve data management and data governance tools and
practices to enable the implementation of data driven policing.

Consent Decree IT Organization Model
IT Organization and
Sourcing

Information &
Technology
Architecture

Infrastructure and
Operations

Organize IT resources to ensure responsiveness to Consent Decree
mandates and to effectively deliver IT innovations aligned with BPD
operational priorities.

Application Modernization
Acquire, upgrade or replace core applications to improve BPD
operations and to serve as source systems for the Early
Intervention System (EIS).

IT Infrastructure Improvements
Provide infrastructure to support continuous and reliable system
availability for current and future needs.

Engagement: 330050078
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Data Integration
Provide platform(s) to facilitate the integration of data from
multiple BPD sources.

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
BPD IT Strategic Plan Scope Summary – Strategic Planning Components and Related Initiatives
Organizational Change
Management

Application Modernization
§ Operational Application Modernization (RMS,
Citations, Public Access, Current / Ongoing BPD
IT Projects)

§ ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP)
Platform 1

§ Risk Management Application Modernization
(UoF, IA)

§ Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
§ Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

§ Performance Management Application
Modernization (WMS, LMS, EIS)

Operationally Aligned Functional
Governance

IT Infrastructure Improvements

Data Management and
Governance

§ Data Governance Establishment
§ Data Management Plan and Standards
§ Data Reconciliation and Consolidation

Data Integration

§ Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)
§ IT Governance Framework

§ EIIP Implementation

§ IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

§ Connected Officer

§ Data Integration Solution

§ Radio Handsets Refresh

Consent Decree IT Organization
Model
§ Consent Decree Organizational Design and
Establishment

The Initiatives summarized here have been identified for each associated Strategic Planning
Component. Each initiative is described in the next section, including goals, activities, ROM
costs, ROM resources, risks and dependencies.

§ IT Service Delivery Optimization
Engagement: 330050078
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1 There

are several current in-progress projects that will need to be aligned with the roadmap during the establishment of
the Change Portfolio Management framework (e.g., City HR Replacement, Crime Analytics, Predictive Policing).

Executive Summary
Alignment between Strategic Planning Components and Strategic Objectives
Strategic Objectives (abbreviated)
1 Update Officers’ Technology Tools
Improve Records Management, Transparency and Information
Sharing
Increase Accountability and Support for Officer Performance and
3
Wellness by developing an Early Intervention System (“EIS”)
2

4 Create Strong Foundation for a Technology Enabled BPD
5

Improve BPD operational and technical capabilities needed to
improve the transparency and effectiveness of the Department

6 Reduce the number of system silos across BPD
Remove BPD’s reliance on paper forms and paper-based
information
Instill the most effective IT operating model and an IT
8 governance model that aligns decision makers appropriately
based on roles agreed upon among stakeholders
7

9 Centralize IT solutions and capabilities where it makes sense
10 Increase the depth and breadth of available IT skills and talent
Improve IT infrastructure – platforms, information sharing
capabilities, availability and disaster recovery
12 Improve the availability and effectiveness of training for BPD
personnel
11

Engagement: 330050078
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Executive Summary
Indirect
Alignment

Direct
Alignment

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Prioritization Approach
BUSINESS VALUE

Anticipated benefits/results of an initiative in meeting BPD’s operational goals or improving existing
capabilities

Prioritizing initiatives applies the following criteria to
establish relative initiative priority within the IT Strategic Plan.
Initiative priority has been reviewed and confirmed with City
leadership.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Business Value
Business
Value
High

High

Medium-High

Mitigationof
of Existing
Mitigation
Existing
Challenges &&Risks
Challenges
Risks

Priority
Timeframe
& Dependent
Priority
Timeframe
&
Nature
Dependent
Nature

Near-Medium Term

Medium - High

Near - Medium Term

Medium
Medium

Medium Term
Medium
Term

High
High

Low-Medium
Low - Medium

Long-Medium
Long
- MediumTerm
Term

Medium
Medium

Long-Term
Long
Term

Low
Low

Low
Low

MITIGATION OF EXISTING CHALLENGES & RISKS
Potential effects of not acting on an initiative
1)
2)

Immediate

Immediate

3)
4)
5)

Urgency to complete an initiative and dependency on other initiatives/projects

2)
3)

Engagement: 330050078
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Long Term – change is necessary for the next five to ten years to continue operations
Long-Medium Term – change is required in the next three to five years to maintain
operations/functionality
Medium-Term – change is necessary for the next two to three years to sustain
operations/functionality
Near-Medium Term – change is required in the next 12 months to maintain operations/functionality
Immediate – current state conditions pose a significant risk to continued operations

PRIORITY TIMEFRAME & DEPENDENT NATURE
1)

PRIORITY

Low – delivering a short-term/limited long-term gain
Low-Medium – providing a moderately short benefit
Medium – providing a moderate benefit
Medium-High – delivering a reasonably long-term benefit (and high alignment with Consent
Decree)
High – providing a significant short-term/consistent benefit long-term (also high, direct, alignment
with Consent Decree)

Low – current state is manageable for the short term, and the project has very low reliance on
other projects
Medium – change should be considered to sustain operations and the project has moderate
dependency on other projects
High – change is imminently needed to continue operations/functionality, and the project has high
reliance on other projects

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Prioritization of IT Initiatives
INITIATIVE

BUSINESS VALUE

MITIGATION OF RISK &
CHALLENGES

PRIORITY TIMEFRAME

COMMENTS

High

Near-Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

Medium-High

Near-Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

1C – Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

High

Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

2A – IT Governance Framework

High

Immediate

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

Medium

Long-Term

Low

-

3A – Data Governance Establishment

High

Immediate

High

-

3B – Data Management Plan and Standards

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation

High

Near-Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment

High

Near-Medium

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

Medium

Near-Medium Term

Medium

-

5A-1 – Records Management Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

5A-2 – Citation Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

Medium

Near-Medium Term

Medium

-

5B-1 – Use of Force Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

5B-2 – Internal Affairs Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

Medium

-

5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization

High

Immediate

High

-

Medium

Near-Medium Term

High

-

5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization

High

Immediate

High

-

6A – Data Integration Solution

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)

Medium

Immediate

High

Addresses critical infrastructure risks and capabilities gaps.

7B – EIIP Implementation

Medium

Immediate

High

Addresses critical infrastructure risks and capabilities gaps.

7C – Connected Officer

High

Long-Medium Term

Medium

-

7D – Radio Handsets Refresh

High

Medium Term

High

-

1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B – Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)

2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization

5A-3 – Public Access Improvements

5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization

NOTE: An initiative labeled with a lower rating does not signify limited or no value. Every effort is essential in helping Baltimore Police Department achieve the Strategic Vision. The scores above are a means of relative comparison and prioritization.
Engagement: 330050078
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Low Priority
Timeframe

Medium Priority
Timeframe

High Priority
Timeframe

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Prioritization of Initiatives
INITIATIVE

MITIGATION OF RISK VS. BUSINESS VALUE OF INITIATIVES

1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B – Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
2A – IT Governance Framework
2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

HIGHEST PRIORITY

Immediate

1C – Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

2A

7B

1B

3B – Data Management Plan and Standards
4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization
5A – Operational Application Modernization
5A-1 – Records Management Modernization
5A-2 – Citation Modernization
5A-3 – Public Access Improvements
5B – Risk Management Application Modernization
5B-1 – Use of Force Modernization

6A

5B1
1A

MITIGATION OF RISK

3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation

5C3

3B

7A

3A – Data Governance Establishment

5C1

3A

5B2

1C
4B

7D

5A1
4A

5C2
5A2

3C

7C

5B-2 – Internal Affairs Modernization

5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization
5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization
6A – Data Integration Solution

Long-Term

5C – Performance Management Application Modernization
5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization

7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)
7B – EIIP Implementation
7C – Connected Officer
7D – Radio Handsets Refresh

Engagement: 330050078
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2B

5A3

LOWEST PRIORITY
Low

BUSINESS VALUE
NOTES:
§ Size indicates the relative cost of a given project

High

Low Priority
Timeframe

Medium Priority
Timeframe

High Priority
Timeframe

Best Case Schedule Estimate

Executive Summary
2018
Q4

Q1

2019
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2020
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2021
Q2
Q3

Executive Summary

PRIORITY 2

Worst Case Duration (dependent on planning
and finalized scope)

BPD IT Strategic Roadmap (2018 – 2022)
INITIATIVE

PRIORITY 1

PRIORITY 3

Q4

Q1

2022
Q2
Q3

Q4

1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B – Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
1C – Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

3B – Data Management Plan and Standards
3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation
4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization
5A – Operational Application Modernization
5A-1 – Records Management Modernization1
5A-2 – Citation Modernization
5A-3 – Public Access Improvements
5A-4 – Ongoing BPD IT Projects (e.g. Predictive Policing)
5B – Risk Management Application Modernization
5B-1 – Use of Force Modernization
5B-2 – Internal Affairs Modernization
5C – Performance Management Application Modernization
5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization2
5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization
5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization
6A – Data Integration Solution

&

3A – Data Governance Establishment

Executive Presentations

2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

Launch Preparation

2A – IT Governance Framework

7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)4
7B – EIIP Implementation3
7C – Connected Officer 4
7D – Radio Handsets Refresh
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1, 2. Gartner acknowledges that BPD has already commenced with effort to launch certain initiatives.
3. Infrastructure improvements delivered incrementally, ‘just-in-time, for Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3 and 7C.
4. Includes planning only. The implementation activities are delivered through 7B, 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.

Q1

2023
Q2
Q3

Q4

Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost Estimates
A total Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimate for the BPD IT Strategic Plan has been calculated. ROM costs have been projected for the estimated 4-year duration of the
roadmap, broken down into ROM costs broken down into personnel costs for the Consent Decree IT Task Force and the Initiatives.

§

§

ROM Costs for the Consent Decree IT Task Force
– Personnel ROM costs assume average costs per role across the 4-year duration of the roadmap.
– Costs have been provided for all roles, even though some roles may be resourced through BDP and BCIT personnel
assignments where others are expected to be new hires.
ROM Costs for the IT Strategic Plan’s Portfolio of Initiatives
– Costs include the costs to execute the objectives of the initiatives
– Strategic Initiatives – costs include estimates for professional services and external SME to support the development of
capabilities such as IT Governance, Change Portfolio Management and Data Strategy / Standards.
– Technology Initiatives – costs include the planning, procurement, implementation (software, hardware, services) and 1st
year support/maintenance costs.

For context, the typical IT budget for the delivery of an IT Strategy is approximately 1.5% – 2% of an Enterprise’s annual operating
costs. In the context of the City of Baltimore and comparable sized cities in North America, an approximate operating budget of
$500m would result in IT Strategy cost approximately $7.5m to $10m per year. Over a time period similar to BPD IT’s Strategic
Roadmap (4 years), the delivery of an IT Strategy would total between $37.5m to $50m.
The following slides present two views of the ROM cost estimates:
1.

ROM Costs presented in the order they appear in the IT Strategy (by Initiative ID)

2.

ROM Costs presented in order based on established priorities (Business Value vs. Technical Risk Addressed) and their
placement on the IT Roadmap.

Engagement: 330050078
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Total ROM Cost Estimate over 4
years: $59,23m to $65,15m
§ Priority 1 Initiatives ROM Total:
$36,50m to $40,15m
§ Priority 1-2 Initiatives ROM Total:
$41,91m to $46,10m
§ Priority 1-3 Initiatives ROM Total:
$42,97m to $47,27m
§ Priority 1-4 Initiatives ROM Total:
$59,23m to $65,15m

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost Estimates
Notes:
§ Costs have been defined based on specific planning assumptions.
§ Costs are projected for the estimated 4-year duration of the
roadmap.
§ A range (+/- 10%) has been applied to cost estimates to account for
variables and changes the City may encounter after the conclusion
of this strategic planning process.
§ Consent Decree IT Task Force personnel costs assume average
costs per role across the 4-year duration of the roadmap. Costs
have been provided for all roles, even though some roles may be
resourced through BDP and BCIT personnel assignments where
others are expected to be new hires.
§ 1Costs for personnel include salary and benefits. Benefits are
assumed at 40% of salary.
§ 2Costs represent the total of estimated ongoing monthly costs over
an assumed period of time defined in the Initiative Charter.
§ 3Costs cover planning only, not implementation costs. The
decisions made during planning will inform the greater cost
requirements for the implementation of capabilities assumed within
Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3 and 7B.
§ 4Costs will vary based on decisions made during the prior,
associated, planning activities.

Cost Element
Consent Decree IT Task Force Personnel Costs (over 4 years)1
1A: ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B: Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)2
1C: Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)2
2A: IT Governance Framework
2B: IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)2
3A: Data Governance Establishment
3B: Data Management Plan & Standards
3C: Data Reconciliation and Consolidation4
4A: Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
4B: IT Service Delivery Optimization3
5A.1: Records Management Modernization
5A.2: Citation Modernization
5A.3: Public Access Improvements4
5B.1: Use of Force Modernization
5B.2: Internal Affairs Modernization
5C.1: Workforce Management Modernization
5C.2: Learning Management Modernization
5C.3: Early Intervention Modernization
6A: Data Integration Solution
7A: Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)3
7B: EIIP Implementation
7C: Connected Officer3
7D: Radio Handsets Refresh

ROM Cost
ROM Cost (+10%)
$24,290,000
$26,719,000
$162,680
$178,948
$427,189
$469,907
$427,189
$469,907
$191,388
$210,527
$98,000
$107,800
$124,402
$136,843
$172,249
$189,474
$460,929
$507,022
$124,402
$136,843
$162,680
$178,948
$4,397,078
$4,836,786
$847,078
$931,786
$581,926
$640,119
$856,926
$942,619
$1,131,926
$1,245,119
$792,078
$871,286
$381,668
$419,835
$4,506,926
$4,957,619
$922,054
$1,014,259
$136,003
$149,603
$1,775,000
$1,952,500
$97,643
$107,407
$16,160,000
$17,776,000

$59,227,415
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$65,150,157

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost Estimates – Prioritized View Based on Strategic IT Roadmap
Rough order of magnitude (ROM) estimates include the costs to
plan, procure and implement Hardware, Software and/or Resource
(People) required to deliver the objectives of the IT Strategic Plan’s
portfolio of Initiatives.
Notes:
§ In addition to the assumptions provided on the previous slide, the
total IT Strategic Plan ROM cost estimates can be subdivided as
follows:
Total ROM Cost Estimate over 4 years: $59,23m to $65,15m
§ Priority 1 Initiatives ROM Total: $36,50m to $40,15m
§ Priority 1-2 Initiatives ROM Total: $41,91m to $46,10m
§ Priority 1-3 Initiatives ROM Total: $42,97m to $47,27m
§ Priority 1-4 Initiatives ROM Total: $59,23m to $65,15m
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Priority
(1-4)

Cost Element

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4

Consent Decree Personnel Costs (over 4 years)
1A: ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B: Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
1C: Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)
2A: IT Governance Framework
3A: Data Governance Establishment
3B: Data Management Plan & Standards
3C: Data Reconciliation and Consolidation
4A: Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
5B.1: Use of Force Modernization
5B.2: Internal Affairs Modernization
5C.1: Workforce Management Modernization
5C.3: Early Intervention Modernization
6A: Data Integration Solution
7A: Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)
7B: EIIP Implementation
4B: IT Service Delivery Optimization
5A.1: Records Management Modernization
5A.2: Citation Modernization
5A.3: Public Access Improvements
5C.2: Learning Management Modernization
7C: Connected Officer
2B: IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)
7D: Radio Handsets Refresh

ROM Cost

ROM Cost (+10%)

$24,290,000
$162,680
$427,189
$427,189
$191,388
$124,402
$172,249
$460,929
$124,402
$856,926
$1,131,926
$792,078
$4,506,926
$922,054
$136,003
$1,775,000
$162,680
$4,397,078
$847,078
$581,926
$381,668
$97,643
$98,000
$16,160,000

$26,719,000
$178,948
$469,907
$469,907
$210,527
$136,843
$189,474
$507,022
$136,843
$942,619
$1,245,119
$871,286
$4,957,619
$1,014,259
$149,603
$1,952,500
$178,948
$4,836,786
$931,786
$640,119
$419,835
$107,407
$107,800
$17,776,000

$59,227,415

$65,150,157
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Executive Summary
Recommended Platform for Delivering Sustainable Change and Intended Benefits

The IT Strategic Plan should be managed as a Change Portfolio given its size and complexity. The Plan’s broad set of strategic objectives are
driving a significant degree of operational, organizational and cultural change across multiple stakeholder groups that extend beyond the IT
capabilities the Plan will enable for BPD.
Others

Law Department

Consent Decree Team

BCIT

The change being delivered through the IT Strategic Plan is broader than the
already complex nature of BPD’s business processes and culture. It represents
multi-stakeholder organizational change across the IT operating model including the
design and establishment of IT Governance, a Consent Decree Organization and
changes to BPD’s IT Organization and also the optimization of IT Service
Management between BPD and BCIT.

BPD

§

Change Leadership & Organizational Change Management
Portfolio and Program Management
Project Management

IT
Governance

Coordination and collaboration,
the “playbook” that enables IT
related decision making.

IT Organization

§

The change being delivered through the IT Strategic Plan requires a suitable
delivery approach with specialized skills to manage the portfolio of initiatives
such as Organizational Change Management (OCM) and Portfolio and Program
(PPM) Management, integrated into a Change Portfolio Management framework.

IT Service Management

Organizational structure and IT
capabilities (people, skills,
processes and supporting tools).

Implementation, Transition,
Supporting, Ongoing
Maintenance, Support.

Change Portfolio Management

The BPD IT Strategic Plan represents one of the most significant undertakings ever embarked upon by the City of Baltimore and its
management platform / methodology requires careful planning, resourcing and ongoing monitoring and support to ensure it is successful.
Not establishing the right management and resourcing approach with suitable specialized skills will add significant risk and significantly
undermine BPD chances of success.
Engagement: 330050078
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Change Portfolio Management (CPM) framework to manage and deliver the IT Strategic Plan’s Portfolio of Initiatives
Change Portfolio Management is a structured approach and set of tools for managing the cumulative and collective impacts of a ‘portfolio’ of change. It is
the management framework that facilitates the coordination and execution of IT Governance, the IT Organization and IT Service Management.
The following slides describe Gartner’s recommendations for establishing the appropriate IT Governance Framework, IT Organization for the Consent Decree IT Task
Force and IT Service Management strategy between BPD, BCIT and the Consent Decree IT Task Force.
§

Others
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Law Department

24

Consent Decree Team

Engagement: 330050078

BCIT

Enable the City’s management team to operate a level where the
forest is visible, not just the trees. This perspective is necessary to
approach the delivery of a complex IT Strategic Plan holistically,
managing the ‘big picture’ to ensure a “change lead” approach
while providing the appropriate level of PPM controls across the
portfolio of programs and projects to deliver a combination of IT
capabilities and associated organizational change.
§ Facilitate appropriate collaboration between the IT Strategic Plan’s
stakeholders consistently across the portfolio of initiatives (or
projects) while also focusing on the three layers of the IT operating
model which are all also undergoing varying degrees of change
through delivery of the IT Strategic Plan across BPD, BCIT and the
Consent Decree Team: IT Governance, IT Organization(s) and IT
Service Management.
These approaches and tools are related and must be developed
and delivered in close coordination to gain the benefits of each
and support the goals of a change program
§

BPD

Leverage the culmination and integration of best practices, such as
OCM standards (such as Prosci methods) and PPM standards
(from the Project Management Institute).

Change Leadership & Organizational Change Management
Portfolio and Program Management
Project Management

IT
Governance

IT Organization

IT Service Management

Executive Summary
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Recommended IT Governance Framework for the Implementation of the IT Strategic Plan
IT Strategic Plan Governance

The Executive Steering Committee should be a small group of mostly senior decision-makers, including a critical
mass of Executive Sponsors from BPD, BCIT, City Law, City Finance (and others as determined through Initiative
2A – IT Governance Framework).

Executive Level

Executive Steering
Committee
BCIT SubCommittee

Consent Decree
Sub-Committee

BPD
Sub-Committee

The Consent Decree Sub-Committee should contain the Deputies from ESC membership and the members of
the Consent Decree Team’s leadership team (such as the Executive Director and IT Director, as determined
through Initiative 4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design and Establishment).
The Monitoring Team is expected to be an observer on at least the Executive Steering Committee; and possibly
also on the Consent Decree Sub-Committee (as determined through Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework).

IT Domain Level

IT Investment
Planning Board
IT Strategy Board

IT Standards &
EA Board

Program / Project
Mgmt Board

IT Service Mgmt
Board

IT Governance Sub-Committees or “Boards” will be established for each IT Domain, the membership for each
varying based on their associated objectives and decision-making responsibilities.
Membership will primarily include a combination of different functional leads, managers, operational and technical
subject matter experts from BPD, the Consent Decree Team and BCIT.
Other members may come from stakeholder groups such as City Finance (e.g., for IT Investment Planning Board)
or Vendor Project Managers in exceptional circumstances (e.g., for the Program / Project Management Board).

Delivery Level
Project Steering
Committee
Business
Advisory Group

Project Mgmt
Team

Each Program and/or Project* should have its own Delivery Governance Plan.
Technical
Advisory Group

Project Team
IT Strategic Plan Programs / Projects

Engagement: 330050078
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The membership of each governance group at this level of the IT Governance Framework will be determined
during the first stage the program/project lifecycle (i.e., a specific Program/Project Steering Committee, Business
Advisory Group and Technical Advisory Group depending on the nature of each program / project).

*Note: Not all projects are managed within an overarching program.
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Recommended IT Governance Framework for the Implementation of the IT Strategic Plan (continued)
IT Strategic Plan Governance
Business as Usual (BAU) IT Governance

Executive Level

Executive Steering
Committee
Consent Decree
Sub-Committee
IT Domain Level

IT Investment
Planning Board
IT Strategy Board

IT Standards &
EA Board

Program / Project
Mgmt Board

IT Service Mgmt
Board

BPD
Sub-Committee

BCIT
Sub-Committee

BPD Commissioner &
Command Team

BCIT CIO &
Management Team

•
•

Mission, Operational Strategy
Project Management / Delivery

•

IT Service Management

•
•

City IT Strategy
City PMO / Project Delivery

•
•

IT Service Management
IT Infrastructure
BCIT Units /
Teams

BPD IT

Delivery Level

BPD BAU Governance

BCIT BAU Governance

Project Steering
Committee
Business
Advisory Group

Project Mgmt
Team

Technical
Advisory Group

Project Team
IT Strategic Plan Programs / Projects
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The IT Governance Framework should be designed initially for
the purposes of facilitating decision making associated with the
BPD IT Strategic Plan. The long term objective of the
Framework is to facilitate enterprise, in-life IT Governance
between BPD, BCIT for IT related decision-making.

Vision, Purpose and Type
Style

Who Has the Decision Rights?

Business
Monarchy

C-level executives including CIO, as a group or individuals
Includes Executive Committee and IT Councils with senior
business executives and CIO (but not acting independently)

IT Monarchy

Individuals or groups of IT executives
Often exercised through an IT leadership council or Office of the
CIO

Feudal

Business unit leaders or their delegates
Found in enterprises with relatively autonomous business units and
is often used to provide local responsiveness

Federal

Guiding Principles

Domains & Processes

Goals, Metrics, KPIs

Shared by C-level executives and at least one other group
Often effective for gaining input, but generally less effective for
making the decisions

Duopoly

IT exes, business unit leaders or business process owners
Often used to balance pressures for both synergy and autonomy.

Anarchy

Each individual business process owner or end user
Usually has no formal mechanisms for exercising those rights. Adhoc decisions are made to satisfy local needs

Functional Model

Typical IT Governance Plan
Components
Roles & Responsibilities

Communications, Reports
& Dashboards

Exception Handling

Stakeholders &
Participants

Decision Rights
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Recommended Consent Decree IT ‘Task Force’ Organization

The recommended high level organizational model of the Consent Decree IT Team (or ‘Task Force’) is shown here and in more detail on the next
slide. The IT Task Force is intended to be an independent group, staffed by BPD and BCIT personnel on long term assignment, with sole focus on
delivering the objectives and scope of the IT Strategic Plan.
The Consent Decree IT Team should be responsible for the delivery of Consent Decree’s technical requirements and the supporting structures
and associated organizational change, but does not have the responsibility of the other Consent Decree requirements (e.g., purely operational
policies). This structure is intended to be validated and refined through Initiative 4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment, along with
roles definitions, staffing and hiring, on-boarding and team operation.
Design Considerations
§ Due to the high degree of BPD operational impact of Consent Decree IT,
inclusion of a command level BPD person to co-lead the team is highly
recommended.
§ In addition to general program direction, the Program Manager ensures support
from BCIT for infrastructure and other core IT functions.
§ Data Management is a required core competency for achieving Consent Decree
objectives.
§ Having a dedicated group with data architects, ETL developers and other
specialized resources will be essential to provide contextualized understanding
of BPD data for reporting and for the eventual provision of data to the EIS.
§ This organizational design, roles and responsibilities and staffing estimates are
described in greater detail later in the document, in the ‘Best Practices and
Planning Considerations’ section.
Engagement: 330050078
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Executive Steering Committee
BCIT Sub-Committee

Consent Decree Sub-Committee

BPD Sub-Committee
IT GOVERNANCE
CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATION

BCIT

BPD Police
Commissioner

Consent Decree IT
Implementation Chief

City PPM / PMO
Capabilities

Change Portfolio
Manager

City / BPD
Compliance
Function(s)

Compliance Lead
Consent Decree IT
Director

Program
Managers

OCM Lead

Training Lead

District
Testers
Coordinators

City Infrastructure
Function(s)

Legend
Task Force Role

Data Management
Lead

Solution Lead

Multiple FTEs
required per role

Note: It is expected that the
City will need to hire many
of the specialized roles
within this Task Force as the
availability of personnel and
suitable skills are limited.

Project
Testers
Managers

Solution &
Integration
Architect

Data Architect

Business
Testers
Analysts

Configuration
Testers
Analysts

Data Integration
Testers
Engineers

Operational
Subject Matter
Testers
Experts

Helpdesk
Testers
Analysts

Information
Security Lead

Technical Quality
Assurance Lead

Infrastructure &
Environments Lead

Testers
Testers

Technical
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts

Recommended Consent Decree IT Task
Force Organizational Structure

Administration &
Finance Lead

Procurement,
Vendor,
Contracts Mgmt

City Administrative
Function(s)

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Recommended Consent Decree IT Task Force Organization (Expanded View)
Executive Steering Committee
BCIT Sub-Committee

Consent Decree Sub-Committee

BPD Sub-Committee
IT GOVERNANCE
CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATION

BCIT

BPD Police
Commissioner

Consent Decree IT
Implementation Chief

City PPM / PMO
Capabilities

Change Portfolio
Manager

Program
Managers

OCM Lead

City / BPD
Compliance
Function(s)

Compliance Lead
Consent Decree IT
Director
Training Lead
District
Testers
Coordinators

City Infrastructure
Function(s)

Legend
Task Force Role

Data Management
Lead

Solution Lead

Multiple FTEs
required per role
Note: It is expected that the
City will need to hire many
of the specialized roles
within this Task Force as the
availability of personnel and
suitable skills are limited.

Project
Testers
Managers

Solution &
Integration
Architect

Data Architect

Business
Testers
Analysts

Configuration
Testers
Analysts

Data Integration
Testers
Engineers

Operational
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts

Helpdesk
Testers
Analysts

Information
Security Lead

Technical
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts
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Technical Quality
Assurance Lead

Testers
Testers

Infrastructure &
Environments Lead

Administration &
Finance Lead

Procurement,
Vendor,
Contracts Mgmt

City Administrative
Function(s)
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Recommended Consent Decree IT Task Force Organization (Resource Assignments Recommendation View)
Executive Steering Committee
BCIT Sub-Committee

Consent Decree Sub-Committee

BPD Sub-Committee
IT GOVERNANCE
CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATION

BCIT

BPD Police
Commissioner

Consent Decree IT
Implementation Chief

City PPM / PMO
Capabilities

Change Portfolio
Manager

Program
Managers

OCM Lead

City / BPD
Compliance
Function(s)

Compliance Lead
Consent Decree IT
Director
Training Lead

Legend

District
Testers
Coordinators

BCIT and BPD
Assigned

City Infrastructure
Function(s)

BPD Assigned

Assigned by
other City Dept.
Multiple FTEs
required per role
Note: It is expected that
the City will need to hire
many of the specialized
roles within this Task
Force as the availability of
personnel and suitable
skills are limited.

Data Management
Lead

Solution Lead

BCIT Assigned

Project
Testers
Managers

Solution &
Integration
Architect

Data Architect

Business
Testers
Analysts

Configuration
Testers
Analysts

Data Integration
Testers
Engineers

Operational
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts

Helpdesk
Testers
Analysts

Information
Security Lead

Technical
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts
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Technical Quality
Assurance Lead

Testers
Testers

Infrastructure &
Environments Lead

Administration &
Finance Lead

Procurement,
Vendor,
Contracts Mgmt

City Administrative
Function(s)
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Executive Summary
Recommended IT Organizational Capabilities for the Consent Decree IT Task Force

Gartner’s IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework is one of the inputs used to design an IT Organization. The reference framework
describes the key capabilities expected in any IT Organization; ‘capabilities’ being a combination of people, processes and tools.
Gartner recommends establishing the capabilities highlighted below in the Consent Decree IT Task Force organization. Other capabilities are
assumed to be provided externally, through a combination of BCIT, BPD and/or contracted Vendors. The City should consider this reference framework
as the Consent Decree IT Task Force is established through Initiative 4A on the strategic roadmap.
Architecture
Manage Enterprise
Architecture
Manage Business
Architecture

Business
Relationship
Management
Manage
Business
Relationships
Manage Business
Demand

Data Management

Deployment

Development

Innovation

Management

Manage Data
Quality

Manage
Release &
Deployment

Manage Business
Requirements

Manage
Technology
Innovation

Manage & Analyze
IT Financials

Manage Digital
Innovation

Manage
IT Workforce

Manage Data
Governance &
Management

Perform Technology
Design & Develop
Change
Solutions
Management

Manage
Information
Architecture

Manage
Databases

Manage Software
Configuration

Manage
Application
Architecture

Manage Data
Analytics

Design & Develop
CI / CD Solutions
(DevOps)

Manage Security
Architecture

Manage Solution
Quality & Testing

Service
Management

Security & Risk Sourcing & Vendor
Management
Management

Perform Monitoring
Understand
Manage IT Services
& Event
Business Objectives
& Catalog
Management
& the Value of IT
Perform Incident &
Problem
Management

Manage IT
Performance &
Metrics

Provide Service
Management

Manage IT
Operate Service &
Governance, Policy,
Contact Centre
& Standards

Secure the
Technology
Environment
Ensure Privacy &
Confidentiality
Manage Info
Security & Risk
Governance

Manage Project
Delivery

Manage and
Maintain IT Assets
& Licenses

Manage
Identities, Access
& Vulnerabilities

Manage Master
Data

Manage
Knowledge,
Information &
Content

Provide & Manage
IT Service Support

Manage IT
Business
Continuity & DR

Manage Cloud
Architecture /
Brokerage

Manage Data
Provisioning

Manage IT
Portfolios

Provision & Manage
Environments

Manage Security
Threats

Manage
Integration
Architecture

Manage Business
Intelligence &
Reporting

Manage
Organizational
Change

Manage
Automation
Architecture

Manage Data
Science
Engineering

Manage Network
Architecture
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Procurement

Strategy

Workplace
Services

Develop
Technology
Strategy

Develop Digital
Workplace
Strategy

Manage Vendor &
Develop Digital
Manage End User
Supplier
Business Strategy
Devices
Relationships
Manage
Sourcing

Legend
Level 1

Capability

Level 2

Sub-Capability

Green

Recommended Capability for Consent Decree IT Task Force

Orange

Assumed BCIT Capability

Blue

Assumed BPD and/or BCIT
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Recommended IT Service Management Approach

The City must establish an IT Services Delivery Plan (through Initiative 4B) that will develop near-term and longer-term (target state) delivery models for BPD’s current
state devices, core business systems, data / services and infrastructure. Gartner’s supporting recommendations are summarized below and described in greater detail
later in the document.
IT Services Delivery is considered to be a combination of Ownership and Operation.
§

Ownership: Those parties responsible for implementing, hosting and supporting IT services or solutions

§

Operation: Those parties responsible for using IT services or solutions to perform their job function and also, where appropriate, the administration of certain
aspects of the IT service or solution (e.g., User Access, Configurable Attributes, Data Exports, etc.)

BPD should continue to be responsible for the ownership and operation of existing systems and infrastructure. The decisions made by the City during the development
of the IT Strategic Plan indicate that the Consent Decree IT Task Force should take over the ownership of the new IT capabilities being delivered for the purposes of
the IT Strategic Plan and the City achieving the requirements of the Consent Decree (such as but not limited to e-Citations, RMS, EIS, UoF). Essentially BPD IT will
continue to own and operate existing system where as the Consent Decree IT Task Force will own the implementation of new technology capabilities (the bi-modal
concept of Mode 1 and Mode 2 work). Please refer to the Best Practices and Planning Considerations section for more details on IT Services ownership.
IT ownership for to be determined systems and roles should gradually transition from BPD IT to the Consent Decree Organization and / or BCIT over a pre-determined
period of time. Transition timing should be based upon successful demonstration of defined transition criteria (acceptance criteria), such as IT service capability
maturity and readiness of delivery teams, support teams, infrastructure such as networks, environments and data centers.

IT Service Management
GIS

Future state organization.
Doesn’t exist yet.

IT Service Management

IT Service Management

Networks
Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

IT Security, Privacy

Data Centers / Facilities

Current State
* Note: timeframes are subjective and assumed to be conditional.
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Infrastructure

LMS

Desktop
Devices

Portals

Finance /
Payroll

Internal Affairs

EIS

Mobile
Devices

IT Service Management

Business Intelligence / Analytics

Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy

Data Management

Networks

Use of Force

CMS

RMS

Citations

CAD

IT Service Management

Sensors

GIS
Business Intelligence / Analytics
Enterprise Content Management

IT Security, Privacy

BCIT
Cameras /
Scanners

Crime Lab /
Analysis

Core
Business
Systems

Consent Decree Organization

Radios

Deployment
Planning

Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

9-1-1

LMS

Finance /
Payroll

Internal Affairs

EIS

Use of Force

CMS

BPD
Portals

GIS

Disaster Recovery
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RMS

IT Service Management

Data Management

Infrastructure

BCIT
Desktop
Devices

Citations

Deployment
Planning

CAD

Mobile
Devices

Radio System

Consent Decree Organization

Sensors

Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy

Cameras /
Scanners

Radios

9-1-1

LMS

Finance /
Payroll

Core
Business
Systems

Business Intelligence / Analytics

Data /
Services

BPD
Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Crime Lab /
Analysis

BCIT

Portals

Internal Affairs

EIS

Desktop
Devices

Use of Force

CMS

RMS

Citations

CAD

Consent Decree Organization
Mobile
Devices

Sensors

Deployment
Planning

9-1-1

Cameras /
Scanners

Crime Lab /
Analysis

Radio System

Core
Business
Systems

Radios

Radio System

BPD
Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Data Management

Disaster Recovery

Disaster Recovery

Networks

Networks

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Data Centers / Facilities

Data Centers / Facilities

Potential Near-Term State (1-5 years*)

Disaster Recovery
Infrastructure

Networks
Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments
Data Centers / Facilities

Potential Longer-Term / Target State (5 years*)

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Recommended IT Service Management Approach (During Life of Consent Decree IT Task Force)

During the life of the Consent Decree IT Task Force, the recommendation is for the IT Task Force to take ownership of the planning, procurement and implementation
of new IT capabilities while BPD continues to own the IT service delivery responsibilities of BPD’s current systems and capabilities.
For example, BPD will continue to maintain the existing RMS while the Consent Decree IT Task Force takes responsibility for the planning, procurement and
implementation of the new WebRMS solution. This also applies to systems such as Use of Force, EIS and Internal Affairs.

§ This will establish agreement
between BPD and BCIT on the
longer term plans for current BPD
system and the new technical
capabilities being delivered by the
Consent Decree IT Task Force.

BCIT

IT Service Management (BPD Support)

Finance /
Payroll

LMS

IT Service Management
GIS
Business Intelligence / Analytics

Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy
Data Management
Disaster Recovery

Infrastructure

Disaster Recovery

Networks

Networks

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Data Centers / Facilities

Data Centers / Facilities
Legend

IT Service Delivery Owner

Proposed IT Service Delivery Model During Life of Consent Decree IT Task Force
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Portals

CAD

Internal Affairs

Use of Force

EIS

RMS

Desktop
Devices

Citations

Mobile
Devices

Other current
systems

Current CMS

Sensors

Current RMS

Cameras /
Scanners

Deployment
Planning

Core
Business
Systems

Radios

Crime Lab /
Analysis

Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Radio System

§ During Initiative 3B, the Consent
Decree IT Task Force will work with
BPD and BCIT to develop the
longer term IT Service Delivery
strategy for BPD’s technology
capabilities in terms of ownership
of IT service delivery and IT service
management.

Consent Decree IT Task Force

9-1-1

BPD
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
High Level Change Risk Assessment

A high level Change Risk Assessment (CRA), that considers the Characteristics of the Change and Characteristics of the Organization (BPD), indicates a relatively
high degree of risk associated with the implementation of the IT Strategic Plan, its portfolio of initiatives and associated organizational change it represents. More detail
can be found in the Risk Assessment section of this document.
§
§

Characteristics of Change: High Risk
Characteristics of the Organization (BPD): Moderate to High Risk

This assessment emphasizes the criticality of establishing an appropriate Change Portfolio Management (CPM) framework with dedicated delivery team staffed with
specialized PPM and OCM capabilities to manage the delivery of the overall IT Strategic Plan, as well as creating a dedicated Consent Decree Team responsible for
the implementation and near-term operation of Consent Decree related IT capabilities.

Characteristics of the Organization

Overall Change Risk Assessment

Characteristics of the Change
Number of Employees impacted

Perceived need for change among employees

Variation in Group impacts

Employee perception of past change initiatives

People change impacts (average across
groups)

Success of past change initiatives

Process change impacts (average across
groups)

Change capacity (average number of current
change initiatives in progress)

Technology / Tools change impacts (average
across groups)

Organization's culture and reinforcement of
change

Organization / Culture change impacts (average
across groups)

Leadership style and power distribution

Impact on Compensation and/or Benefits

Senior management change competency /
methods

Changes to Staffing Levels

Middle management change competency /
methods

Characteristics of the Change
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Characteristics of the Organization (BPD)

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Next Steps Recommendations

The portfolio of initiatives defined within the roadmap requires a collaborative, programmatic approach between BPD, BCIT and the other program
stakeholders such as, but not limited to, the City Law Department, City Finance, City Procurement and partners such as the State’s Attorney’s Office.
A critical level of detailed planning is needed to accurately scope, fund, resource and execute the IT Strategic Plan. Dedicated resources across BPD and
BCIT and a combination of new hires and professional services are keys to effective execution.
Recommendation

Benefits

Success Factors

Approach the IT Strategic Plan as a means of delivering
transformational change, not (just) technology
improvements

ü Ensures stakeholder needs are taken into consideration

Ø Assigned OCM subject matter resource(s)

ü Provides consistent management of communications
ü Builds awareness, promotes trust and facilities adoption

Ø Defined, agreed to OCM strategy and plan
Ø Operational support for stakeholder communications

ü Promotes a greater level of control of across the
portfolio’s programs and projects parameters – budget,
scope, schedule, quality

Ø Dedicated Portfolio manager, Program managers and
Project managers

ü Promotes consistency, efficiency and quality gains

Ø Established PMO and specialized skills support

ü Promotes higher chances of program and project
success

Ø Availability of Operational and Technical SME resources

Establish basic IT Governance quickly, to facilitate effective
inter-department collaboration and communication, and
mature it over time

ü Promotes effective working relationships

Ø Executive sponsorship and regular participation

BPD is not capable of undertaking the implementation of the
IT Strategic Plan alone. Leveraging a combination of City
partnerships (i.e., BCIT) and professional services to
address immediate specialized skill needs is recommended.

ü Enables the City to move forward with the IT Strategic
Plan within an acceptable time frame

Ø Collaboration between BPD and City partners

ü Reduces the identified Risk Profile by leveraging suitable
subject matter expertise to launch and complete the
highest priority, more complex, initiatives effectively

Ø Approved IT Strategic Plan

Conduct comprehensive planning, applying the
recommended Change Portfolio Management framework,
including but not limited to approaches and artifacts to
employ, quality management, resourcing / staffing, risk
management, vendor management and sourcing strategy

ü Facilitates timely, informed decision making
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Ø Defined, agreed governance plan

Ø Approved Funding

Introduction
Executive Summary
Business Context
Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Strategic Roadmap
Risk Assessment
Next Steps
Appendix:
§ Best Practices and Planning Considerations
§ Alternatives Assessment
§ Current State Assessment
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Business Context

Business Context

Gartner’s Current State Assessment Summary Established Baseline Consensus on Needs, Priorities and Opportunities
This section presents the executive summary from Gartner’s Current State Assessment, to provide the business context upon which the BPD IT
Strategic Plan has been developed. The complete assessment report can be found in Appendix A.
The Baltimore Police Department (BPD) is the 8th largest municipal police organization in the US with over 3,000 sworn and civilian personnel
and is responsible for maintaining public safety for the citizens of Baltimore and adjacent communities.
Police operations are becoming increasingly reliant upon information technology (IT) to meet expanding service and accountability demands.
In addition to recognizing the need to evolve its IT capabilities, BPD must prioritize the objectives of its agreement with US Department of
Justice established in April 2017 that states BPD must focus on:

“…building community trust, creating a culture of community and problem-oriented policing, prohibiting unlawful
stops and arrests, preventing discriminatory policing and excessive force, ensuring public and officer safety,
enhancing officer accountability and making needed technological upgrades…”

Gartner’s Current State Assessment identifies operational, organizational and governance challenges in addition to IT capabilities
limitations that present challenges to BPD’s mission today as well as to BPD’s ability to meet Consent Decree requirements.
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Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
Discovery Informs Strategic Planning

The Current State Assessment aggregates findings from review of available background documentation, stakeholder interviews and
operational observations to identify Strategic Planning Components for BPD to consider in the development of its IT Strategic Plan.
Gartner leverages findings and key themes resulting from the CSA that point to challenges, opportunities or needs to bound the IT Strategic
Plan’s scope based on BPD priorities. Gartner’s IT Strategic Assessment Framework and Gartner’s IT Maturity / IT Score are assessment
tools that apply strategic categories within which aligned components of the ITSP are established and confirmed before being further defined in
the subsequent strategic planning tasks.
The IT Strategic Assessment Framework has been used consistently through strategic planning activities to link ITSP initiatives to priorities and
findings thereby ensuring alignment between the ITSP and BPD needs.
Task 2: Current State Assessment

Task 3: Future State Vision
Gartner IT Strategic Assessment Framework

Business & IT Alignment
Management and Governance
IT Organization and Sourcing
Information & Technology Architecture
Infrastructure and Operations

City & BPD Priorities

Discovery Findings

IT Maturity & IT Score

Identified through review of the
City’s strategy and Police
Technology Resource Study,
providing objectives for the IT
Strategic Plan that need to be
reconciled and consolidated
through the discovery process.

Specific findings and key
themes developed through the
CSA indicating challenges,
opportunities or needs to be
addressed by the IT Strategic
Plan.

Assessment of critical IT
management capabilities
necessary to achieve explicit types
of IT contribution and value. It
identifies present maturity levels
across IT capability domains and
provides prescriptive actions for
advancement.
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Strategic Planning
Components
Gartner’s recommendations for
strategic elements that address
the City’s priorities and needs.
These will be considered in
more detail during the next
stage of the planning process.

Strategic Visioning
The City’s future state defined as
strategic objectives, outcomes and
intended benefits for BPD, the City,
its citizens and stakeholders. This
provides the direction for the more in
depth strategic planning that follows
during Task 4.

Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
City and BPD Priorities – Sponsorship and Key Stakeholders for the BPD IT Modernization Program

The following diagram summarizes the sponsorship, and key stakeholders for the BPD IT Modernization Program. The direction and
perspectives provided by these groups is critical to the development of the strategic plan and must be reconciled to create a clear,
consolidated, set of strategic objectives against which the IT Strategic Plan was developed.
United States
Department of
Justice

City of Baltimore
Mayor

Baltimore Police
Department

Baltimore City Office
of Information &
Technology (BCIT)

City Law Department

City Finance
Department

State’s Attorney’s
Office

District Court
Judge

Interim Police
Commissioner

City CIO

City Solicitor

City HR Department

State of Maryland

Consent Decree
Monitoring Team

Chief Solicitor

City Procurement
Department

Consent Decree IT Team
BPD Commissioner’s Office
BPD Operations Bureau
BPD Consent Decree Implementation
Unit (CDIU)
BPD Information Technology Section
(ITS)
BPD Legal Affairs
Baltimore City Law Department
Baltimore City Office of Information
and Technology
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Lead Monitor

City of
Baltimore

External

Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
City and BPD Priorities – Key Influences to the Development of the BPD IT Strategic Plan

The BPD IT Strategic Plan describes the strategic program of change that will deliver IT capability improvements for its officers, personnel and for the
processes necessary to support Consent Decree requirements and the modernization of the Department. Ongoing initiatives, current circumstances
within the City and previously developed or ancillary planning efforts may also influence or direct the IT Strategic Plan.
The following influences provided direction and served as inputs to the strategic plan and roadmap:
§

Consent Decree. Mandate from the District Court that provides direction to BPD regarding the implementation of specific technology capabilities to
meet material requirements and specific outcomes.

§

Police Foundation’s Technology Assessment. A point in time assessment of BPD’s applications and systems to inform the development of a
Technology Resource Plan and guide BPD in executing technology and business process improvements needed to satisfy requirements of the
Consent Decree as well as modernize the Department.

§

City Digital Transformation Strategic Plan. An inclusive strategic plan to create an ecosystem that allows the City of Baltimore to design,
implement, and operate the latest technology that ‘Moves Baltimore Forward’.

§

Gartner’s Current State Assessment. Gartner’s independent analysis of BPD’s current state technology capabilities is used to gain a consensus
understanding on needs, opportunities and priorities and serves as a key input to the Baltimore Police Department’s IT Strategic Plan and Roadmap,
or ‘Technical Resource Plan’.

These inputs have been consolidated and rationalized to create a definitive set of strategic objectives and expected outcomes for the IT Strategic Plan.

Consent Decree

BPD Technology
Resource Study

City Digital
Transformation
Strategic Plan

BPD IT Strategic Plan
(Technology Resource Plan)
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Gartner Current
State
Assessment

Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
City and BPD Priorities – Key Themes

A summary of key themes driving and shaping BPD’s IT Strategic Plan is presented below, categorized by Influencer and Stakeholder Expectations;
Technology Needs and; Challenges and Key Risks associated with the current state.

INFLUENCER & STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS
The District Court that has mandated requirements upon BPD and the Monitoring Team to improve data
collection, supervisory capabilities and reporting and transparency. Citizens expect greater collaboration,
transparency and accountability from the City and BPD. The Mayor’s Office and City IT have a strategic
objective to centralize IT services where it makes sense, to improve IT service delivery which includes a to-bedetermined degree of BPD IT. BPD recognizes the need to improve its IT organizational capabilities and their
effectiveness as well improving IT service delivery and user experience.

TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
Numerous technology needs have been identified across most layers of BPD IT’s landscape including the need
for integrated search capabilities, analytics and reporting; need to improve the user experience through
devices, application rationalization, improved availability, performance and stability; improvements to data
standards, management and quality; mission system upgrades such as RMS, CMS; supporting IT services
such as improved information management and data sharing, IT security, IT Disaster Recovery (IT DR) and
storage.

CHALLENGES & KEY RISKS
Several significant challenges need to be addressed by the strategic plan such as BPD’s reliance on manual
processes and paper. Challenges presented by data silos impact the speed and accuracy of information
retrieval. Risks such as BPD IT’s limited capacity to undertake major initiatives, immature IT Governance
and limited Organizational Change Management capabilities and skills need to be mitigated.
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INFLUENCER &
STAKEHOLDER
EXPECTATIONS
DISTRICT COURT
MONITORING TEAM
BPD & USERS
CITY DEPARTMENTS
CITIZENS

CHALLENGES &
KEY RISKS
MANUAL PROCESSES &
RELIANCE ON PAPER
SILOED DATA
INFRASTRUCTURE
BPD IT ORG CAPACITY &
CAPABILTIES
IT GOVERNANCE

TECHNOLOGY
NEEDS
DATA & ANALYTICS
INFORMATION MGMT
MISSION SYSTEMS
IT SECURITY & RISK MGT
IT DISASTER RECOVERY
USER EXPERIENCE

Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
Discovery Findings - Leveraging Gartner’s IT Assessment Framework

Gartner’s IT Strategic Assessment Framework has been used to develop our understanding of BPD’s current operational and technical
conditions and is applied to organize our findings. The summary observations described below are presented in greater detail later in the
Current State Assessment in Appendix A.
Assessment Area

Definition

Summary Observations

Business & BPD IT
Alignment

The degree to which the focus of
IT efforts, resources and
capabilities are in agreement with
and supportive of business
needs.

§ Extensive use of paper and manual processes indicated that IT is not able to support core BPD business needs.
§ BPD IT is forced to operate primarily in a reactionary mode due to limited personnel and technology resources.
Given current resources, there is little opportunity for proactive planning to support BPD operational needs and
priorities.

Management and
Governance

The formal and informal
mechanisms that ensure the
effective and efficient use of IT
capabilities and resources

§ There is currently a lack of formal governance within BPD IT and with the City.
§ Governance is largely reactive based on the latest urgent matter.
§ There is however a strong desire from BPD leadership and and City IT to establish IT governance through the
Consent Decree and the IT Strategic Plan, that creates greater control and consistency over IT decision making.

IT Organization and
Sourcing

The IT organizational structure,
roles, responsibilities, and
competencies required for
successful execution including
sourcing relationships

§ Absence of a formalized OCM (or any consistent change control mechanism) puts implementation of Consent
Decree mandated initiatives at risk due to factors such as poor communications and lack of user adoption.
§ There are inefficiencies in the current procurement process that may be addressed through closer partnering with
City Procurement to create and follow a standard process.

Information &
Technology
Architecture

The design of processes, IT
assets and services to support
current and future business
models

§ BPD does not have a comprehensive information architecture resulting in information being stored in multiple
repositories with resulting data quality issues and the need to maintain manual records to verify systems (e.g.,
divisional ComStat processes).
§ BPD’s applications are deployed on several different and sometimes dated technical architectures thereby
limiting the ability to integrate data and reducing system resiliency and performance.

The hardware, software, facilities
(infrastructure) and people and
service (operations) components
that support the delivery of IT

§ Limited resources and infrastructure capacity impact system performance and reliability.
§ The implementation of new systems and capabilities mandated by the Consent Decree will require infrastructure
improvements and continuous maintenance.
§ Needs identified associated with business continuity and disaster recovery capabilities as BPD’s IT Strategic
Plan increases BPD’s reliance on technology and information / data.

Infrastructure and
Operations
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Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
Discovery Findings Associated with BPD’s Systems and Technology

GIS
Business Intelligence / Analytics
Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy
Data Management

The highlighted items represent capabilities where
requirements for the BPD IT Strategic Plan have been
identified.

Disaster Recovery
Infrastructure

Networks
Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments
Data Centers / Facilities
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Legend

No identified needs.

Direct Relationship to Consent Decree.

Current Capability. Needs Identified.

Indirect Relationship to Consent Decree.

Capability Gap. Needs Identified.

Finance /
Payroll

Portals

LMS

Deployment
Planning

Internal Affairs

Desktop
Devices

Use of Force

EIS

CMS

Crime Lab /
Analysis

Mobile
Devices

Sensors

RMS

Citations

CAD

Core
Business
Systems

Cameras /
Scanners

IT Service Management

BPD stakeholders report that certain current solutions
do not meet their needs in terms of functionality,
performance and/or stability. Other capabilities
required for the purposes of the Consent Decree do
not exist or are significantly limited. Needs will be
considered for inclusion within the IT Strategic Plan
during upcoming planning tasks.

Radios

9-1-1

Gartner uses a Law Enforcement Technical
Capabilities Reference Model (right) to identify needs
related to the context of an initiative and to start
creating an outline of its potential scope.

Sample
Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Radio System

BPD must prioritize its IT investment needs and
determine which system upgrades/enhancements
or replacements should be included in scope of
the IT Strategic Plan.

Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
IT Maturity and IT Score Assessment Introduction

Gartner has compared BPD’s IT capabilities to industry best practices and benchmarks using Gartner’s IT Enterprise Capability
Maturity Model and Gartner’s IT Score.

Gartner’s IT Score:
■ Provides objective definitions for capability maturity
in each assessment area
■ Used to objectively assess current capabilities and
identify the right ‘target’ areas for change
■ The goal is to align IT capability and maturity with
the needs of the organization not always to
necessarily achieve the ‘highest’ level of maturity
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Current State Assessment Summary

Business Context

BPD IT Maturity and IT Score Assessment Results Summary
Gartner’s assessment of BPD’s IT Maturity, conducted during the Current State Assessment1, indicates BPD is operating at Level 1 maturity (Functional)
with multiple indicators in Level 2 (Enabling). The summary Executive View Score is 1.6 and Executive View Maturity level is Level 1: Functional. This is significantly
below industry peers within State and Local Government.
Observed Maturity

* Benchmark: Govt\PS\Ed – Less than 5,000 Employees

The figures above are described and presented in more detail later in the document. These findings, together with the findings within Gartner’s Current State
Assessment, indicate that BPD does not have the IT organizational capabilities, maturity or capacity to manage and implement an IT Strategic Plan of this scale and
complexity on its own today.
A collaborative approach with BCIT is recommended and the need to hire and/or source specialized skills to manage the delivery of the IT Strategic Plan is required.
The IT Strategic Plan includes several initiatives intended to establish specific capabilities, with specialized skills and dedicated teams, for the purposes of
implementing the IT Strategic Plan’s portfolio of initiatives.
1: Appendix A of this document: Current State Assessment
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Current State Assessment Summary

Business Context

Key IT Maturity and IT Score Observations
BPD’s IT Maturity is observed to be operating at Level 1 maturity (Functional) with multiple indicators in Level 2 (Enabling). The Executive View
score is 1.6 and Executive view maturity level is Level 1: Functional.
Level 1 enterprises view IT as a commodity and a necessary cost of business, but see little potential in it beyond basic task automation. IT is a functional
utility. Enterprise leaders expect to be invisible, available and reliable. IT's highest level of contribution is its own operational efficiency, most likely
measured by cost control through asset optimization.
Key indicators include:
§

At Level 1, BPD’s operation’s (or “business’s”) mindset towards IT, and IT’s primary focus, is “keeping the lights on”, providing functional and reliable
core systems and infrastructure. BPD’s systems include RMS, CMS, IA Pro and are reliable but each have functional and technical limitations.

§

No CIO role (or equivalent executive level IT role) exists within BPD. The IT Director role is positioned several layer below the Executive Team. This
prevents BPD IT from having direct involvement in ongoing operational planning discussions and being able to input and influence executive level
decision making which have implications of BPD’s information technology assets.
BPD IT is in the process of updating their strategy and vision, aligned with enterprise strategy and focused on value contribution. At Level 1, the IT
organization manages the technology assets that are required for reliable business operations. If an IT Strategic Plan or vision exists, it is
independent of the enterprise and rudimentary.
Roles and responsibilities are narrowly focused on basic IT management and technical skills. No formal workforce planning process exists and
staffing decisions are usually reactive where ad-hoc hires are necessary to back-fill retirements or other attrition.

§

§
§

IT performance measures are informal, simplistic and ad-hoc. BPD’s IT services should be measured by service specific (and/or system specific)
metrics including, but not limited to: alignment with operational strategy and intended benefits (or intended improvements), enterprise / user
satisfaction, operational quality, project timeliness, functionality, cost, vendor performance against SLAs, BPD IT service performance against SLAs.

§

BPD IT is currently seeking to adopt an enterprise IT Service Management (ITSM) framework however such a framework does not exist today. This
limitation presents a challenge to ensuring formal processes are applied consistently across BPD IT, impacting IT organizational performance and
overall quality of service to the BPD operation.
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Business Context

Current State Assessment Summary
Recommended Strategic Planning Components for BPD IT Modernization

The following Strategic Planning Components have been established by considering the observations, implications and opportunities identified during
discovery. These priorities are intended to help shape the IT Strategic Plan by developing a set of appropriate, cost effective, key initiatives that will
establish necessary capability improvements to meet the mandates of the Consent Decree and other prioritized strategic objectives.
Gartner explored these Strategic Planning Components with the City in Task 3, Strategic Visioning to establish a Future State Vision upon which the IT
Strategic Plan was developed.
Business & ITS
Alignment

Organizational Change Management
Improve BPD operations by applying OCM throughout the program
to facilitate the successful adoption of change.

Operationally Aligned Functional Governance
Management and
Governance

Define and implement IT decision making governance inclusive of
all stakeholders to support initial IT projects and long term
sustainment.

Data Management and Governance
Improve data management and data governance tools and
practices to enable the implementation of data driven policing.

Consent Decree IT Organization Model
IT Organization and
Sourcing

Information &
Technology
Architecture

Infrastructure and
Operations

Organize IT resources to ensure responsiveness to Consent Decree
mandates and to effectively deliver IT innovations aligned with BPD
operational priorities.

Application Modernization
Acquire, upgrade or replace core applications to improve BPD
operations and to serve as source systems for the Early
Intervention System (EIS).

IT Infrastructure Improvements
Provide infrastructure to support continuous and reliable system
availability for current and future needs.
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Data Integration
Provide platform(s) to facilitate the integration of data from
multiple BPD sources.

Introduction
Executive Summary
Business Context
Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Strategic Roadmap
Risk Assessment
Next Steps
Appendix:
§ Best Practices and Planning Considerations
§ Alternatives Assessment
§ Current State Assessment
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Introduction

The following Strategic Planning Components are based on observations, implications and opportunities identified in the Current State
Assessment. Related initiatives linked to established priorities and needs have been developed to enable the Planning Components. This
approach ensures alignment between BPD’s strategic objectives and initiatives within the IT Strategic Plan.

Organizational
Change Management

Operationally Aligned
Functional
Governance

Data Management
and Governance

Consent Decree IT
Organization Model

Application
Modernization

Data Integration

IT Infrastructure
Improvements

Strategic Planning Components are:
§ Relevant groupings that reflect gaps or opportunities identified during Gartner’s Current State Assessment
§ Related to one or more layers within Gartner’s IT Strategic Planning Framework
§ Result in one or more Initiatives within the IT Strategic Plan
Initiatives are:
§ Specific actions or projects that support defined strategic objectives, grouped under Strategic Planning Components and deliver discreet
outcomes
§ Designed to deliver Technology, Organizational, People / Staffing and/or Process improvement or change
§ Designed to deliver discrete outcomes and benefits during their delivery and once they have been completed (as opposed to their outcomes
and benefits being delivered only at the final conclusion of the overall IT Strategic Plan)
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Strategic Planning Components and Related Initiatives

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

BPD IT Strategic Plan Scope Summary
Organizational Change
Management

Application Modernization
§ Operational Application Modernization (RMS,
Citations, Public Access, Current / Ongoing BPD
IT Projects)

§ ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP)
Platform 1

§ Risk Management Application Modernization
(UoF, IA)

§ Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
§ Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

§ Performance Management Application
Modernization (WMS, LMS, EIS)

Operationally Aligned Functional
Governance

IT Infrastructure Improvements

Data Management and
Governance

§ Data Governance Establishment
§ Data Management Plan and Standards
§ Data Reconciliation and Consolidation

Data Integration

§ Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)
§ IT Governance Framework

§ EIIP Implementation

§ IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

§ Connected Officer

§ Data Integration Solution

§ Radio Handsets Refresh

Consent Decree IT Organization
Model
§ Consent Decree Organizational Design and
Establishment

The Initiatives summarized here have been identified for each associated Strategic Planning
Component. Each initiative is described in the next section, including goals, activities, ROM
costs, ROM resources, risks and dependencies.

§ IT Service Delivery Optimization
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1 There

are several current in-progress projects that will need to be aligned with the roadmap during the establishment of
the Change Portfolio Management framework (e.g., City HR Replacement, Crime Analytics, Predictive Policing).

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Taxonomy
Strategic Planning Component
Definition – Purpose and Objectives

List of Initiatives Identified Supporting
the Strategic Planning Component

High Level Charter Taxonomy
Initiative Goal

Durations indicated are indicative only at this stage. The City will need to verify and refine
durations during the Planning stage of the City’s project lifecycle. Duration estimates
provided are based Gartner observations across the industry for comparable initiatives.

Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimates are provided to assist the City in initial budget
planning. ROM costs are based on Gartner experience with similar systems/project and include
general solution costs and/or estimates for internal resources where a level of effort is required to
deliver the initiative.

Intended Benefits

The City will need to verify and refine ROM resource estimates when the projects have been
scoped and planned during the Initiation and Planning stages of the City’s project lifecycle.

Key Activities and Outcomes
Dependencies and Assumptions
Engagement: 330050078
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Common Project Management Stages, Tasks and Artifacts

It is assumed all technology projects within the IT Strategic Plan will follow a standardized program or project management lifecycle with appropriate stages, stage
gates, processes and artifacts. As such, these common activities have not been included explicitly within the Initiatives charter but they are implied and essential.
Applying a standardized approach to delivery provides consistency, improved monitoring and control capabilities, the ability to achieve economies of scale and
promotes maximum overall quality.
Each stage of a Program or Project Management Lifecycle has its own set of activities and deliverables with responsibilities for each distributed in a collaborative
framework across the CPM Team, the Program Manager and/or Project Manager, Operational SMEs, Technical SMEs and Vendor Project Managers. The PM lifecycle
is also designed to integrate with the Change Portfolio Framework (established within Initiative 1A) and align with the IT Governance Framework (established within
Initiative 2A).
This does not constrain or infringe upon a Vendor’s own PM methodology or implementation methodology, it simply ensures that all BPD IT Strategic Plan initiatives
which include the procurement, design and implementation of IT follow a standardized, gated approach and deliver a minimum threshold of PM artifacts and controls.
This sample PM Lifecycle, below, can be applied to both traditional waterfall and agile based implementation approaches.
Sample Project Management Lifecycle Stages

Please refer to the section ‘Best Practices and
Planning Considerations’ for more information.
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3) Procurement

4) Implementation
4A) Launch

4B) Requirements
Validation

4C) Build and
Configure

5) Close
4D) Testing and
Acceptance

4E) Deployment and
Transition

Stage Objectives

2) Planning

§ Identify and
document project
opportunity
§ Classify and size
the project
§ Approve or reject
project

§ Initiate project
formally
§ Sponsorship
commitment
§ Position project for
success

§ Engage key
stakeholders
§ Confirm project
deliverables,
schedule and
resources

§ Develop detailed
requirements and
procurement artifacts
§ Conduct Procurement
§ Select and contract
with Vendor(s)

§ Launch the project
with the Vendor(s)
§ Validate the project
approach, plan and
schedule
§ Confirm stakeholder
engagement plan

§ Validate the
requirements with the
Vendor
§ Develop proof-ofconcept (if appropriate)
§ Develop and finalize
solution design

§ Develop and
configure the solution

§ Test and accept the
solution

§ Transition the
accepted solution
into support

§ Close project
formally
§ Conduct Lessons
Learned
§ Finalize and
archive project
artifacts

§ Project Proposal
Intake Form
§ Project
Classification
Tool
§ Project Sizing
Tool
§ Project Cost
Estimate (High
Level)
§ Business Case

§ Project Charter
§ Stakeholder
Analysis
§ Feasibility Study
§ Project Governance
Plan
§ Project Cost
Estimate (Updated)

§ Project Mgmt Plan
(and sub-plans)
§ Project Mgmt RACI
§ Project Schedule
§ Project Workbook
§ Project Deliverables
Register
§ Change Control
Register
§ Stakeholder
Engagement &
Comms Plan

§ Procurement
Management Plan
§ Requirements
(Functional)
§ Requirements (NonFunctional /
Technical)
§ Requirements (NonFunctional / NonTechnical)
§ RFI (if needed)
§ RFP

§ Project Charter
(Updated)
§ Requirements
Traceability Matrix
(Baseline)
§ Deliverable
Expectation
Documents

§ Business Impact
Assessment (High
Level)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring & Control”

§ Business Impact
Assessment
(Detailed)
§ Change
Management Plan
(People, Process,
Org, Technology)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Change Readiness
Assessments
(Regular)
§ Testing and
Acceptance CheckList(s)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Change Readiness
Assessment Report
(Final)
§ Deployment CheckList(s)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Lessons Learned
Report
§ Customer
Satisfaction
Survey (as req.)
§ Project Close Out
Report

§ N/A

§ N/A

§ N/A

§ Vendor RFI
Response
§ Vendor RFP
Technical Proposal
§ Vendor RFP Cost
Proposal
§ Vendor Contract
§ Proof of Concept (if
appropriate)

§ Vendor Project
Management Plan
(and sub-plans)
§ Vendor Project
Schedule
§ Quality Assurance
Plan

§ Requirements
Validation Assessment
§ Solution Design
Documentation
§ Infrastructure Design
Documentation
§ Development Plan (and
supporting docs)
§ Proof of Concept (PoC)
§ Support Strategy

§ Development
Documentation
(updated)
§ Build / Configuration
Report
§ Infrastructure Build
Documentation
(updated)

§ Testing Strategy
§ Test Plans
§ Test Reports
§ Acceptance Plan(s)
§ Training Materials

§ Support
Establishment Plan
§ Migration / Transition
Plan(s)
§ Post-Implementation
Report

§ Vendor Contract
Close Out Report
§ Vendor
Deliverables
Tracker
(Finalized)

Typical Vendor
Deliverables

B) Monitoring & Control

1) Initiation

Key County Project Manager
Deliverables

4) Implementation

5) Close

3) Procurement

1) Initiation

2) Planning

A) Intake

A) Intake

B) Monitoring & Control
Objectives
§ Project deliverables managed to agreed standards
§ Maintain control of team(s) and vendor(s)

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Key County Project Manager Deliverables
Status Reports
Meeting Agendas & Minutes
Project Finances Tracker updates
Project Schedule updates
Change Control Register updates
Project Workbook updates
Stakeholder Engagement & Communications Plan updates
Stakeholder Analysis updates
Deliverable Review Forms and Deliverable Acceptance Forms

§
§
§
§
§
§

Typical Vendor Deliverables
Vendor Status Reports
Vendor Meeting Agendas & Minutes
Vendor Deliverables Tracker updates
Vendor’s own Project Workbook updates (Risks, Issues, Dependencies, Decisions, Assumptions, Actions)
Requirements Traceability Matrix updates
Quality Assurance Plan

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Planning Assumptions
ROM Cost Estimates
Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimates are provided within the IT
Initiative Charters to assist the City in initial budget planning. ROM costs are based
on Gartner experience with similar systems/project and include general solution
costs and/or estimates for internal resources where a level of effort is required to
deliver the initiative.
Cost Estimate Types
§ Solution Costs
§ Assumed to incude hardware, software, vendor provided professional
services and 12 months warranty, support and maintenance.
§ Internal Costs
§ Apply a general resource assumption of $25k per month for the assumed
project duration.
§ The actual resource costs will vary depending on the City’s resourcing
strategy (e.g., internal resources, advisory support, combination) and more
detailed resource / effort planning that will be performed during the initiating
stage of each project.
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ROM Resource Estimates
A standard team / resource profile has been assumed for each project with
varying degrees of effort provided depending on project complexity.
Estimated Levels of Effort Per Role:
§ High – One or more dedicated resources
§ Medium – Partially dediciated with varying levels of effort throughout the
project lifecycle
§ Low – Ad-hoc effort provided throughout the project lifecycle
Role Types
§ Portfolio or Program or Project Manager (PT-M, PR-M, PM)
§ Business or Systems Analyst (BA)
§ Organizational Change Management Analyst or Change Analyst (CA)
§ Technical or Solutions Architect (TA, SA)
§ Operational Subject Matter Experts (Ops-SMEs)
§ Technical Subject Matter Experts (IT-SMEs)
Resources are defined on a per-project basis. The City may achieve resource
efficiencies by developing a portfolio resource plan.
Resources may be provided to the project through a combination of BPD and
BCIT personnel, new hires (permanant and/or contract) and professional services.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Organizational Change Management
Planning Component Summary
Business & ITS
Alignment

Organizational Change Management
Improve BPD operations by applying OCM throughout the program to facilitate the successful adoption of change.

What does this Strategic Planning Component mean for BPD’s IT Strategic Plan, its scope, outcomes and effectiveness ...?
Key Initiatives

Strategic ObjectivesN Enabled
This Strategic Planning Priority is foundational and enables the delivery of
all of BPD’s strategic objectives. In particular:

§ ITSP Portfolio and Program (PPM)
Management Platform

§ Improve BPD operational and technical capabilities needed to improve the
transparency and effectiveness of the Department. [5]

§ Portfolio and Program Management
(Ongoing)

§ Increase the depth and breadth of available IT skills and talent through
increasing training and IT professional staffing levels. [10]
§ Improve the availability and effectiveness of training for BPD personnel.
[12]

§ Organizational Change Management
(Ongoing)
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In addition, this planning component will:
§ Promote accountability for the delivery of demonstrable, measurable and
sustainable change.
§ Ensure the implementation of technology considers the impact and
changes necessary for BPD culture, organizational structure, people,
processes and information / data.
N - Note: Reference [numbers] in this section refer to the Strategic Objectives presented on slide 14.

Organizational Change Management

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Initiatives Summary
Initiative descriptions and benefits supporting Organizational Change Management are summarized below and in subsequent slides.
Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

1A) ITSP Change Portfolio
Management (CMP) Platform

§ Create (and stand up) the CPM framework and associated
Organizational Change Management (OCM) processes and
Portfolio and Program Management (PPM) processes that will be
used to manage all of the IT Strategic Plan’s Initiatives and lead
the transformative change for BPD.

ü Appropriate CPM Platform with supporting OCM and PPM
methodologies and processes tailored for the specific context of
the BPD IT Strategic Plan.
ü Initial baseline set of management controls that will be further
refined and matured during the first year of the IT Strategic Plan.

§ Integrate OCM and PPM methods into the overall CPM
framework for applying OCM thought leadership, structured
change management methods and approaches to lead the
launch, planning and execution of BPD’s IT Strategic Plan.

ü Initial baseline set of management controls that can be further
refined and matured during the first year of the IT Strategic Plan

§ Select a Change Leader (or ‘Champion’) to be accountable for,
and lead, the change being delivered through the IT Strategic
Plan, supported by a team of appropriately skilled and capable
resources. Select a Portfolio Manager to be accountable for, and
lead, the overall portfolio of Initiatives defined within the BPD IT
Strategic Plan.
§ Develop a resourcing strategy for the CPM and general
resourcing guidelines for the overall portfolio of initiatives.
§ The CPM Platform will include a high level management function
with basic communications plan and the key OCM tools and
processes necessary to drive this ‘portfolio of change’.
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Benefits

Organizational Change Management

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Initiatives Summary (continued)

Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

1B) Portfolio and Program
Management (Ongoing)

§ The execution of continuous PPM activities intended to control
and successfully deliver the scope of the IT Strategic Plan
§ Managing high level communications, facilitating programmatic
decision making (in tandem with and through IT Governance),
and managing portfolio level scope, risks and benefits

1C) Organizational Change
Management (Ongoing)

§ The execution of continuous OCM activities intended to deliver
defined outcomes and benefits of the IT Strategic Plan
§ Managing stakeholder communications and expectations,
conducting Business Impact Assessments (BIAs), conducting
Change Readiness Assessments (CRAs) and performing
Benefits Realization Management (BRM)

Benefits
ü Appropriate Portfolio and Program Management methodology
and processes tailored for the specific context of the BPD IT
Strategic Plan
ü Appropriate OCM methodology and processes tailored for the
specific context of the BPD IT Strategic Plan
ü Initial baseline set of management controls that will be further
refined and matured during the first year of the IT Strategic Plan
ü Creation of the right ‘tone’ for the culture and the program
participants, shaping an environment conducive to being open to
exploring and accepting change
ü Appropriate engagement with stakeholders and effective
expectations management
ü Greater chances of adoption and the delivery of sustainable
change
ü Demonstrable and measurable benefits through the IT Strategic
Plan
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Organizational Change Management
1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CPM) Platform
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Create (and stand up) the CPM function (OCM framework and key PPM processes) that will be used to launch,
manage and monitor all of the IT Strategic Plan’s Initiatives across BPD, BCIT and the Consent Decree Team.

ü

Appropriate CPM Platform with supporting OCM and PPM methodologies and processes tailored for the specific
context of the BPD IT Strategic Plan.

§

The CPM function will operate like a PMO, specifically set-up to own the coordination of all strategic initiatives,
ensuring alignment with the IT Strategic Plan’s objectives and compliance with portfolio-wide processes and controls.

ü

Initial baseline set of management controls that will be further refined and matured during the first year of the IT
Strategic Plan.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Change Leadership Establishment
§

Select a Change Leader (or ‘Champion’) to be accountable and lead, the change delivered through the IT Strategic
Plan.

§

Assign a team of appropriately skilled and capable OCM Analysts.

q CMP Platform established with Change Leadership and Portfolio Management and the supporting OCM and PPM
methodologies put into operation.
q Change Leader assigned with 1 x supporting Change Analyst.
q Portfolio Manager assigned with 5 x supporting Program Managers.

Portfolio Leadership Establishment
§

Select a Portfolio Manager to be accountable for, and lead, the overall portfolio of Initiatives defined within the BPD
IT Strategic Plan – those related to Consent Decree as well as those purely related to BPD.

§

Assign a team of appropriated skilled and capable Program Managers to own: IT Infrastructure Program, Operational
Application Modernization, Risk Management Application Modernization, Performance Management Application
Modernization and the Data Integration Solution Program.

q Initial IT Strategic Plan portfolio coordination and basic portfolio communications activities initiated to manage the
launch of the first Initiatives.

CPM Framework Establishment, integrating OCM and PPM at the management level
§

Develop and implement the PPM methodology, including a high level management plan, basic communications plan
and reporting (e.g., Executive Dashboard, weekly PPM coordination meeting).

§

Develop the OCM methodology that will include the key OCM tools and processes necessary to drive this ‘portfolio of
change’. Integrate the OCM methodology within the PPM Framework for applying OCM thought leadership,
structured OCM methods and approaches to lead the launch, planning and execution of BPD’s IT Strategic Plan.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

3 Months

§

IT Strategic Plan approval.

§

Funding approval.

§

Availability of suitable resources to fill identified roles.

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): High
5 x Program Managers (PR-M): Medium

•
•

1 x Change Leader: High
1 x Change Analyst (CA): High

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps
while permanent resources are identified.

§

Future assignments and reporting relationships of Program Managers, Business Analyst and Change Analyst will
change once the Consent Decree Organization is established and IT Governance implemented.

§

Refer to Best Practices and Planning Considerations section for recommended CMP, OCM and PPM approaches.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST
§

$162k - $178k

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Organizational Change Management
1B – Ongoing Portfolio and Program Management
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Maintain control of the IT Strategic Plan’s portfolio of initiatives by facilitating executive level collaboration through
the IT Governance Plan and coordinating program level management activities across executive stakeholders
(primarily BPD, BCIT, the Consent Decree Team, Law Department and any other associated stakeholders across
the City and/or Vendors).

ü

Effective management of IT Strategic portfolio parameters – overall alignment with strategic objectives, control of
overall scope, monitoring of portfolio level benefits).

ü

Portfolio wide resource planning and management.

ü

Portfolio wide risk mitigation and issues management.

ü

Effective and appropriate engagement with executive stakeholders.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Portfolio Management
§

§

q Portfolio Level Control (monthly cycles):

Coordination with Executive Sponsors across BPD, BCIT, Law Department, Consent Decree Team (and other key
stakeholder groups) and facilitate the ongoing operation of the IT Governance Plan – facilitating high level
communications, collaboration, decision making and risks management
Manage an Initiatives Inventory, managing key performance indicators (KPIs) such as Initiatives’ alignment with IT
Strategic Plan objectives, goals, scope, budget, quality and intended benefits.

q Portfolio Dashboard
q Initiatives Inventory
q Others to be determined within the PPM Framework
q Program Management Control (monthly cycles):
q Program Board Meetings

Portfolio Monitoring
§

Manage and maintain a Portfolio Dashboard by conducting ongoing monitoring and health-checks (reporting on key
portfolio parameters such as portfolio wide resources, risks, major milestones and dependencies, total investment,
impacted groups / roles / personnel, effectiveness of IT Governance).

q Program Board Reports
q Others to be determined within the PPM Framework
q Facilitation of IT Governance:

Program Management Coordination
§

Coordination with Program Managers, ensuring the consistent application of PPM and OCM methods, controls, tools
across the collection of programs and sub-projects.

§

Program Management Coordination creates the inputs for Portfolio Monitoring and Portfolio Management activities.

§

Activities repeat on a monthly basis throughout the duration of
the IT Strategic Plan’s implementation (Approximately 5 years).

§

Availability of suitable resources to fill identified roles.

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

§

Initiation of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (outbound dependency).

ESTIMATED DURATION

q Ongoing stakeholder coordination and collaboration to facilitate the execution and ongoing operation of IT
Governance (established by Initiative 2A, maintained by Initiative 2B) – effective and consistent portfoliowide communications, decision making and risks/issues management.

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): High
5 x Program Managers (PR-M): Low

1 x Change Leader: Low

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps while
permanent resources are identified.

§

Future assignments and reporting relationships of the Portfolio Manager and Program Managers may change once
the Consent Decree Organization is established and IT Governance implemented.

§

Refer to Best Practices and Planning Considerations section for recommended CMP, OCM and PPM approaches.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•

§

$427k - $469k (over 4 years)

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Organizational Change Management
1C – Ongoing Organizational Change Management
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Lead the transformational change within BPD associated with the IT Strategic Plan, winning ”hearts and minds” of
BPD personnel and facilitating the adoption of change and managing the realization of portfolio level benefits.

ü

Creation of the right ‘tone’ for the culture and the program participants, shaping an environment conducive to being
open to exploring and accepting change.

§

Leverage the OCM framework to ensure the application of consistent change-driven approaches across Initiatives,
facilitating the adoption of the resulting change and managing the realization of program and project level benefits.

ü

Appropriate engagement with stakeholders and effective expectations management.

ü

Greater chances of adoption and the delivery of sustainable change.

ü

Demonstrable and measurable benefits through the IT Strategic Plan.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Change Leadership
§

Ongoing thought leadership, influencing and championing the change associated with the IT Strategic Plan through
engagement across all levels of the CPA – executives, sponsors, programs, projects, external stakeholders, others.

§

Day to day collaboration with the Portfolio Manager and the senior stakeholders within the IT Governance Plan
across groups such as BPD, BCIT, Law Department, the Content Decree Team and others.

Organizational Change Impacts Assessments (OCIAs)
§

Creation of high level OCIA at the portfolio level which will then be decomposed and further explored by each
program and project team as each initiative commences.

Change Readiness (CR)
§

q Culture change, facilitating openness to collaboration, accepting new business practices and acknowledging the
value the IT Strategic Plan intends to deliver.
q Consistent application of OCM practices across the portfolio – operational and technical capabilities improvements
adopted with minimal resistance or rejection.
q Consistent application of Benefits Realization practices across the portfolio – demonstrable value associated with
the City investment in the IT Strategic Plan.
q Monthly inputs to the Portfolio Dashboard (refer to Initiative 1B).
q Monthly Portfolio Benefits Plan updates
q Monthly Portfolio Change Readiness updates

Ongoing coordination with Program and Project managers, ensuring each program and project is applying CR
activities consistently and facilitating an ongoing high level assessment of portfolio wide change readiness.

q Monthly Portfolio Communications and Engagement Plan updates

Benefits Realization (BR)
§

Creation of a Portfolio level Benefits Strategy, supported by Program and Project level Benefits Plans.

§

Ongoing coordination of Benefits Monitoring across the portfolio, reporting into the Portfolio Dashboard.

§

Activities repeat on a monthly basis throughout the duration of
the IT Strategic Plan’s implementation (Approximately 5 years).

§

Availability of suitable resources to fill identified roles.

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•

1 x Change Leader: High
1 x Change Analyst (CA): High

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): Low
5 x Program Managers (PR-M): Low

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps while
permanent resources are identified.

§

Future assignments and reporting relationships of the Change Lead and Change Analyst may change once the
Consent Decree Organization is established and IT Governance implemented.

§

Refer to Best Practices and Planning Considerations section for recommended CMP, OCM and PPM approaches.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•
•

§

$427k - $469k (over 4 years)

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Operationally Aligned Functional Governance
Planning Component Summary
Management and
Governance

Operationally Aligned Functional Governance
Define and implement IT decision making governance inclusive of all stakeholders to support initial IT projects and long term
sustainment.

What does this Strategic Planning Component mean for BPD’s IT Strategic Plan, its scope, outcomes and effectiveness ...?
Key Initiatives

Strategic ObjectivesN Enabled
This Strategic Planning Priority is foundational and enables the delivery of all
of BPD’s strategic objectives. Primarily:

§ IT Governance Framework

§ IT Governance Performance Monitoring
(Ongoing)

§ Improve BPD operational and technical capabilities needed to improve the
transparency and effectiveness of the Department. [5]
§ Establish the appropriate IT governance and IT organizational delivery
model with supporting IT organizational capabilities to provide effective
ongoing IT Service Management. [8]
§ Increase the depth and breadth of available IT skills and talent through
increasing training and IT professional staffing levels. [10]
In addition, this planning component will:
§ Promote accountability for decision making and delivery of the IT Strategic
Plan’s outcomes and intended benefits.
§ Facilitate timely, informed decision-making between BPD and key
stakeholders, such as BCIT, State’s Attorney’s Office and other partners.
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N - Note: Reference [numbers] in this section refer to the Strategic Objectives presented on slide 14.

Operationally Aligned Functional Governance

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Initiatives Summary
Initiative descriptions and benefits supporting Operationally Aligned Functional Governance are summarized below and in
subsequent slides.
Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

2A) IT Governance Framework

§ Create and implement the governance framework necessary to
facilitate effective IT related decision-making across the scope of
the IT Strategic Plan and all associated Initiatives, for the
following key governance domains: Investment Planning and
Prioritization; IT Standards and Enterprise Architecture; IT
Strategic Plan; Program / Project Management; IT Service
Management

ü Informed, ‘big-picture’, decision-making that takes program-wide
implications into consideration

§ Define charters for each Governance Domain (e.g., Intake and
Prioritization, Architecture and Standards, etc.) including
objectives, stakeholder participation, decision types, decisionmaking plan, communications plan and data governance related
performance metrics

ü Maximized realization of benefits from IT investments

§ Execution of a Governance Performance Monitoring process
responsible for collecting and reporting on performance metrics
associated with each domain within the IT Governance
Framework

ü Ongoing management and realization of the benefits described
above. In addition:

2B) IT Governance Performance
Monitoring (Ongoing)

Benefits

ü Timely, consistent, consensus driven decision-making
ü More effective control of budget, program-wide dependencies
and risks associated with decision-making

ü Effective, ongoing, risk management
ü Ongoing identification and implementation of improvements to
the Governance Framework
ü Continual development of stakeholder trust and confidence in the
Program Management team, Executive Sponsors
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Operationally Aligned Functional Governance
2A – IT Governance Framework
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Create (and stand up) an IT Governance Framework with associated IT Governance Plans for the purposes of BPD’s
IT Strategic Plan.

ü

Informed, ‘big-picture’, decision-making that takes program-wide implications into consideration.

ü

Timely, consistent, consensus driven decision-making.

§

The IT Governance Framework is to act as a “playbook” for all IT Strategic Plan related decision making, facilitating
consistent collaboration between BPD, BCIT, the Consent Decree Team and other associated stakeholder groups.

ü

More effective control of budget, program-wide dependencies and risks associated with decision-making.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

IT Governance Framework Design
§

q An IT Governance Framework that:

Create an IT Governance Framework tailored specifically for the purposes of the IT Strategic Plan that:

q Facilitates IT Strategic Plan related decisioning making across stakeholder groups

§

Incorporates the collective and individual decision-making forums required for BPD, BCIT and the Consent
Decree Team

q Incorporates the collective and individual decision-making forums required for BPD, BCIT and the
Consent Decree Team

§

Includes IT Governance Plans the following key governance domains: Investment Planning and
Prioritization; IT Standards and Enterprise Architecture; IT Strategy; Program / Project Management; IT
Service Management

q Can evolve and scale to support business-as-usual IT decision making between BPD, BCIT, other related
City stakeholders and Public Safety and Justices partners, beyond the life of the IT Strategic Plan

§

Defines the IT Governance Plans by including: Charters for each IT Governance Domain; Membership ./
stakeholder participation; Decision types; Decision-making plan; Communications plan; Domain specific
performance reporting metrics

§

Includes IT Governance Control Processes for portfolio-wide: IT Resource coordination; Risk identification;
Issue escalations; Dependency identification; Governance Performance Metrics and Reporting

q IT Governance Pilot
q Successful completion of a ”Pilot” for each IT Governance Plan within the IT Governance Framework,
enabling the CPM Team to refine or ‘fine tune’ the overall IT Governance Framework before putting it into
‘production’.
q IT Governance Metrics
q KPIs used to measure the effectiveness of each IT Governance Plan, providing inputs for continuous
improvement.

IT Governance Establishment
§

Conduct “pilots” of each IT Governance Plan with the identified membership. Refine as necessary.

§

3 Months

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): Medium
5 x Program Managers (PR-M): Low
1 x Business Analyst: High

1 x Change Leader: Medium
Operational SMEs: Low (FTE, TBD)
Technical SMEs: Low (FTE, TBD)

§

The CPM Team will support the IT Governance Framework in terms of ongoing logistics and coordination.

§

Effort estimates only include the effort required to establish the IT Governance Framework. Ongoing operation of IT
Governance will require time commitments from numerous sponsors, decision makings, operational and technical
subject matter experts. Ongoing time commitments will be determined during the design of IT Governance.

§

IT Governance Plan Pilots will be time-boxed to 1 month (total duration for all IT Governance Domains, including
the finalization of all IT Governance Plan materials).

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•
•
•

§

$191k - $210k

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Operationally Aligned Functional Governance
2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Support the Change Portfolio Management Team’s ongoing operation of the IT Governance Framework by
monitoring and reporting on IT Governance performance.

ü

Ability to leverage IT Governance Domain KPIs for continual improvement and maturity of the IT Governance
Framework.

§

Support the CPM maturing the IT Governance Framework and its supporting IT Governance Plans to the point where
IT Governance becomes self-sufficient and a business-as-usual (BAU) function between BPD, BCIT and the Content
Decree Team during the life of the IT Strategic Plan.

ü

Effective, ongoing, portfolio-wide risk management.

ü

Continual development of stakeholder trust and confidence in the Change Portfolio Management Team, Executive
Sponsors and the outcomes being delivered through the IT Strategic Plan.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Governance Monitoring
§

q Quarterly IT Governance Performance Dashboard

Work closely with the Change Portfolio Management Team and the owners of each IT Governance Domain, to
collect, collate and report on the KPIs established in the IT Governance Plans associated with each IT Governance
Domain.

q Produced through the ongoing collection and reporting on IT Governance KPIs across the IT Governance
Plans within the IT Governance Framework.
q Monthly inputs to the Portfolio Dashboard (refer to Initiative 1B)

Governance Maturity

q Interim IT Governance Performance executive summary reports.

§

Work closely with the Change Portfolio Management Team and the owners of each IT Governance Domain to
discuss, design and implement opportunities for maturing IT Governance where identified across the layers of the IT
Governance Framework.

§

Enable the ultimate objective of using the IT Governance Framework to support in-life IT decision making between
BPD, BCIT and other associated stakeholder groups (such as Baltimore Fire Department and other public safety and
justice partners.

§

Activities repeat on a monthly basis throughout the duration of
the IT Strategic Plan’s implementation (Approximately 5
years).

§
§

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): Low
1 x Business Analyst: Medium

IT Governance Domain Owners: Low
(approximately 5 to 8 domains expected)

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

§

The CPM Team will support the IT Governance Framework in terms of ongoing logistics and coordination.

Completion of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (inbound dependency).

§

A Business Analyst within the CPM Team will be responsible for collecting IT Governance performance metrics.

§

The owners of each IT Governance Plan will be accountable and responsible for reporting on IT Governance
Performance Metrics.

§

Assumed core IT Governance Domains (5): Investment Planning and Prioritization; IT Standards and Enterprise
Architecture; IT Strategic Plan; Program / Project Management; IT Service Management

§

Additional IT Governance Framework domains that may benefits from performance metrics (3): Executive Steering
Committee, Consent Decree Leadership Sub-Committee, BPD Leadership Sub-Committee

DEPENDENCIES
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§

$98k - $107k

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Data Management and Governance
Planning Component Summary
Management and
Governance

Data Management and Governance
Improve data management and data governance tools and practices to enable the implementation of data driven policing.

What does this Strategic Planning Component mean for BPD’s IT Strategic Plan, its scope, outcomes and effectiveness ...?
Key Initiatives

Strategic ObjectivesN Enabled
Generally, this planning component will facilitate BPD’s increased reliance on
data driven policing. Specific objectives satisfied entirely or in part are:

§ Data Governance Establishment
§ Data Management Plan and Standards
§ Data Reconciliation and Consolidation

§ Updating Officer’s Technology Tools by providing BPD personnel with
adequate solutions and capabilities for accessing and processing data as
necessary to discharge their duties. [1]
§ Improving Records Management, Transparency and Information sharing
by creating an integrated data and records management system that is
capable of storing, in an easily searchable manner, all data required by the
Consent Decree. [2]
§ Increasing Accountability and Support for Officer Performance and
Wellness by developing an Early Intervention System (“EIS”) capable of
capturing all information necessary to ensure supervisory awareness and
early identification of potentially problematic individual and departmentwide conduct or signs of stress or other behavior that must be addressed.
[3]
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N - Note: Reference [numbers] in this section refer to the Strategic Objectives presented on slide 14.

Data Management and Governance

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Initiatives Summary
Initiative descriptions and benefits supporting Data Management and Governance are summarized below and in subsequent slides.
Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

3A) Data Governance
Establishment

§ Create and implement the Data domain of IT Governance
(established via Initiative 2A) for key data domains such as: Data
Stewardship; Data Standardization; Master Data Management;
Information Quality Maintenance
§ Define charter, stakeholder participation, decision types,
decision-making plan, communications plan and data governance
related performance metrics (related with Initiative 2A and 2B)

3B) Data Management Plan and
Standards

§ Develop a Data Management Strategy to establish data
standards, create enterprise logical data model, define data
quality procedures and standards. This includes:
§ Development of a common taxonomy across BPD systems and
databases
§ Pragmatic conformance with national standards for data at rest
or in exchanges
§ Common and enforced validation and referential integrity rules
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Benefits
ü Enterprise, ‘big-picture’, data-related decision-making
ü Timely, consistent, consensus driven decision-making
ü More effective risk management
ü Tight integration between IT Governance and Data level
Governance
ü Higher quality, consistent data maintained across BPD
ü Easier linkage of related data across disparate data stores
ü More effective information sharing within BPD and with partners
ü Improved BPD reporting capabilities through standardized,
rationalized data

Data Management and Governance

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Initiatives Summary (continued)

Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

3C) Data Reconciliation and
Consolidation

§ Digitize historic paper information (as determined through Data
Governance and/or appropriate Application Modernization
Initiatives). Examples include paper information related Case
Management, Use of Force, Human Resources, Training and
Recruitment
§ Conduct data cleansing activities through projects delivering
system upgrades and system migrations to improve quality of
data (e.g., through the RMS Replacement and CMS Migration
projects)

Benefits
ü Complete and accurate data across BPD systems and data
stores
ü Designated systems of record (or index of record) for BPD data
ü Improved stakeholder trust in BPD data to support data driven
processes
ü Efficiency gains through reduced reliance on paper and disparate
data stored across system siloes
ü Improved records management practices (e.g., retention period
management, disaster recovery resiliency, etc.)
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Data Management and Governance
3A – Data Governance Establishment
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Establishment of a Data Governance Plan associated with the IT Governance Framework, for the purposes of
facilitating the complex planning, design and implementation of data related improvements through the delivery of the
IT Strategic Plan.

ü

Enterprise, ‘big-picture’, data-related decision-making

ü

Timely, consistent, consensus driven decision-making

ü

More effective risk management

ü

Tight integration between IT Governance and Data level Governance

KEY ACTIVITIES
§

§

OUTCOMES

Create and implement the Data domain of IT Governance (established via Initiative 2A) for key data domains such
as:
§

Data Stewardship

§

Data Standardization

§

Master Data Management

§

Information Quality Maintenance

§

Information Security, Privacy and Access

q Integration with the IT Governance Framework

Define a Data Management Governance Plan including:
§

Stakeholder participation

§

Decision types

§

Decision-making plan

§

Communications plan

§

Data governance related performance metrics (related with Initiative 2A and 2B)

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

q Delivery of a BPD Data Management Governance Plan

2 Months (started 1 month into Initiative 2A – IT Governance
Framework)

ESTIMATED EFFORT
§

1x Project Manager

§

1x Data Architect

§

DEPENDENCIES
§

Launch of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (This initiative starts 1 month into the 3 month duration of
Initiative 2A).
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1x Data Analyst

ESTIMATED COST
§

$124k - $136k

ASSUMPTIONS
§

The Data Governance Plan will be a sub-plan / sub-domain of the IT Governance Framework established in
through Initiative 2A.

§

BCIT and other Public Safety and Justice partners may participate in the Data Governance Plan. Planning must
consider the inclusion of these stakeholders, as appropriate.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Data Management and Governance
3B – Data Management Plan and Standards
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Enable data driven decisions in all aspects of BPD operations

ü

Higher quality, consistent data maintained across BPD

§

Improve confidence in the accuracy, consistency and timeliness of data providing a foundation for improved
transparency and community trust

ü

Easier linkage of related data across disparate data stores

ü

More effective information sharing within BPD and with partners

§

Provide a long term approach for managing BPD data as surrounding technologies innovate and evolve

ü

Improved BPD reporting capabilities through standardized, rationalized data

§

Create an enterprise logical data model for BPD capturing major entities, relationships including cardinality of public
safety data where applicable

§

Rationalize data definitions across the logical data model to create a taxonomy that standardizes data definitions
where practical and clearly defines variants where needed

§

Determine applicability of national criminal justice or other relevant standards to BPD data

§

Establish validation and referential integrity rules for key BPD data attributes

§

Confirm the data architecture for managing ‘consolidated’ BPD reporting and analytics data including the initial high
level schemas (where applicable) and data acquisition frequency (e.g., data warehouse, data lake)

§

Develop the strategy for managing unstructured content (e.g., video, digital evidence) to complement the Data
Management Plan

§

Document and present the BPD Data Management Plan

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

3 Months

BPD Data Management Plan including:
q Enterprise Conceptual Data Model
q Common data taxonomy
q Data architecture definition for reporting and analytics
q Unstructured content management strategy

ESTIMATED EFFORT
§

1x Project Manager

§

1x Data Architect

§

DEPENDENCIES
§

Completion of Initiative 3A – Data Governance Establishment.
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1x Data Analyst

ESTIMATED COST
§

$172k - $189k

ASSUMPTIONS
§

Specific schemas to be implemented consistent with the Data Management Plan will be determined during the 5C-3
Early Intervention Modernization and other applicable initiatives

§

The BPD Data Management Plan should align with BCIT data management where possible.

§

The City of Baltimore should implement a hybrid model utilizing a data lake for staging, and a structured data
warehouse that will be designed to deliver data needed to support the EIS and other BPD data analysis
requirements such as data driven policing. EIS will serve as the initial baseline for data warehouse requirements.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Data Management and Governance
3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Improve accuracy and timeliness of data retrieval at BPD

ü

Complete and accurate data across BPD systems and data stores

§

Reduce BPD’s reliance on paper based processes

ü

Designated systems of record (or index of record) for BPD data

§

Improve consistency of summarized reporting by providing governed and consolidated data sources

ü

Improved stakeholder trust in BPD data to support data driven processes

ü

Efficiency gains through reduced reliance on paper and disparate data stored across system siloes

ü

Improved records management practices (e.g., retention period management, disaster recovery resiliency, etc.)

KEY ACTIVITIES
§

OUTCOMES

Using Data Governance, review current paper files to determine and prioritize documents for digitization. Examples
include paper documents and files for Case Management, Use of Force, Human Resources, Training and
Recruitment

§

Conduct prioritized backfile scanning and other capture mechanisms to digitize historic paper files; extract and record
meta data

§

Conduct data profiling activities to identify anomalies in existing databases

§

Conduct cost benefit analysis for data corrections considering data criticality, retrieval frequency and data migration
requirements for planned modernization initiatives

§

Conduct prioritized data cleansing activities; cleansing would occur in source systems wherever practical with
cleansing applied during transformation to the EIS/BPD reporting and analytics data platform where needed

§

Develop data acquisition scripts to consolidate and stage data for ingestion into the EIS/BPD reporting and analytics
data platform

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

6 Months (with potential additional activity for a further 18- 24
months, depending on requirements of 5A-1, 5A-2, 5B-1, 5B2, 5C-1, 5C-2 and 5C-3).

q Digitized versions of paper documents with searchable metadata and general content where possible
q Improved operational efficiencies through reduced use of paper forms and documents
q Improved data quality throughout across BPD applications
q Improved ability to link and aggregate data through consistent and/or map-able use of keys and codes to represent
BPD data
q Rationalized data sets ready for consumption by EIS, crime analysis tools, COMSTAT and general reporting and
analytics

ESTIMATED EFFORT
§

1x Data Architect

§

2x Data Analysts

§

DEPENDENCIES
§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards.

§

Requirements defined in Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2 and 5C-3.

§

This Initiative 3C must commence prior to 5C-3 Early Intervention Modernization.
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Source System Data Stewards (as
required)

ESTIMATED COST
§

$460k - $507k

ASSUMPTIONS
§

Data reconciliation and consolidation requirements are partially dependent on the detailed requirements defined
within Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2 and 5C-3).

§

Software and hardware costs assumed to be part of each solution project (i.e., RMS, IA, WMS, EIS, etc.)

§

Data correction methods performed under this initiative will be provided through Data Governance to source system
data stewards for incorporation into source systems and/or operational practices.

§

Historic paper documents may be digitized with less granularity than go-forward document capture (e.g., case level
indexing of historic investigative case files vs. document level indexing for go-forward investigations)

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Consent Decree IT Organizational Model
Planning Component Summary
ITS Organization
and Sourcing

Consent Decree IT Organization Model
Organize IT resources to ensure responsiveness to Consent Decree mandates and to effectively deliver IT innovations aligned with
BPD operational priorities.

What does this Strategic Planning Component mean for BPD’s IT Strategic Plan, its scope, outcomes and effectiveness ...?
Key Initiatives

Strategic ObjectivesN Enabled
This Strategic Planning Priority is foundational and enables the delivery of all
of BPD’s strategic objectives. Primarily:
§ Improve BPD operational and technical capabilities needed to improve the
transparency and effectiveness of the Department. [5]

§ Consent Decree Organizational Design and
Establishment

§ Centralize IT solutions and capabilities where it makes sense, through
strategic planning, prioritization and partnership with BCIT. [9]

§ IT Service Delivery Optimization

§ Increase the depth and breadth of available IT skills and talent through
increasing training and IT professional staffing levels. [10]
In addition, this planning component will:
§ Provide the City with the ability to maintain focus on the Consent Decree in
addition to other priorities and initiatives within the IT Strategic Plan.
§ Ensure the appropriate IT organizational structure, capabilities and
resources are available to lead the execution of the IT Strategic Plan and
own the ongoing sustainment of the capabilities delivered.
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N - Note: Reference [numbers] in this section refer to the Strategic Objectives presented on slide 14.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
Initiatives Summary (continued)

Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

5C) Performance Management
Application Modernization

§ Workforce Management Modernization
§ Time tracking and deployment planning software
modernization i.e., Workforce Management System
(TeleStaff)
§ Learning Management Modernization
§ Streamline the tracking of all BPD training and officer
readiness information.
§ Provide a consolidated view of individual officer training
and readiness, this information will be utilized by the EIS
system as a part of the integrated approach to promoting
officer wellness and Department effectiveness.

Benefits
ü Updated systems to enhance BPD’s capability to deploy officers
and track time.
ü Clear chain-of-command accountability for all BPD personnel and
operational activity
ü Data integration needed for the EIS system

ü Centralized platform to track all BPD staff training requirements
and compliance; provide data integration needed to support the
EIS system

§ Early Intervention Modernization
§ Implement a solution that will provide the visibility of
holistic officer information and identify at-risk officer
behaviors and manage corresponding intervention
measures, directly addressing several requirements of the
Consent Decree
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ü Technology based workflow enabled EIS system as required by
the Consent Decree

Consent Decree IT Organizational Model

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Initiatives Summary
Initiative descriptions and benefits supporting the Consent Decree IT Organization Model are summarized below and in subsequent
slides.
Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

4A) Consent Decree
Organizational Design and
Establishment

§ Create and establish an IT organization for purposes of
implementing critical (new) BPD IT capabilities including, but not
limited to, the technology initiatives that will enable BPD to meet
the requirements of the Consent Decree
§ Operate in partnership and alignment with BPD and BCIT as
defined in the IT Governance Framework (established by
Initiative 2A, evolved through Initiative 2B) and through an
optimized IT Service Delivery Framework (to be established by
Initiative 4B).

Benefits
ü Suitably skilled resources organized and assigned to deliver
innovations aligned with BPD operational priorities and required
to meet the terms of Consent Decree mandates
ü Clarity regarding performance requirements and services to be
provided by BCIT, BPD IT, and the Consent Decree IT function
ü Organizational structure focused on implementing new initiatives
and enabling IT services to support BPD’s objectives, while better
enabling existing BPD IT resources to support existing IT
capabilities
ü High quality ‘Mode 2’ work (e.g., delivery of new IT capabilities)
by insulating BPD IT team for core ‘Mode 1’ work (i.e.,
sustainment of existing IT capabilities)

4B) IT Service Delivery
Optimization

§ Improve the delivery and management of IT services and IT
capabilities to BPD and its users by leveraging, and finding the
optimal balance between, the resources and capabilities of BPD
IT, the Consent Decree IT Organization, BCIT and associated IT
service providers (vendors)
§ IT Service Delivery Optimization will include migrating and
centralizing IT services, where appropriate and agreed upon and
will provide clear strategy for near, medium and long term IT
service provision between BCIT, Consent Decree Team and BPD
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ü Optimal balance between BPD, BCIT, Consent Decree and IT
service providers (vendors) in terms of key resources, subject
matter expertise, delivery capacity and infrastructure required for
BPD’s current and future IT systems and infrastructure.
ü Consistent direction (and requirements) with which each IT
project should comply, creating strategic alignment
ü Adequate system performance and minimized service
interruptions.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Consent Decree IT Organizational Model
4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design and Establishment
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Design, resource and establish an IT organization for purposes of implementing critical (new) BPD IT capabilities
including, but not limited to, the technology initiatives that will enable BPD to meet Consent Decree requirements.

ü

Suitably skilled resources organized and assigned to deliver innovations aligned with BPD operational priorities and
required to meet the terms of Consent Decree mandates.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Consent Decree Team Organizational Design
§

Create and establish an IT organization and operating model for purposes of implementing critical (new) BPD IT
capabilities including, but not limited to, the technology initiatives that will enable BPD to meet the requirements of the
Consent Decree. Refer to Gartner’s recommended Org Model and Staffing Plan (roles, responsibilities, FTE).

§

Identity suitable resources within BPD, BCIT (and elsewhere within the City, if necessary) who can meet role
descriptions and job specifications.

§

Confirm sourcing strategy to meet skill needs from external resources, where necessary, such as permanent hires,
contract staff and/or professional consulting services

q Clarity regarding performance requirements and services to be provided by BCIT, BPD IT, and the Consent Decree
IT function.
q Organizational structure focused on implementing new initiatives and enabling IT services to support BPD’s
objectives, while better enabling existing BPD IT resources to support existing IT capabilities
q High quality ‘Mode 2’ work (e.g., delivery of new IT capabilities) by insulating BPD IT team for core ‘Mode 1’ work
(i.e., sustainment of existing IT capabilities)

Consent Decree Team Establishment
§

Transfer resources to the Consent Decree Team on long term assignment to fill the target roles within the new
organizational structure

§

Launch the operation of the team, in partnership and alignment with BPD and BCIT as defined in the IT Governance
Framework (established by Initiative 2A, evolved through Initiative 2B) and through an optimized IT Service Delivery
Framework (to be established by Initiative 4B).

§

3 Months to 6 Months (depending on City hiring and
procurement processes)

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

§

Commencement of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (inbound dependency).

§

Commencement of Initiative 4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization (outbound dependency).

§

City hiring and procurement process durations for permanent hires, contract staff and professional services.

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•

1 x Change Leader: High
1 x Change Analyst: High

Executive Sponsorship Group (BPD, BCIT,
Law Department, etc.): Low

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps
while permanent resources are identified.

§

Effort and cost estimates includes the effort and costs associated with designing and establishing the Consent
Decree Team organization. These estimates do not include the ongoing effort and costs required to operate the
team.

§

Refer to Best Practices and Planning Considerations section for recommended high level IT Organizational Design
and best practice planning considerations.

§

Note: Estimate costs include the design and launch of the Consent Decree Task Force, they do not include the
costs associated with salaries or benefits for personnel transferred from BPD / BCIT or costs associated with the
contract hires who will operate roles within the Task Force. Staffing costs are separate.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•

§

$124k - $136k

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Consent Decree IT Organizational Model
4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Improve the delivery and management of IT services and IT capabilities to BPD and its users by leveraging, and
finding the optimal balance between, the resources and capabilities of BPD IT, the Consent Decree IT Organization,
BCIT and associated IT service providers (vendors).

§

Refer to Best Practices and Planning Considerations section for recommended near-term and potential longer-term
IT services that can be centralized from BPD to BCIT, assuming certain conditions have been achieved.

ü

Optimal balance between BPD, BCIT, Consent Decree and IT service providers (vendors) for BPD’s current and
future IT systems and infrastructure.

ü

Consistent direction (and requirements) with which each IT project should comply, creating strategic alignment.

ü

Adequate system performance and minimized service interruptions.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

ITSD Optimization Assessment
§

Conduct IT Capabilities Maturity assessment to validate which IT Capabilities BPD has today and assess their level
of maturity. The results will inform the planning activities, identifying where current gaps or major maturity
opportunities exist that BCIT may be able to satisfy. (Extending the high level maturity assessment conducted by
Gartner).

§

Create a BPD IT Inventory that presents a central, consistent register of all BPD IT assets, including but not limited
to: applications / solutions, version / release numbers, vendor information, user volumes, contract status.

§

Confirm and gain agreement on IT services that should be migrated to BCIT in the near-term, medium and potential
longer-term, based on business value, technical value and BCIT’s own capabilities maturity / readiness.

q Agreed-to ITSD Optimization Plans for near-term (e.g., Year 1) and medium-term (e.g., Year 2-3) time frames,
including, but limited to:
q Project charter(s)
q Detailed cost estimates
q IT Services descriptions
q Service migration plans
q IT Service Management plans – support strategy and associated processes, issues and incident
management, vendor management, change management, release management, environments
management

ITSD Optimization Planning
§

q Risk assessments for each IT Service being transferred

Create ITSD Optimization Plans for agreed-to IT services that will be migrated to BCIT and Consent Decree in the
near-term and medium-term including: Transfer / Migration plans and ongoing support and maintenance

q Readiness Requirements (e.g., infrastructure improvements, resource assignments, other)
q Specified IT Services transferred to the Consent Decree Team

ITSD Optimization Implementation
§

Implement the near-term ITSD Optimization plan (Year 1)

§

Implement the medium-term ITSD Optimization plan (Year 2-3)

q Specified IT Services transferred to BCIT
q Specified IT Services retained by BPD

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT

§

Planning: 3 Months

§

Implementation: 1-3 years, dependent on planning and BCIT /
Consent Decree Team readiness

•
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager: Med
1 x Program Manager: High
1 x Change Leader: Med

§

Completion of Initiative 4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design and Establishment (Inbound dependency)

§

Consent Decree Team’s readiness to take ownership of identified BPD IT Services.

§

BCIT readiness to take ownership of identified BPD IT Services.

•
•
•

BPD and BCIT Executive Sponsors: Low
Operational SMEs: Low (FTE, TBD)
Technical SMEs: Low (FTE, TBD)

§

ITSD Optimization will include migrating and centralizing IT services, where appropriate and agreed upon for near,
medium and long term IT service provision between BCIT, Consent Decree Team and BPD.

§

Note: Estimate costs include the development of the IT Service Delivery Plan, not the cost associated with any
recommendations for changes or improvements that come from decisions to centralize certain IT capabilities from
BPD into BCIT. These implementation costs are dependent on the outcome of this plan.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST
§

$162k - $178k

ASSUMPTIONS

Application Modernization

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Planning Component Summary
Information &
Technology
Architecture

Application Modernization
Acquire, upgrade or replace core applications to improve BPD operations and to serve as source systems for the Early Intervention
System (EIS).

What does this Strategic Planning Component mean for BPD’s IT Strategic Plan, its scope, outcomes and effectiveness ...?
Key Initiatives

Strategic ObjectivesN Enabled
Specific objectives satisfied entirely or in part are:
§ Update Officer’s Technology Tools by providing BPD personnel with
adequate solutions and capabilities. [1]

§ Operational Application Modernization
§ Risk Management Application Modernization
§ Performance Management Application
Modernization

§ Improve Records Management, Transparency and Information sharing by
creating an integrated data and RMS. [2]
§ Increase Accountability and Support for Officer Performance and Wellness
by developing an EIS. [3]
§ Create Strong Foundation for a Technology Enabled BPD. [4]
§ Improve BPD operational and technical capabilities needed to improve the
transparency and effectiveness of the Department. [5]
§ Reduce the number of silo systems across BPD. [6]
§ Remove BPD’s reliance on paper forms and paper-based information. [7]

Engagement: 330050078
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N - Note: Reference [numbers] in this section refer to the Strategic Objectives presented on slide 14.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
Initiatives Summary

Initiative descriptions and benefits supporting Application Modernization are summarized below and in subsequent slides.
Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

5A) Operational Application
Modernization

§ RMS Modernization
§ Plan and implement a new RMS to support BPD operational
requirements for processes such as: incident reporting,
incident management, incident tracking, and operational
reporting.
§ Migrate (and retire) the current Case Management into RMS,
migrating legacy Lotus Notes data.
§ RMS must consider relationship and needs of the EIS.
§ Citation Modernization
§ Implement the State’s ETiX solution, provide mobile citations
capabilities and provide integration to RMS.
§ Public Access Improvements

Benefits
ü Core mission system replaced on a platform with great longevity.
ü Critical data source needed for the EIS system.
ü Technology needed to equip officers in the field for electronic
data entry and real-time data access.
ü Streamlined electronic data capture with business rules and data
validation, reducing risk of human error and improving data
quality.
ü Consolidation of two legacy mission systems into a single
platform, eliminating a data silo and providing a significantly
improved user experience.

§ Improve public access to data and relevant information
requests through the most appropriate solutions.
5B) Risk Management Application
Modernization

§ Use of Force (UoF) Software Modernization
§ Internal Affairs (IA) Software Modernization

ü Updated capability to enable BPD to manage UoF tracking and
reviews, and provide data integration needed to support the EIS
system.
ü Updated Internal Affairs system to create a functional platform for
supporting IA related requirements based on current technology
and provide data integration needed to support the EIS system.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5A-0 – Operational Application Modernization (Program Establishment)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Create the Program structure that will be accountable and responsible for the delivery of the group of Operational
Application Modernization sub-projects, namely: Records Management System (RMS) Modernization, Citations
Modernization and Public Access Improvements.

ü

Appropriate programmatic structure that enables a specific focus on achieving the set of related strategic
objectives.

ü

Improved management of interdependencies between related sub-projects.

ü

Effective coordination and management of resources, risks and issues among related sub-projects.

KEY ACTIVITIES
§

§

§

OUTCOMES

Program Planning

q Program management structure established.

§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Planning artifacts, such as but not limited to: Program
Brief, Benefits Profiles and Map, Project Charters.

q Program Resourced: e.g., with Program Manager, RMS Project Manager, Citations Project Manager and Public
Access Improvements Project Manager.

§

Launch the Program, through coordination with the IT Governance Framework and Change Portfolio
Management Team.

q Program reporting and communications integrated with the IT Governance Framework (specifically the Program /
Project Management Board).

Program Management
§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Management artifacts, such as: Program
Communications Plan, Stakeholder Engagement Plan, Quality Assurance Plan, Resource Management
Plan, Risks/Issues Management Plan.

§

Conduct ongoing Program Management activities.

Program Monitoring
§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Monitoring artifacts defined, such as: Monitor and
Control Strategy, Benefits Realization Plan.

§

Conduct ongoing Program Management activities.

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT

§

Program Planning: 1 Month

•
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): Medium
1 x Program Manager (PR-M): High
3 x Project Managers (PM): Medium

§

Program Management and Monitoring: 4 years (Dependent on
the duration of related projects, see related Project Charters)

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

§

Completion of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (inbound dependency).

§

Availability of suitable resources to fill identified roles.

§

City hiring and procurement process durations for permanent hires, contract staff and professional services.

1 x Change Leader: Medium
1 x Change Analyst (CA): Medium

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps
while permanent resources are identified.

§

The Change Portfolio Management Team will ensure that a consistent Program Management structure is applied to
all programs within the IT Strategic Plan.

§

Refer to the Alternatives Section for RMS recommendations.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•
•

§

N/A – Assumed within the Consent Decree IT Task Force
Operating Costs

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5A-1 – RMS Modernization (Project)
GOAL
§
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Plan and implement a new RMS to support BPD operational requirements for processes such as, but not limited to: incident reporting,
incident tracking, bookings, arrests, warrants, case management and operational reporting.
Migrate (and retire) the current Case Management into RMS, migrating legacy Lotus Notes data.

ü
ü

Core mission system replaced on a platform with great longevity.
Consolidation of two legacy mission systems into a single platform, eliminating a data silo and providing a significantly improved user
experience.

ü
ü

Critical data source needed for the EIS system.
Streamlined data capture with business rules and data validation, reducing human error and improving data quality.

ü

Key, modern, tool provided to Patrol Officers supporting Consent Decree requirements.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

RMS Requirements and Sourcing

q RMS PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A. including but not limited to:

Validate existing requirements, ensuring appropriate inclusion of EIS and Consent Decree data requirements.
Develop SOW / Contract that provides the City with adequate contract management control and the ability to measure the quality of
the vendor’s performance.
RMS Implementation

q RMS Requirements that represent future state objectives and identify opportunities for delivering business value through the
mitigation of current deficiencies or capabilities gaps (such as the automation of current manual processes, streamlining of duplicate
data entry or redundant or manual processes and elimination of paper).

§
§

Implement the RMS with with the Vendor, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging appropriate PM and
OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with Initiatives 1A, 1B and 1C) and integrated with
the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.
§ Leverage established OCM methodology to ensure maximum capabilities and value are leverage from the COTS RMS, promoting
adoption and managing the complex business change associated with the new solution.
CMS Retirement
§

§
§

q RMS Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract with the vendor that provides the City with appropriate requirements traceability,
adequate contract management control and the ability to measure the quality of the vendor’s performance. Note: The option of
conducting a new procurement graded slightly higher than migrating to the new WebRMS however not significantly enough to
suggest BPD should cease developing a suitable SOW with Hexagon. The City should include a stage gate in the Hexagon SOW
that allows the City the opportunity to opt-out of the SOW after ‘Task 3 – Development of Configuration Control Document’, should
BPD determine WebRMS can not meet its requirements.
q Key data source for EIS through the successful implementation of the new RMS.
q Retirement of current CMS.

Develop system retirement plan, decommission system, environment(s) and infrastructure (where appropriate).
Salvage and reuse any components of value that might be identified.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

RMS Requirements and Sourcing: 3 months

§

RMS Implementation: 18 months (plus CMS Retirement: 3 months)

§

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1 x Program Manager (PR-M): Low
1 x Project Manager (PM): High
1 x Business Analyst (BA): High
1 x Technical Analyst (TA): High

ESTIMATED COST

•
•
•

1 x Change Leader: Low
1 x Change Analyst: Medium
Operational and Technical SMEs: Low to Med

§

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards. The RMS project’s contractual scope needs to include adequate
requirements associated with data and interfacing for EIS and the overall data strategy.
Completion of Initiative 5A-0 – Operational Application Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

Project must consider relationship and needs of Initiative 5C-3 – EIS Modernization (Outbound dependency).

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle with appropriate
stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not been included explicitly within this
mini-charter but they are implied and essential.
This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized across the
program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.

DEPENDENCIES
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$4,39m - $4,83m
§
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $47,0k - $51,7k
Implementation: $4,35m - $4,78m

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Engagement: 330050078

§

Refer to the Alternative Assessment section for recommended RMS Modernization approach.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5A-2 – Citations Modernization (Project)
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Implement the State’s ETiX solution to provide mobile, electronic, Citations capabilities to Patrol Officers.

ü

Electronic solution, removing the reliance on paper Citations and associated manual processes.

§

Provide integration to the new RMS (belng implemented through Initiative 5A-1).

ü

Data integration needed for the EIS system.

ü

Critical data source needed for the EIS system.

ü

Streamlined data capture with business rules and data validation, reducing human error and improving data quality.

ü

Key, modern, tool provided to Patrol Officers supporting Consent Decree requirements.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Citations Requirements and Sourcing

q Citations PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A. including but not limited to:

§

Validate existing requirements, ensuring appropriate inclusion of EIS and Consent Decree data requirements.

§

Leverage any lessons learned through the State’s development and operation of the ETiX solution to date.

§

Develop SOW / Contract that provides the City with adequate contract management control and the ability to
measure the quality of the vendor’s performance.

Citations Implementation
§

Implement the Citations solution with with the Vendor, following an overarching City PM lifecycle and integrated State
of MD and Vendor implementation methodology.

§

Leverage established OCM methodology to ensure maximum capabilities and value are leverage from the State’s
Citations solution, promoting adoption and managing the complex business change associated with the new solution.

§

Requirements and Sourcing: 3 months

§

Implementation: 9 months

ESTIMATED DURATION

q Citations Requirements that represent future state objectives and identify opportunities for delivering business value
through the mitigation of current deficiencies or capabilities gaps (such as the automation of current manual
processes, streamlining of duplicate data entry or redundant application processes and elimination of paper
process).
q Citations Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract with the vendor that provides the City with appropriate
requirements traceability, adequate contract management control and the ability to measure the quality of the
vendor’s performance.
q Key data source for EIS through the successful implementation of the new Citations solution.

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): Med
Technical Analyst (TA): Med

ESTIMATED COST

•
•
•

1 x Change Leader: Low
1 x Change Analyst: Low
Operational and Technical SMEs: Low to Med

DEPENDENCIES

§

$847k - $931k
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $47,0k - $51,8k

§

Implementation: $800k - $880k

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the Citations project’s contractual scope needs
to include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing) that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to project launch, or treated as a contract change mid-project.

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Completion of Initiative 5A-0 – Operational Application Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

§

Project must consider relationship and needs of Initiative 5C-3 – EIS Modernization (Outbound dependency).

This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized
across the program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5A-3 – Public Access Modernization (Project)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Improve public access to data and relevant information requests through the most appropriate solution, leveraging
data from EIS, the Data Integration Solution and any other appropriate sources.

ü

Data integration needed for the EIS system

ü

Improved quality of data at the primary source of data entry

ü

Platform for public to electronically file reports as needed

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Public Access Requirements and Sourcing
§

Develop requirements for Public Access Improvements based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements for
information that must be made available to the public; Data available from EIS, RMS, Use of Force, LMS and any
other relevant and appropriate data sources.

§

Confirm appropriateness of recommended solution approach (Refer to Alternatives Assessment) based on
requirements developed and supporting solution capabilities (EIS, RMS, etc.).

§

Develop sourcing strategy, develop RFP, conduct procurement and contract with selected vendor.

q Public Access Improvements PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including
but not limited to:
q Public Access Requirements
q Public Access Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract
q Implementation of Public Access Improvements Solution

Public Access Implementation
§

Implement Public Access Improvements solution, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging
appropriate PM and OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with
Initiatives 1A, 1B and 1C) and integrated with the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

Requirements and Sourcing: 9 months

§

Implementation: 12 months

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): High
Technical Analyst (TA): Med

•
•
•

DEPENDENCIES

1 x Change Leader: Low
1 x Change Analyst: Low
Operational and Technical SMEs: Low

ESTIMATED COST
§

$581k - $640k
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $156k - $172k

§

Implementation: $425k - $467k

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the PAM project’s contractual scope needs to
include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing) that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to the project starting, or treated as a contractual change mid-project.

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Completion of Initiative 5A-0 – Operational Application Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

§

Project must consider relationship and needs of Initiative 5C-3 – EIS Modernization (Outbound dependency).

This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized
across the program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.

§

Refer to the Alternative Assessment section for recommended Public Access Modernization approach.

§

A vendor will be selected to provide a COTS solution and/or application development services.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5A-4 – Ongoing / Current BPD IT Projects
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Ensure that ongoing BPD IT Projects are considered and factored into the Consent Decree IT Task Force’s plans and
project schedules.

ü

Appropriate alignment between BPD, BCIT and the Consent Decree IT Task Force’s planning and execution
activities.

§

Projects identified included, but are not limited to: Predictive Policing, Crime Analytics, Real-Time Policing.

ü

Realization of economies of scale, where possible.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Planning
§

q Alignment between BPD IT and Consent Decree IT Task Force on:

Engage with BPD IT team during initiative 1A (ITSP CPA Platform) to consider the inter-dependencies between
existing BPD IT projects and the Consent Decree IT Task Force’s projects (the scope of the IT Strategy).

Execution
§

Activities

§

Resources

§

Data and Interface dependencies for EIS

Conduct monitoring and reporting on the associated / in-progress BPD IT projects through the IT Governance plan
established by initiative 2A (IT Governance Framework).

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT

§

Requirements and Sourcing: 9 months

§

Implementation: 12 months

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

•

N/A – Assumed to be accommodated within the existing BPD project plans for
each of the current / in-flight projects

§

Completion of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (inbound dependency).

§

Commencement of Initiative 6A – Data Integration Solution (outbound dependency).

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST
•

N/A – Assumed to be accommodated within the existing BPD project
plans for each of the current / in-flight projects

ASSUMPTIONS
•

N/A – Assumed to be accommodated within the existing BPD project plans for each of the current / in-flight
projects.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5B-0 – Risk Management Application Modernization (Program)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Create the Program structure that will be accountable and responsible for the delivery of the group of Risk
Management Modernization sub-projects, namely: Use of Force (UoF) Modernization and Internal Affairs (IA)
Modernization.

ü

Appropriate programmatic structure that enables a specific focus on achieving the set of related strategic
objectives.

ü

Improved management of interdependencies between related sub-projects.

ü

Effective coordination and management of resources, risks and issues among related sub-projects.

KEY ACTIVITIES
§

§

§

OUTCOMES

Program Planning

q Program management structure established.

§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Planning artifacts, such as but not limited to: Program
Brief, Benefits Profiles and Map, Project Charters.

q Program Resourced: e.g., with Program Manager, RMS Project Manager, Citations Project Manager and Public
Access Improvements Project Manager.

§

Launch the Program, through coordination with the IT Governance Framework and Change Portfolio
Management Team.

q Program reporting and communications integrated with the IT Governance Framework (specifically the Program /
Project Management Board).

Program Management
§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Management artifacts, such as: Program
Communications Plan, Stakeholder Engagement Plan, Quality Assurance Plan, Resource Management
Plan, Risks/Issues Management Plan.

§

Conduct ongoing Program Management activities.

Program Monitoring
§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Monitoring artifacts defined, such as: Monitor and
Control Strategy, Benefits Realization Plan.

§

Conduct ongoing Program Management activities.

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT

§

Program Planning: 1 Month

•
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): Medium
1 x Program Manager (PR-M): High
3 x Project Managers (PM): Medium

§

Program Management and Monitoring: 3 years (Dependent on
the duration of related projects, see related Project Charters)

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

§

Completion of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (inbound dependency).

§

Availability of suitable resources to fill identified roles.

§

City hiring and procurement process durations for permanent hires, contract staff and professional services.

1 x Change Leader: Medium
1 x Change Analyst (CA): Medium

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps
while permanent resources are identified.

§

The Change Portfolio Management Team will ensure that a consistent Program Management structure is applied to
all programs within the IT Strategic Plan.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•
•

§

N/A – Assumed within the Consent Decree IT Task Force
Operating Costs

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5B-1 – Use of Force (UoF) Software Modernization (Project)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Modernize Use of Force technology capabilities for the purposes of the helping BPD meet the requirements of
Consent Decree and addressing BPD future state requirements in terms of user experience, improved application
functionality, alignment with the BPD data management plan, improved data sharing and implementing a suitable
underlying solution platform.

ü

Updated capability to enable BPD to manage UoF tracking and reviews, and provide data integration needed to
support the EIS system

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

UoF Requirements and Sourcing
§

Develop requirements for UoF Improvements based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements, current
capability limitations and future state needs identified through engaging with users and other stakeholders.

§

Develop solution strategy, based on the viability and expected lifespan of the IA solution at the point in time the
initiative is launched.

§

Consider other Non-Disciplinary modernization requirements to allow for modernization of other feeder subject areas
(such as but not limited to Pursuits, Officer Wellness, Declined Prosecution) that BPD and the Monitor will likely
require in the EIS while disciplinary subject areas should be covered by Initiative 5B-2.

§

Develop sourcing strategy, develop RFP, conduct procurement and contract with selected vendor.

q UoF Improvements PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but not
limited to:
q UoF Requirements.
q UoF Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract.
q Implementation of modernized UoF Solution.

UoF Implementation
§

Implement Modernized UoF Solution, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging
appropriate PM and OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with
Initiatives 1A, 1B and 1C) and integrated with the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

Requirements and Sourcing: 9 months

§

Implementation: 12 – 18 months

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): High
Technical Analyst (TA): Med

•
•
•

DEPENDENCIES

1 x Change Leader: Low
1 x Change Analyst: Med
Operational and Technical SMEs: Med

ESTIMATED COST
§

$856k - $942k
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $156k - $172k

§

Implementation: $700k - $770k

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the UoF project’s contractual scope needs to
include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing) that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to the project starting, or treated as a contractual change mid-project.

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Completion of Initiative 5B-0 – Risk Management Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

§

Project must consider relationship and needs of Initiative 5C-3 – EIS Modernization (Outbound dependency).

This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized
across the program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5B-2 – Internal Affairs (IA) Software Modernization (Project)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Modernize Internal Affairs technology capabilities for the purposes of the helping BPD meet the requirements of
Consent Decree and addressing BPD future state requirements in terms of user experience, improved application
functionality, alignment with the BPD data management plan, improved data sharing and implementing a suitable
underlying solution platform.

ü

Updated Internal Affairs system to create a functional platform for supporting IA related requirements based on
current technology and provide data integration needed to support the EIS system

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

IA Requirements and Sourcing
§

Develop requirements for IA Improvements based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements, current
capability limitations and future state needs identified through engaging with users and other stakeholders.

§

Develop solution strategy, based on the viability and expected lifespan of the IA solution at the point in time the
initiative is launched.

§

Develop sourcing strategy, develop RFP, conduct procurement and contract with selected vendor.

q IA Improvements PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but not
limited to:
q IA Requirements
q IA Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract
q Implementation of modernized IA Solution

IA Implementation
§

Implement modernized IA Solution, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging appropriate
PM and OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with Initiatives 1A, 1B
and 1C) and integrated with the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

Requirements and Sourcing: 9 months

§

Implementation: 12 – 18 months

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): High
Technical Analyst (TA): Med

•
•
•

DEPENDENCIES

1 x Change Leader: Low
1 x Change Analyst: Med
Operational and Technical SMEs: Med

ESTIMATED COST
§

$1,13m - $1,24m
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $156k - $172k

§

Implementation: $975k - $1,07m

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the IA project’s contractual scope needs to
include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing) that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to the project starting, or treated as a contractual change mid-project.

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Completion of Initiative 5B-0 – Risk Management Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

§

Project must consider relationship and needs of Initiative 5C-3 – EIS Modernization (Outbound dependency).

This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized
across the program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5C-0 – Performance Management Application Modernization (Program)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Create the Program structure that will be accountable and responsible for the delivery of the group of Performance
Management Modernization sub-projects, namely: Workforce Management Modernization, Learning Management
System Modernization and Early Intervention Modernization.

ü

Appropriate programmatic structure that enables a specific focus on achieving the set of related strategic
objectives.

ü

Improved management of interdependencies between related sub-projects.

ü

Effective coordination and management of resources, risks and issues among related sub-projects.

KEY ACTIVITIES
§

§

§

OUTCOMES

Program Planning

q Program management structure established.

§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Planning artifacts, such as but not limited to: Program
Brief, Benefits Profiles and Map, Project Charters.

q Program Resourced: e.g., with Program Manager, RMS Project Manager, Citations Project Manager and Public
Access Improvements Project Manager.

§

Launch the Program, through coordination with the IT Governance Framework and Change Portfolio
Management Team.

q Program reporting and communications integrated with the IT Governance Framework (specifically the Program /
Project Management Board).

Program Management
§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Management artifacts, such as: Program
Communications Plan, Stakeholder Engagement Plan, Quality Assurance Plan, Resource Management
Plan, Risks/Issues Management Plan.

§

Conduct ongoing Program Management activities.

Program Monitoring
§

Create and establish the appropriate level of Program Monitoring artifacts defined, such as: Monitor and
Control Strategy, Benefits Realization Plan.

§

Conduct ongoing Program Management activities.

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT

§

Program Planning: 1 Month

•
•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): Medium
1 x Program Manager (PR-M): High
3 x Project Managers (PM): Medium

§

Program Management and Monitoring: 3 years (Dependent on
the duration of related projects, see related Project Charters)

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

§

Completion of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (inbound dependency).

§

Availability of suitable resources to fill identified roles.

§

City hiring and procurement process durations for permanent hires, contract staff and professional services.

1 x Change Leader: Medium
1 x Change Analyst (CA): Medium

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps
while permanent resources are identified.

§

The Change Portfolio Management Team will ensure that a consistent Program Management structure is applied to
all programs within the IT Strategic Plan.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•
•

§

N/A – Assumed within the Consent Decree IT Task Force
Operating Costs

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization (Project)
GOAL
§

§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Modernize Workforce Management technology capabilities for the purposes of the helping BPD meet the
requirements of Consent Decree and addressing BPD future state requirements in terms of user experience,
improved application functionality, alignment with the BPD data management plan, improved data sharing and
implementing a suitable underlying solution platform.

ü

Updated systems to enhance BPD’s capability to deploy officers and track time.

ü

Clear chain-of-command accountability for all BPD personnel and operational activity.

ü

Data integration needed for the EIS system.

Workforce management in this instance refers to time tracking and deployment planning through the City’s selected
Workforce Management System (TeleStaff from Kronos).

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

WMS Requirements and Sourcing
§

Validate existing WMS Improvements based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements, current capability
limitations and future state needs identified through engaging with users and other stakeholders.

§

Develop SOW / Contract that provides the City with adequate contract management control and the ability to
measure the quality of the vendor’s performance.

q WMS Improvements PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but not
limited to:
q WMS Requirements.
q WMS Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract.
q Implementation of modernized WMS Solution.

WMS Implementation
§

Implement modernized WMS Solution, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging
appropriate PM and OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with
Initiatives 1A, 1B and 1C) and integrated with the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.

§

Requirements and Sourcing: 3 months

§

Implementation: 18 months

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): High
Technical Analyst (TA): Med

•
•
•

1 x Change Leader: Low
1 x Change Analyst: Med
Operational and Technical SMEs: Med

DEPENDENCIES

ESTIMATED COST
§

$792k - $871k
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $47,0k - $51,7k

§

Implementation: $745k - $819k

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the WMS project’s contractual scope needs to
include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing) that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to the project starting, or treated as a contractual change mid-project.

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Completion of Initiative 5C-0 – Performance Management Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

§

Project must consider relationship and needs of Initiative 5C-3 – EIS Modernization (Outbound dependency).

This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized
across the program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization (Project)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Modernize Learning Management technology capabilities for the purposes of the helping BPD meet the requirements
of Consent Decree and addressing BPD future state requirements in terms of user experience, improved application
functionality, alignment with the BPD data management plan, improved data sharing and implementing a suitable
underlying solution platform.

ü

Data integration needed for the EIS system

ü

Centralized platform to track all BPD staff training requirements, officer readiness and compliance information.

ü

Consolidated view of individual officer training and readiness to be utilized by the EIS system as a part of the
integrated approach to promoting officer wellness and Department effectiveness.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

LMS Requirements and Sourcing
§

Develop requirements for LMS Improvements based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements, current
capability limitations and future state needs identified through engaging with users and other stakeholders.

§

Develop solution strategy, based on the viability and expected lifespan of the LMS solution at the point in time the
initiative is launched. For LMS, consider the viability of cloud-provided solutions which may provide the best value in
terms of cost and flexibility, assuming the solution complies with established BPD data and security standards.

§

q LMS Improvements PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but not
limited to:
q LMS Requirements.
q LMS Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract.
q Implementation of modernized LMS Solution.

Develop sourcing strategy, develop RFP, conduct procurement and contract with selected vendor.

LMS Implementation
§

Implement modernized LMS Solution, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging
appropriate PM and OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with
Initiatives 1A, 1B and 1C) and integrated with the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

Requirements and Sourcing: 6 months

§

Implementation: 6 – 12 months

ESTIMATED COST

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): Med
Technical Analyst (TA): Med

•
•
•

DEPENDENCIES

1 x Change Leader: Low
1 x Change Analyst: Med
Operational and Technical SMEs: Low

§

$381k - $419k
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $56,6k - $62,3k

§

Implementation: $325k - $357k

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the LMS project’s contractual scope needs to
include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing) that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to the project starting, or treated as a contractual change mid-project.

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Completion of Initiative 5C-0 – Performance Management Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

§

Project must consider relationship and needs of Initiative 5C-3 – EIS Modernization (Outbound dependency).

This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized
across the program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Application Modernization
5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization (Project)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Modernize Early Intervention technology capabilities for the purposes of the helping BPD meet the requirements of
Consent Decree and addressing BPD future state requirements in terms of user experience, improved application
functionality, alignment with the BPD data management plan, improved data sharing and implementing a suitable
underlying solution platform.

ü

Solution implemented that will provide the visibility of holistic officer information and identify at-risk officer behaviors
and manage corresponding intervention measures, directly addressing several requirements of the Consent
Decree.

ü

Technology based workflow enabled EIS system as required by the Consent Decree.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

EIS Requirements and Sourcing
§

Develop requirements for EIS Improvements based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements, current
capability limitations and future state needs identified through engaging with users and other stakeholders.

§

Develop solution strategy, based on a review of market capabilities against identified EIS requirements and Consent
Decree requirements. A customized solution is expected to be the most viable approach, leveraging a COTS solution
such as a Business Intelligence / Analytics (BI/A) solution.

§

q EIS Improvements PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but not
limited to:
q EIS Requirements
q EIS Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract
q Implementation of modernized EIS Solution

Develop sourcing strategy, develop RFP, conduct procurement and contract with selected vendor.

EIS Implementation
§

Implement modernized EIS Solution, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging appropriate
PM and OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with Initiatives 1A, 1B
and 1C) and integrated with the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

Requirements and Sourcing: 9 months

§

Implementation: 12 – 18 months

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): High
Technical Analyst (TA): High

•
•
•

DEPENDENCIES

1 x Change Leader: Med
1 x Change Analyst: High
Operational and Technical SMEs: Med

ESTIMATED COST
§

$4,50m - $4,95m
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $156k - $172k

§

Implementation: $4,35m - $4,78m

ASSUMPTIONS

§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the EIS project’s contractual scope needs to
include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing) that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to the project starting, or treated as a contractual change mid-project.

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Completion of Initiative 5C-0 – Performance Management Modernization (Program Establishment).

§

This project will be managed as a sub-project within an overarching program. As such, resources will be optimized
across the program’s collection of sub-projects and communications up to the CPM Team will be streamlined.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Data Integration
Planning Component Summary
Information &
Technology
Architecture

Data Integration
Provide platform(s) to facilitate the integration of data from multiple BPD sources.

What does this Strategic Planning Component mean for BPD’s IT Strategic Plan, its scope, outcomes and effectiveness ...?
Key Initiatives

Strategic ObjectivesN Enabled
Specific objectives satisfied entirely or in part are:
§ Increase Accountability and Support for Officer Performance and Wellness
by developing an EIS. [3]
§ Create Strong Foundation for a Technology Enabled BPD. [4]

§ Data Integration Solution

§ Improve BPD operational and technical capabilities needed to improve the
transparency and effectiveness of the Department. [5]
§ Remove BPD’s reliance on paper forms and paper-based information. [7]
In addition, this planning component will:
§ Allow BPD to avoid tightly integrated systems and instead promote data
sharing while allowing individual systems to be modernized or replaced as
technology innovations and/or funding become available.
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N - Note: Reference [numbers] in this section refer to the Strategic Objectives presented on slide 14.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Data Integration
Initiatives Summary

Initiative descriptions and benefits supporting Data Integration are summarized below and in subsequent slides.
Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

6A) Data Integration Solution

§ Develop a Data Integration Plan in alignment with Data
Governance (established by Initiative 3A) and leveraging the
Data Strategy and Data Management Plan (established by
Initiative 3B).
§ Establish a solution for the presentation and analysis of data from
multiple data sources (Note: Solution type dependent on the
result of the Alternatives Assessment).
§ The design of this platform should be multi-purpose with the
ability to serve both accountability and public safety operational
needs. In particular, the Early Intervention System (EIS) will draw
data from diverse sources such as RMS, Internal Affairs,
Personnel and other data sources.
§ Procurement of the Data Integration Solution.
§ Implement the Data Integration Solution.
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Benefits
ü Single source of key BPD data for analysis, reporting and
information sharing purposes, based on specific needs such as
the requirements of the Consent Decree.
ü Operational productivity gains realized through users spending
less time search for data and more time using data.
ü Improved stakeholder confidence in BPD as an organization
through consistent, high quality data.
ü Delivery of accurate, consistent, high quality data to Public Safety
and Justice Partners, as needed.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Data Integration
6A – Data Integration Solution (DIS)
GOAL

INTENDED BENEFITS

§

Elimination of disconnected data silos across BPD systems and operational areas.

ü

Seamless presentation of integrated data sourced from multiple disparate BPD systems and databases

§

Loose coupling of BPD systems to promote data sharing while also allowing individual BPD systems to evolve or be
replaced with minimal impact to the overall BPD IT landscape.

ü

Reduced risk of the EIS timeline extending the Consent Decree monitoring period by allowing data staging to
proceed in phased integration deployments while the EIS design is finalized

§

Utilization of a pragmatic integration strategy that balances integration architecture best practices with solution
complexity and available skillsets.

ü

Reduced constraints for BPD to deploy best-of-breed applications to support operational needs

§

The City of Baltimore should implement a hybrid model utilizing a data lake for staging, and a structured data
warehouse that will be designed to deliver data needed to support the EIS and other BPD data analysis requirements
such as data driven policing. EIS will serve as the initial baseline for data warehouse requirements.

q Prioritized implementation plan for deployment of BPD integrations aligned with the BPD IT Strategic Plan.

§

Prepare data integration implementation plan outlining milestones synchronized with the EIS and other modernization
implementation schedules.

q Model integration patterns to provide consistent interface deployments thereby lowering risks associated with future
integration deployments and changes to those integrations.

§

Finalize data integration platform product (preference would be a mainstream, existing City licensed product such as
Microsoft SSIS).

q Deployed integrations required for EIS and other application modernization initiatives.

§

Configure, deploy and document model ‘batch’ integration establishing BPD specific patterns for data formats,
exception processing and monitoring.

§

Implement source system to staging integrations required for the EIS as defined in 3C – Data Reconciliation and
Consolidation. Note: staging to EIS integrations would be developed during the 5C-3 EIS initiative.

§

Establish integration pattern for ‘message based’ integrations using direct interfaces and COTS application APIs.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

Requirements and Sourcing: 9 months

§

Implementation: 12 – 18 months

q Established platform for integration of data across BPD systems and with external entities (e.g., State’s Attorney
Office).

q DIS Improvements PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but not
limited to:
q DIS Requirements
q DIS Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract
q Implementation of modernized Data Integration Solution

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•
•

Year 1:
1 x Program Manager (PR-M): Low
1 x Project Manager (PM): High
1x Data Architect
3x Data Integration Analysts

•
•
•
•
•

DEPENDENCIES
§

Completion of Initiative 3B – Data Management Plan and Standards – the DIS project’s contractual scope needs to
include non-function requirements associated with data and interfacing that will be defined during this dependent
initiative. This needs to be included prior to the project starting.
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Year 2:
1 x Program Manager (PR-M): Low
1 x Project Manager (PM): High
1x Data Architect
1x Data Integration Analysts

ESTIMATED COST
§

$922m - $1,01m
§

Requirements and Sourcing: $122k - $134k

§

Implementation: $800k - $880k

ASSUMPTIONS
§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Refer to the Alternative Assessment section for recommended DIS approach.

IT Infrastructure Improvements

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Planning Component Summary

IT Infrastructure Improvements

Infrastructure and
Operations

Provide infrastructure to support continuous and reliable system availability for current and future needs.

What does this Strategic Planning Component mean for BPD’s IT Strategic Plan, its scope, outcomes and effectiveness ...?
Key Initiatives

Strategic ObjectivesN Enabled
Specific objectives satisfied entirely or in part are:

§ Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)

§ Update Officer’s Technology Tools by providing BPD personnel with
adequate solutions and capabilities. [1]

§ EIIP Implementation

§ Create strong foundation for a Technology Enabled BPD. [4]

§ Data Center Optimization

§ Improve BPD operational and technical capabilities needed to improve the
transparency and effectiveness of the Department. [5]

§ Connected Officer
§ Radio Equipment Refresh
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§ Centralize IT solutions and capabilities where it makes sense, through
strategic planning, prioritization and partnership with Baltimore City IT
(BCIT). [9]
§ Improve IT infrastructure that leverages enterprise IT services and
capabilities, helps to break down silos, fosters innovation, encourages
collaboration City-wide and improves user experience. [11]
N - Note: Reference [numbers] in this section refer to the Strategic Objectives presented on slide 14.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

IT Infrastructure Improvements
Initiatives Summary

Initiative descriptions and benefits supporting IT Infrastructure Improvements are summarized below and in subsequent slides.
Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

Benefits

7A) Enterprise IT Infrastructure
Plan* (EIIP)

§ Develop and implement an Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan
(EIIP) that determines long term strategies for BPD current IT
Infrastructure and future IT infrastructure needs.

ü Improved BPD Mission and Business Continuity capabilities,
through improved reliability and availability of BPD systems by
improving the dependability and suitability IT Infrastructure.

§ The plan will identifying opportunities for leveraging BCIT
capabilities, City enterprise capabilities and any components of
BPD Infrastructure that will remain within BPD, managed by BPD
IT and what their long term plans are. The plan will also include
recapitalization schedules to support long term budgetary
planning.

ü Optimized efficiency and costs through consolidation into BCIT
facilities, where feasible and appropriate.

§ Increase storage capacity to support BPD’s data storage needs
to include capacity for digitizing (back scanning) specified paper
documents, support new applications, and provide various
operating environments as needed (i.e., Prod/Test/Training
environments) in accordance with best practices for implementing
and maintaining IT environments.

ü Best practices for maintaining enterprise systems and supporting
testing and training requirements.

ü Clearly defined requirements and dependencies to support BPD
initiatives such as digitizing current paper records, migrating data
from legacy systems as needed and support future growth.

§ Establish an enterprise IT DR Management Plan for all BPD IT
capabilities, ensuring appropriate planning, risk assessments,
testing and business continuity.
*Note: Gartner is not assessing BCIT's capabilities as a part of this strategic assessment and therefore do not know what are logical, strategic
candidates for inclusion here. This will need to be considered by the City during the delivery of this initiative.
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IT Infrastructure Improvements

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

Initiatives Summary (continued)

Initiative Names (Projects)

High Level Description and Outcomes

7B) EIIP Implementation

§ Increase storage capacity to support BPD’s data storage needs
to include capacity for digitizing (back scanning) specified paper
documents, support new applications, and provide various
operating environments as needed (i.e., Prod/Test/Training
environments) in accordance with best practices for implementing
and maintaining IT environments.

Benefits
ü Reduced impact on operations from unplanned downtime.
ü Increased user confidence in the quality and reliability of IT
services provided to BPD personnel.
ü Reduced downtime due to improved remote management
capability of key network assets (i.e., routers, switches, etc.).

§ Deliver improved Disaster Recovery capabilities for BPD systems
through a combination of a BPD-BCIT DRM solution.
§ Improve redundancy, reliability and remote management
capability for BPD WAN and LAN.
7C) Connected Officer

§ Implement technologies needed to enable officer access to key
systems and information needed to interact with the public and
execute on public safety responsibilities (i.e., Mobile devices,
pcs, in car systems).

ü Provide officers technologies needed to support real-time data
entry and access to information for investigations as needed

7D) Radio Equipment Refresh

§ Replace mission-critical, end-of-life, radio equipment. Specifically
mobile radio handsets for BPD’s sworn personnel and radio
consoles in the Communications Center.

ü Reduced risk of radio communications failure for one or more
users across BPD sworn personnel.
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ü Reliable, necessary, mission capabilities.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

IT Infrastructure Improvements
7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan* (EIIP)
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Develop and implement an Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP) that determines long term strategies for BPD
current IT Infrastructure and future IT infrastructure needs, improving BPD infrastructure where necessary and
leveraging BCIT capabilities where appropriate.

ü

Improved BPD Mission and Business Continuity capabilities, through improved reliability and availability of BPD
systems by improving the dependability and suitability IT Infrastructure.

ü

Optimized efficiency and costs through consolidation into BCIT facilities, where feasible and appropriate.

ü

Clearly defined requirements and dependencies to support BPD initiatives such as digitizing current paper records,
migrating data from legacy systems as needed and support future growth.

ü

Best practices for maintaining enterprise systems and supporting testing and training requirements.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

§

Conduct an IT infrastructure assessment to identify: current BPD capabilities, gaps or limitations, opportunities for
leveraging BCIT capabilities and City enterprise capabilities. Including, but not limited to: Environments, Datacenter
facilities, networking, IT disaster recovery, storage, IT security, monitoring.

q Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan, consensus on where and when to invest in BPD infrastructure and/or leverage
BCIT infrastructure.

§

Develop IT Infrastructure requirements and the EIIP based on the needs of Infrastructure Sub-Plans to support (and
ready the infrastructure for) the following initiatives: 5A-1: RMS Modernization; 5A-2: Citations Modernization; 5A-3:
Public Access Improvements; 5B-1: Use of Force Modernization; 5B-2: Internal Affairs Modernization; 5C-1:
Workforce Management Modernization; 5C-2: Learning Management Modernization; 5C-3: Early Intervention
Modernization; 7C: Connected Officer.

q 5A-1: RMS Modernization

§

Determine the level of IT Infrastructure that will remain within BPD, managed by BPD IT and what will be leveraged
from or migrated to BCIT.

q 5B-2: Internal Affairs Modernization

§

Develop recapitalization schedules to support long term budgetary planning.

q Infrastructure Sub-Plans to support (and ready the infrastructure for) the following initiatives:
q 5A-2: Citations Modernization
q 5A-3: Public Access Improvements
q 5B-1: Use of Force Modernization
q 5C-1: Workforce Management Modernization
q 5C-2: Learning Management Modernization
q 5C-3: Early Intervention Modernization
q 7C: Connected Officer

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT

§

3 Months

•
•

1 x Portfolio Manager (PT-M): Low
1 x Project Managers (PM): Med

§

Completion of Initiative 1A – ITSP CPA Platform (inbound dependency).

§

Commencement of Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework (inbound dependency).

ESTIMATED COST

•
•

1 x Technical Analyst: High
Technical SMEs: Med (FTE, TBD)

§

External subject matter expertise can be contracted by the City to temporarily satisfy resource and/or skill gaps
while permanent resources are identified.

§

Future assignments and reporting relationships of the Portfolio Manager and Program Managers may change once
the Consent Decree Organization is established and IT Governance implemented.

§

Refer to Best Practices and Planning Considerations section for recommended CMP, OCM and PPM approaches.

DEPENDENCIES

§

$136k - $149k

ASSUMPTIONS

*Note: Gartner is not assessing BCIT's capabilities as a part of this strategic assessment and therefore do not know what are logical, strategic candidates for inclusion here. This will need to be considered by the City during the delivery of this initiative.
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Strategic Plan and Initiatives

IT Infrastructure Improvements
7B – EIIP Implementation
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Deliver IT infrastructure improvements to BPD and BCIT, based on the direction provided in the EIIP, to provide
appropriate non-functional / technical capabilities for BPD’s solutions in terms of, but not limited to: Networks, IT
Disaster Recovery, Storage, Power, Data Center facilities and Environments.

ü

Reduced impact on operations from unplanned downtime.

ü

Increased user confidence in the quality and reliability of IT services provided to BPD personnel.

ü

Reduced downtime due to improved remote management capability of key network assets (i.e., routers, switches,
etc.).

ü

Improve BPD Mission and Business Continuity capabilities, through improved reliability and availability of BPD
systems by improving the dependability and suitability of the BPD data center.

ü

Optimize efficiency and costs through consolidation into BCIT facilities, where feasible and appropriate.

§

Increased storage capacity to support BPD’s data storage needs to include capacity for digitizing (back scanning)
specified paper documents, support new applications, and provide various operating environments as needed (i.e.,
Prod/Test/Training environments).

§

Improved IT Disaster Recovery capabilities for BPD systems.

§

Improved redundancy, reliability and remote management capability for BPD WAN and LAN.

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Initial IT Infrastructure Improvements
§

Deliver IT infrastructure improvements to BPD and BCIT, based on the direction provided in the EIIP.

§

Conduct appropriate sourcing of components and services using, where possible and appropriate, existing contract
vehicles.

Incremental ’Just in Time’ IT Infrastructure Improvements
§

Deliver additional, incremental, IT infrastructure improvements to BPD and BCIT, based on the direction provided in
the EIIP, for Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3 and 7C.

§

Deliver necessary improvements to BPD’s data center, for the purposes of the BPD solutions hosted there.
Improvements include physical facilities, physical security, HVAC, UPS

§

Conduct appropriate sourcing of components and services using, where possible and appropriate, existing contract
vehicles.

§

Migration of data center equipment to BCIT data center(s) for those BPD systems identified within the IT Service
Delivery Plan (Initiative 4B), where near-term service migration requirements have been determined.

§

3 Months to deliver initial infrastructure requirements.

§

Incremental, ‘just-in-time’, infrastructure improvements for
Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3 and
7C.

§

Completion of Initiative 7A – Enterprise Infrastructure Improvements Plan.

§

Infrastructure improvements delivered incrementally, ‘just-in-time’, for Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1,
5C-2, 5C-3 and 7C.

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): High
Technical Analyst (TA): High

1 x Change Leader: Med
1 x Change Analyst: High
Operational and Technical SMEs: Med

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Implementation costs dependent on requirements established in EIIP.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST

•
•
•

§

$525k - $577k – City infrastructure costs to be confirmed
through Initiative 7A.

ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

IT Infrastructure Improvements
7C – Connected Officer
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Implement technologies needed to enable officer access to key systems and information needed to interact with the
public and execute on public safety responsibilities (i.e., Mobile devices, pcs, in car systems).

ü

Provide officers technologies needed to support real-time data entry and access to information for investigations as
needed

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Connected Officer Requirements and Sourcing
§

Develop requirements for Connected Officer capabilities based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements,
current capability limitations and future state needs identified through engaging with users and other stakeholders.

§

Develop solution strategy, based on a review of market capabilities against Consent Decree requirements and where
BPD solutions have identified mobile requirements such as, but not limited to: EIS, RMS, Citations, CAD, IA, LMS,
WMS and UoF.

§

Conduct a mobility pilot,

§

Develop Connected Officer Strategy and include mobility requirements within Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2,
5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.

q Mobility Pilot that presents recommendations for BPD’s mobile device strategy – device types, device
characteristics, usage scenarios, data access, usage / distribution policies and end point management strategy.
q Connected Officer PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but not
limited to:
q Connected Officer Requirements.
q Implementation of modernized Connected Officer capabilities (Devices and mobile application functionality / data
access) through Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.

Connected Officer Implementation
§

Implementation of modernized Connected Officer capabilities (Devices and mobile application functionality / data
access) is assumed to be delivered within Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.

ESTIMATED DURATION
§

3 – 4 months

§

Implementation: Incrementally for for Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2,
5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.

ESTIMATED EFFORT
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x

Program Manager (PR-M): Low
Project Manager (PM): High
Business Analyst (BA): High
Technical Analyst (TA): High

•
•
•

DEPENDENCIES
§

Completion of Initiative 7A – Enterprise Infrastructure Improvements Plan.

§

Mobility requirements defined within Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.
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1 x Change Leader: Med
1 x Change Analyst: High
Operational and Technical SMEs: Med

ESTIMATED COST
§

$97k - $107k

§

Implementation: Included within the costs of Initiatives 5A-1, 5A2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.

ASSUMPTIONS
§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

Implementation costs dependent on requirements established in Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C2, 5C-3.

Strategic Plan and Initiatives

IT Infrastructure Improvements
7D – Radio Equipment Refresh
GOAL
§

INTENDED BENEFITS

Replace mission-critical, end-of-life, radio equipment. Specifically mobile radio handsets for BPD’s sworn personnel
and radio consoles in the Communications Center.

ü

BPD mission continuity

ü

Reduced operational / mission risk

ü

Reduced risk of radio equipment failure

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

Radio Equipment Refresh Requirements and Sourcing
§

Develop requirements for the Radio Equipment Refresh based on a combination of: Consent Decree requirements,
current capability limitations and future state needs identified through engaging with users and other stakeholders.

§

Radio equipment needs include: Handheld radios, Mobile radios and Radio Consoles in the Communications Center.
Other requirements may be identified upon launch of the initiative.

§

Develop sourcing strategy, develop RFP, conduct procurement and contract with selected vendor.

q Radio Equipment Refresh PPM and OCM artifacts, per the CMP framework established in Initiative 1A including but
not limited to:
q Radio Equipment Refresh Requirements
q Radio Equipment Refresh Statement of Work (SOW) and Contract
q Implementation of the Radio Equipment Refresh

Radio Equipment Refresh Implementation
§

Implement the Radio Equipment Refresh, conducting appropriate PM activities, OCM activities and leveraging
appropriate PM and OCM controls established by the Change Portfolio Management Team (in alignment with
Initiatives 1A, 1B and 1C) and integrated with the Vendor’s own implementation methodology.

ESTIMATED DURATION

ESTIMATED EFFORT

§

Requirements and Sourcing: 3 months

§

Implementation: months

•
•
•

1 x Program Manager (PR-M): Low
1 x Project Manager (PM): Med
1 x Technical Analyst (TA): Low

§

Completion of Initiative 7A – Enterprise Infrastructure Improvements Plan.

•
•

1 x Change Analyst: Low
Operational and Technical SMEs: Low

§

Like all other technology projects, it is assumed this project will follow a standardized project management lifecycle
with appropriate stages, stage gates, PM processes and PM artifacts. As such, these common activities have not
been included explicitly within this mini-charter but they are implied and essential.

§

BPD will source replacement radio handsets from the current contracted vendor.

§

Cost estimate provided by BPD, based on a quote provided by the current radio vendor.

§

Wider radio system refresh / replacement requirements might become relevant if this initiative is not started until
2022, per it’s current placement on the roadmap. BPD must consider this risk when prioritizing the launch of this
initiative.

DEPENDENCIES
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ESTIMATED COST
§

$16,1m - $17,7m

§

Based on estimate provided by BPD with additional
assumptions about planning and sourcing.

ASSUMPTIONS

Introduction
Executive Summary
Business Context
Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Strategic Roadmap
Risk Assessment
Next Steps
Appendix:
§ Best Practices and Planning Considerations
§ Alternatives Assessment
§ Current State Assessment
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Strategic Roadmap

Strategic Roadmap
Introduction

The Strategic Roadmap provides BPD with Gartner’s recommendations for sequencing and scheduling the identified Initiatives designed to
deliver established Strategic Priorities.
Gartner has conducted a relative assessment of the complete list of Initiatives to develop the Strategic Roadmap, using the following
assessment parameters:
§

The level of business value delivered by the Initiatives

§

The degree to which the IT Initiatives mitigate known technical challenges or risks to the operation

§

The relative timeframe priority of and dependent relationships between the IT Initiatives

This Strategic IT Roadmap should be refined by the City and BPD’s Program Management Team as Initiatives, and any respective subprojects, are executed. As the City and BPD proceed with project planning it is expected they will develop business cases, project charters,
project management plans, project schedules and detailed statements of work as necessary. These essential project management artifacts will
enable the Program Management Team to refine the Roadmap with more detailed schedule data and by identifying further inter-dependencies
at the sub-projects level.

2018
Q1

INITIATIVE

Q1

2019
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2020
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2021
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2022
Q2
Q3

1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B – Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
1C – Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)
2A – IT Governance Framework
2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)
3A – Data Governance Establishment
3B – Data Management Plan and Standards
3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation
4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization
5A – Operational Application Modernization
5A-1 – Records Management Modernization
5A-2 – Citation Modernization
5A-3 – Public Access Improvements
5B – Risk Management Application Modernization
5B-1 – Use of Force Modernization
5B-2 – Internal Affairs Modernization
5C – Performance Management Application Modernization
5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization
5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization
5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization
6A – Data Integration Solution
7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)
7B – EIIP Implementation1
7C – Connected Officer
7D – Radio Handsets Refresh

Strategic Planning
Components and Initiatives
Engagement: 330050078
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Roadmap Prioritization

Recommended Strategic
Roadmap

Q4

Q1

2023
Q2
Q3

Q4

Strategic Roadmap

Strategic Roadmap
Prioritization Approach
BUSINESS VALUE

Anticipated benefits/results of an initiative in meeting BPD’s operational goals or improving existing
capabilities

Prioritizing initiatives includes the application of the
following criteria to establish the relative priority for each
action within the IT Strategic Plan. Initiative priorities have
been reviewed and confirmed with City leadership.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Business Value
Business
Value
High

High

Medium-High

Mitigationof
of Existing
Mitigation
Existing
Challenges &&Risks
Challenges
Risks

Priority
Timeframe
& Dependent
Priority
Timeframe
&
Nature
Dependent
Nature

Potential effects of not acting on an initiative
1)
2)

Near-Medium Term

3)

Medium - High

Near - Medium Term

Medium
Medium

Medium Term
Medium
Term

High
High

Low-Medium
Low - Medium

Long-Medium
Long
- MediumTerm
Term

Medium
Medium

Long-Term
Long
Term

Low
Low

Low
Low

MITIGATION OF EXISTING CHALLENGES & RISKS

Immediate

Immediate

4)
5)

Urgency to complete an initiative and dependency on other initiatives/projects

2)
3)
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Long Term – change is necessary for the next five to ten years to continue operations
Long-Medium Term – change is required in the next three to five years to maintain
operations/functionality
Medium-Term – change is necessary for the next two to three years to sustain
operations/functionality
Near-Medium Term – change is required in the next 12 months to maintain
operations/functionality
Immediate – current state conditions pose a significant risk to continued operations

PRIORITY TIMEFRAME & DEPENDENT NATURE
1)

PRIORITY

Low – delivering a short-term/limited long-term gain
Low-Medium – providing a moderately short benefit
Medium – providing a moderate benefit
Medium-High – delivering a reasonably long-term benefit (and high alignment with Consent
Decree)
High – providing a significant short-term/consistent benefit long-term (also high, direct,
alignment with Consent Decree)

Low – current state is manageable for the short term, and the project has very low reliance on
other projects
Medium – change should be considered to sustain operations and the project has moderate
dependency on other projects
High – change is imminently needed to continue operations/functionality, and the project has
high reliance on other projects

Strategic Roadmap

Strategic Roadmap
Prioritization of IT Initiatives
INITIATIVE

BUSINESS VALUE

MITIGATION OF RISK &
CHALLENGES

PRIORITY TIMEFRAME

COMMENTS

High

Near-Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

Medium-High

Near-Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

1C – Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

High

Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

2A – IT Governance Framework

High

Immediate

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

Medium

Long-Term

Low

-

3A – Data Governance Establishment

High

Immediate

High

-

3B – Data Management Plan and Standards

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation

High

Near-Medium Term

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment

High

Near-Medium

High

This initiative enables other medium and high priority initiatives and ensures their success.

Medium

Near-Medium Term

Medium

-

5A-1 – Records Management Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

5A-2 – Citation Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

Medium

Near-Medium Term

Medium

-

5B-1 – Use of Force Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

5B-2 – Internal Affairs Modernization

High

Near-Medium Term

Medium

-

5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization

High

Immediate

High

-

Medium

Near-Medium Term

High

-

5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization

High

Immediate

High

-

6A – Data Integration Solution

High

Near-Medium Term

High

-

7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)

Medium

Immediate

High

Addresses critical infrastructure risks and capabilities gaps.

7B – EIIP Implementation

Medium

Immediate

High

Addresses critical infrastructure risks and capabilities gaps.

7C – Connected Officer

High

Long-Medium Term

Medium

-

7D – Radio Handsets Refresh

High

Medium Term

High

-

1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B – Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)

2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization

5A-3 – Public Access Improvements

5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization

NOTE: An initiative labeled with a lower rating does not signify limited or no value. Every effort is essential in helping Baltimore Police Department achieve the Strategic Vision. The scores above are a means of relative comparison and prioritization.
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Low Priority
Timeframe

Medium Priority
Timeframe

High Priority
Timeframe

Strategic Roadmap

Strategic Roadmap
Prioritization of Initiatives
INITIATIVE

MITIGATION OF RISK VS. BUSINESS VALUE OF INITIATIVES

1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B – Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
2A – IT Governance Framework
2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

HIGHEST PRIORITY

Immediate

1C – Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

2A

7B

1B

3B – Data Management Plan and Standards
4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization
5A – Operational Application Modernization
5A-1 – Records Management Modernization
5A-2 – Citation Modernization
5A-3 – Public Access Improvements
5B – Risk Management Application Modernization
5B-1 – Use of Force Modernization

6A

5B1
1A

MITIGATION OF RISK

3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation

5C3

3B

7A

3A – Data Governance Establishment

5C1

3A

5B2

1C
4B

7D

5A1
4A

5C2
5A2

3C

7C

5B-2 – Internal Affairs Modernization

5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization
5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization
6A – Data Integration Solution

Long-Term

5C – Performance Management Application Modernization
5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization

7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)
7B – EIIP Implementation
7C – Connected Officer
7D – Radio Handsets Refresh
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2B

5A3

LOWEST PRIORITY
Low

BUSINESS VALUE
NOTES:
§ Size indicates the relative cost of a given project

High

Low Priority
Timeframe

Medium Priority
Timeframe

High Priority
Timeframe

Best Case Schedule Estimate

Strategic Roadmap
2018
Q4

Q1

2019
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2020
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2021
Q2
Q3

Strategic Roadmap

PRIORITY 2

Worst Case Duration (dependent on planning
and finalized scope)

BPD IT Strategic Roadmap (2018 – 2022)
INITIATIVE

PRIORITY 1

PRIORITY 3

Q4

Q1

2022
Q2
Q3

Q4

1A – ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B – Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
1C – Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)

3B – Data Management Plan and Standards
3C – Data Reconciliation and Consolidation
4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
4B – IT Service Delivery Optimization
5A – Operational Application Modernization
5A-1 – Records Management Modernization1
5A-2 – Citation Modernization
5A-3 – Public Access Improvements
5A-4 – Ongoing BPD IT Projects (e.g. Predictive Policing)
5B – Risk Management Application Modernization
5B-1 – Use of Force Modernization
5B-2 – Internal Affairs Modernization
5C – Performance Management Application Modernization
5C-1 – Workforce Management Modernization2
5C-2 – Learning Management Modernization
5C-3 – Early Intervention Modernization
6A – Data Integration Solution

&

3A – Data Governance Establishment

Executive Presentations

2B – IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)

Launch Preparation

2A – IT Governance Framework

7A – Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)4
7B – EIIP Implementation3
7C – Connected Officer 4
7D – Radio Handsets Refresh
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1, 2. Gartner acknowledges that BPD has already commenced with effort to launch certain initiatives.
3. Infrastructure improvements delivered incrementally, ‘just-in-time, for Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3 and 7C.
4. Includes planning only. The implementation activities are delivered through 7B, 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3.

Q1

2023
Q2
Q3

Q4

Strategic Roadmap

Strategic Roadmap

Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost Estimates
A total Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimate for the BPD IT Strategic Plan has been calculated. ROM costs have been projected for the estimated 4-year duration of the
roadmap, broken down into ROM costs broken down into personnel costs for the Consent Decree IT Task Force and the Initiatives.

§

§

ROM Costs for the Consent Decree IT Task Force
– Personnel ROM costs assume average costs per role across the 4-year duration of the roadmap.
– Costs have been provided for all roles, even though some roles may be resourced through BDP and BCIT personnel
assignments where others are expected to be new hires.
ROM Costs for the IT Strategic Plan’s Portfolio of Initiatives
– Costs include the costs to execute the objectives of the initiatives
– Strategic Initiatives – costs include estimates for professional services and external SME to support the development of
capabilities such as IT Governance, Change Portfolio Management and Data Strategy / Standards.
– Technology Initiatives – costs include the planning, procurement, implementation (software, hardware, services) and 1st
year support/maintenance costs.

For context, the typical IT budget for the delivery of an IT Strategy is approximately 1.5% – 2% of an Enterprise’s annual operating
costs. In the context of the City of Baltimore and comparable sized cities in North America, an approximate operating budget of
$500m would result in IT Strategy cost approximately $7.5m to $10m per year. Over a time period similar to BPD IT’s Strategic
Roadmap (4 years), the delivery of an IT Strategy would total between $37.5m to $50m.
The following slides present two views of the ROM cost estimates:
1.

ROM Costs presented in the order they appear in the IT Strategy (by Initiative ID)

2.

ROM Costs presented in order based on established priorities (Business Value vs. Technical Risk Addressed) and their
placement on the IT Roadmap.
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Total ROM Cost Estimate over 4
years: $59,23m to $65,15m
§ Priority 1 Initiatives ROM Total:
$36,50m to $40,15m
§ Priority 1-2 Initiatives ROM Total:
$41,91m to $46,10m
§ Priority 1-3 Initiatives ROM Total:
$42,97m to $47,27m
§ Priority 1-4 Initiatives ROM Total:
$59,23m to $65,15m

Strategic Roadmap

Strategic Roadmap
Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost Estimates
Notes:
§ Costs have been defined based on specific planning assumptions.
§ Costs are projected for the estimated 4-year duration of the
roadmap.
§ A range (+/- 10%) has been applied to cost estimates to account for
variables and changes the City may encounter after the conclusion
of this strategic planning process.
§ Consent Decree IT Task Force personnel costs assume average
costs per role across the 4-year duration of the roadmap. Costs
have been provided for all roles, even though some roles may be
resourced through BDP and BCIT personnel assignments where
others are expected to be new hires.
§ 1Costs for personnel include salary and benefits. Benefits are
assumed at 40% of salary.
§ 2Costs represent the total of estimated ongoing monthly costs over
an assumed period of time defined in the Initiative Charter.
§ 3Costs cover planning only, not implementation costs. The
decisions made during planning will inform the greater cost
requirements for the implementation of capabilities assumed within
Initiatives 5A-1, 5A-2, 5A-3, 5B-1, 5B-2, 5C-1, 5C-2, 5C-3 and 7B.
§ 4Costs will vary based on decisions made during the prior,
associated, planning activities.

Cost Element
Consent Decree IT Task Force Personnel Costs (over 4 years)1
1A: ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B: Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)2
1C: Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)2
2A: IT Governance Framework
2B: IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)2
3A: Data Governance Establishment
3B: Data Management Plan & Standards
3C: Data Reconciliation and Consolidation4
4A: Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
4B: IT Service Delivery Optimization3
5A.1: Records Management Modernization
5A.2: Citation Modernization
5A.3: Public Access Improvements4
5B.1: Use of Force Modernization
5B.2: Internal Affairs Modernization
5C.1: Workforce Management Modernization
5C.2: Learning Management Modernization
5C.3: Early Intervention Modernization
6A: Data Integration Solution
7A: Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)3
7B: EIIP Implementation
7C: Connected Officer3
7D: Radio Handsets Refresh

ROM Cost
ROM Cost (+10%)
$24,290,000
$26,719,000
$162,680
$178,948
$427,189
$469,907
$427,189
$469,907
$191,388
$210,527
$98,000
$107,800
$124,402
$136,843
$172,249
$189,474
$460,929
$507,022
$124,402
$136,843
$162,680
$178,948
$4,397,078
$4,836,786
$847,078
$931,786
$581,926
$640,119
$856,926
$942,619
$1,131,926
$1,245,119
$792,078
$871,286
$381,668
$419,835
$4,506,926
$4,957,619
$922,054
$1,014,259
$136,003
$149,603
$1,775,000
$1,952,500
$97,643
$107,407
$16,160,000
$17,776,000

$59,227,415
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$65,150,157
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Strategic Roadmap
Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost Estimates – Prioritized View Based on Strategic IT Roadmap
Rough order of magnitude (ROM) estimates include the costs to
plan, procure and implement Hardware, Software and/or Resource
(People) required to deliver the objectives of the IT Strategic Plan’s
portfolio of Initiatives.
Notes:
§ In addition to the assumptions provided on the previous slide, the
total IT Strategic Plan ROM cost estimates can be subdivided as
follows:
Total ROM Cost Estimate over 4 years: $59,23m to $65,15m
§ Priority 1 Initiatives ROM Total: $36,50m to $40,15m
§ Priority 1-2 Initiatives ROM Total: $41,91m to $46,10m
§ Priority 1-3 Initiatives ROM Total: $42,97m to $47,27m
§ Priority 1-4 Initiatives ROM Total: $59,23m to $65,15m
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Priority
(1-4)

Cost Element

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4

Consent Decree Personnel Costs (over 4 years)
1A: ITSP Change Portfolio Management (CMP) Platform
1B: Portfolio and Program Management (Ongoing)
1C: Organizational Change Management (Ongoing)
2A: IT Governance Framework
3A: Data Governance Establishment
3B: Data Management Plan & Standards
3C: Data Reconciliation and Consolidation
4A: Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment
5B.1: Use of Force Modernization
5B.2: Internal Affairs Modernization
5C.1: Workforce Management Modernization
5C.3: Early Intervention Modernization
6A: Data Integration Solution
7A: Enterprise IT Infrastructure Plan (EIIP)
7B: EIIP Implementation
4B: IT Service Delivery Optimization
5A.1: Records Management Modernization
5A.2: Citation Modernization
5A.3: Public Access Improvements
5C.2: Learning Management Modernization
7C: Connected Officer
2B: IT Governance Performance Monitoring (Ongoing)
7D: Radio Handsets Refresh

ROM Cost

ROM Cost (+10%)

$24,290,000
$162,680
$427,189
$427,189
$191,388
$124,402
$172,249
$460,929
$124,402
$856,926
$1,131,926
$792,078
$4,506,926
$922,054
$136,003
$1,775,000
$162,680
$4,397,078
$847,078
$581,926
$381,668
$97,643
$98,000
$16,160,000

$26,719,000
$178,948
$469,907
$469,907
$210,527
$136,843
$189,474
$507,022
$136,843
$942,619
$1,245,119
$871,286
$4,957,619
$1,014,259
$149,603
$1,952,500
$178,948
$4,836,786
$931,786
$640,119
$419,835
$107,407
$107,800
$17,776,000

$59,227,415

$65,150,157
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Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment
Summary Risk Profile and Conclusions

A high level Change Risk Assessment (CRA), that considers the Characteristics of the Change and Characteristics of the Organization (BPD), indicates a
relatively high degree of risk associated with BPD’s ability to implement the IT Strategic Plan, its portfolio of initiatives and associated organizational change
it represents. More detail can be found in the Risk Assessment section of this document.
§ Characteristics of Change: High Risk
§ Characteristics of the Organization (BPD): Moderate to High Risk
This assessment emphasizes the criticality of establishing an appropriate Change Portfolio Management (CPM) framework with dedicated delivery team staffed with
specialized PPM and OCM capabilities to manage the delivery of the overall IT Strategic Plan, as well as creating a dedicated Consent Decree Team responsible for
the implementation and near-term operation of Consent Decree related IT capabilities.

Characteristics of the Organization

Overall Change Risk Assessment

Characteristics of the Change
Number of Employees impacted

Perceived need for change among employees

Variation in Group impacts

Employee perception of past change initiatives

People change impacts (average across
groups)

Success of past change initiatives

Process change impacts (average across
groups)

Change capacity (average number of current
change initiatives in progress)

Technology / Tools change impacts (average
across groups)

Organization's culture and reinforcement of
change

Organization / Culture change impacts (average
across groups)

Leadership style and power distribution

Impact on Compensation and/or Benefits

Senior management change competency /
methods

Changes to Staffing Levels

Middle management change competency /
methods

Characteristics of the Change
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Characteristics of the Organization (BPD)

Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment
Characteristics of the Change
Assessment Category and Rating

Scale
1

2

3

4

Observations

5
§
§

Number of Employees impacted

>10

10-100

100-500

500-1000

Some similarity in
impacts across
stakeholder groups.

Most stakeholder
groups will experience
somewhat different
impacts.

>1000

§

§
§

Variation in Group impacts

People change impacts (average
across groups)

Process change impacts (average
across groups)

Most stakeholder
All stakeholder groups
groups have the same
have the same impacts.
impacts.

No foreseeable change
impact.

No foreseeable change
impact.
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Most stakeholder
groups will experience
very different impacts.

§

Rating: 5 – Significant
The number of stakeholders impacted by the IT Strategic
Plan is expected to be greater than 1000 (5).
Stakeholders include operational users (e.g., patrol,
investigators), technical users (e.g., support, system
administrators), managers and external stakeholders (e.g.,
Monitoring Team, BCIT, SAO)
Rating: 5 – Significant
The anticipated change impacts with vary in nature and
complexity across people, process, technology and
organizational.
Many stakeholders will experience similar changes (e.g.,
Patrol through RMS), several stakeholder groups will
experience specific changes (e.g., Consent Decree Team,
Supervisors through EIS).

Minor foreseeable
change impact.

§
Change(s) identified
Change(s) identified
§
that require a
that require intervention
Change(s) identified documented change to
from HR, Union or
current practices.
that require a briefing or
Executive Team.
§
Informal instructional
instructional memo.
Formal training is
session to become
required.
ready is required.

Rating: 5 – Significant
Significant changes are expected for some stakeholders
that may require long term assignments or transfers to the
Consent Decree Team.
Other significant changes associated with user experience
and performing job duties will be experienced through
major system capability improvements and associated
training.

Minor foreseeable
change impact.

§
Change(s) identified
Change(s) identified
that require intervention §
that require a
from HR, Union or
Change(s) identified documented change to
Executive Team.
current practices.
that require a briefing or
Formal accreditation §
Informal instructional
instructional memo.
from an external body
session to become
is required. Formal
ready is required.
training is required.

Rating: 5 – Significant
Significant change is anticipated associated with the
digitization and automation of manual processes and
elimination of BPD’s reliance on paper.
Significant change is expected related to IT service
management and IT service delivery in terms of the roles
and responsibilities between BPD, BCIT and the Consent
Decree Team.

Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment
Characteristics of the Change (continued)
Assessment Category and Rating

Technology / Tools change impacts
(average across groups)

Organization / Culture change
impacts (average across groups)

Impact on Compensation and/or
Benefits

Scale
1

No foreseeable change
impact.

No foreseeable change
impact.

No impact.

2

3

4

Observations

5
Hands on experience
required of the new
system(s) or tool(s)
required. End user or
Administrator training
required. Formal
training is required.

§
§

Minor foreseeable
change impact.

Minor foreseeable
change impact.

§
Change(s) identified
Change(s) identified
§
that require a
that require intervention
Change(s) identified documented change to
from HR, Union or
current practices.
that require a briefing or
Executive Team.
§
Informal instructional
instructional memo.
Formal training is
session to become
required.
ready is required.

Rating: 5 – Significant
Significant changes are expected for some stakeholders
that may require long term assignments or transfers to the
Consent Decree Team.
Significant change is expected related to IT service
management and IT service delivery in terms of the roles
and responsibilities between BPD, BCIT and the Consent
Decree Team.

§
§

Rating: 2 – Low
Some BPD and BCIT personnel are expected to be
assigned to the Consent Decree Team for the duration of
the implementation of the IT Strategic Plan.
The City is expected to need to hire / recruit specialized
skills to staff the Change Portfolio Management Team,
PPM and OCM teams and the Consent Decree Team. Job
roles, compensation and benefits will need to be
considered.

Some impact to future
employees. No impact
to current employees.

§

Some impact to
Impact to compensation Impact to compensation
§
benefits. No impact to
for some employees.
for most employees.
compensation.

§
§

Changes to Staffing Levels

Growth <30%

No change.

Growth >30%

Reduction <20%

Reduction >20%
§
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Rating: 5 – Significant
Significant changes are expected for some stakeholders
that may require long term assignments or transfers to the
Consent Decree Team.
Other significant changes associated with user experience
and performing job duties will be experienced through
major system capability improvements and associated
training.

Working knowledge of
Change(s) identified
the new system(s) or
that require a briefing or
tool(s) required.
instructional memo.
Informal instructional
Basic understanding of
session to become
new system(s) required.
ready is required.

Rating 3 – Moderate
The City is expected to need to hire / recruit specialized
skills to staff the Change Portfolio Management Team,
PPM and OCM teams and the Consent Decree Team. Job
roles, compensation and benefits will need to be
considered.
Growth represents capacity improvements but also
represent a degree of risk in terms of impacting the culture
and existing working environment / team dynamics.

Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment
Characteristics of the Organization
Assessment Category and Rating

Perceived need for change among
employees

Employee perception of past change
initiatives

Scale
1

2

Employees are
Employees are
dissatisfied with current dissatisfied with the
state based on external current state, but not
threats to the
concerned with external
organization.
threats.

Employees perceive
past changes as
positive.

Employees perceive
past changes as
somewhat positive.

3

4

5

Some employees
perceive need for
change.

Employees are satisfied
with the current state.

Employees view the
future state as
negative.

Employees have not
experienced any
notable change.

Employees perceive
past changes as
somewhat negative.

Employees perceive
past changes as very
negative.

Observations

§
§

Rating 3 – Moderate
Gartner’s observations across BPD indicate that most
employees recognize the need for changing current
business processes and improving technical capabilities.

§
§

Rating 4 – Moderate to High
BPD personnel have reported that previous major IT
initiatives have been received with mixed results and in
some cases, the implementations have been unsuccessful
(e.g., the previous attempt at replacing RMS).
Gartner expects the IT Strategic Plan will be received by
BPD personnel with some doubt and pessimism in terms of
its ability to be successful.

§

§
§

Success of past change initiatives

Change capacity (average number of
current change initiatives in
progress)

Many past changes
have been successful
and well-managed.

Changes have
generally been
successful.

The organization has
limited experience with
change.

The organization
recently experienced
one failed or poorly
managed change.

Many past changes
have failed.
§

§
§
0
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1

2

3

4+

Rating 4 – Moderate to High
As above, BPD personnel have reported that previous
major IT initiatives have been received with mixed results
and in some cases, the implementations have been
unsuccessful (e.g., the previous attempt at replacing RMS).
Gartner expects the IT Strategic Plan will be received by
BPD personnel with some doubt and pessimism in terms of
its ability to be successful.

Rating 5 – Significant
Several initiatives are currently in progress, at different
stages of the project lifecycle including RMS replacement,
CMS migration, TeleStaff, HR system replacement with the
City, infrastructure improvements such as IT DR tactical
improvements.

Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment
Characteristics of the Organization (continued)
Assessment Category and Rating

Scale
1

2

3

4

5

The culture has a
neutral orientation
toward change.

The culture encourages
consistency, but
employees are not
clearly rewarded or
recognized.

Employees are
rewarded for
consistency and
predictability.

Observations
§
§

Organization's culture and
reinforcement of change

The culture encourages
Employees are
change, but employees
are not clearly
rewarded for risk taking
and embracing change.
rewarded or
recognized.

Leadership style and power
distribution

Centralized - Senior
business leaders have
considerable authority
and influence to drive
changes.

Senior management change
competency / methods

Most senior managers
have demonstrated
effective sponsorship of
change projects.

Most senior managers
lack knowledge and
skills for managing
change.

Middle management change
competency / methods

Most middle managers
have demonstrated
effective sponsorship of
change projects.

§
§
Most middle managers
lack knowledge and
§
skills for managing
change.
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§

Distributed - Employees §
and front-line managers §
exercise considerable
autonomy.

§
§
§

Rating 3: Moderate
No formal OCM team or methodology exists within BPD or
BCIT.
Change is a product of project delivery, not an intentional
driver or integrated part of the requirements,
implementation or post-implementation (benefits
realization.

Rating 1 – Low / No Risk
BPD’s chain of command is clearly defined and executed
as part of day to day operations. This extends to project
delivery.

Rating 3: Moderate / High
No formal OCM team or methodology exists within BPD or
BCIT.
Change is a product of project delivery, not an intentional
driver or integrated part of the requirements,
implementation or post-implementation (benefits
realization.

Rating 3: Moderate / High
No formal OCM team or methodology exists within BPD or
BCIT.
Change is a product of project delivery, not an intentional
driver or integrated part of the requirements,
implementation or post-implementation (benefits
realization.
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Next Steps

Next Steps
Next Steps Recommendations

The portfolio of initiatives defined within the roadmap requires a collaborative, programmatic approach between BPD, BCIT and the other program
stakeholders such as, but not limited to, the City Law Department, City Finance, City Procurement and partners such as the State’s Attorney’s Office.
A critical level of detailed planning is needed to accurately scope, fund, resource and execute the IT Strategic Plan. Dedicated resources across BPD and
BCIT and a combination of new hires and professional services are keys to effective execution.
Recommendation

Benefits

Success Factors

Approach the IT Strategic Plan as a means of delivering
transformational change, not (just) technology
improvements.

ü Ensures stakeholder needs are taken into consideration

Ø Assigned OCM subject matter resource(s)

ü Provides consistent management of communications
ü Builds awareness, promotes trust and facilities adoption

Ø Defined, agreed to OCM strategy and plan
Ø Operational support for stakeholder communications

ü Promotes a greater level of control of across the
portfolio’s programs and projects parameters – budget,
scope, schedule, quality

Ø Dedicated Portfolio manager, Program managers and
Project managers

ü Promotes consistency, efficiency and quality gains

Ø Established PMO and specialized skills support

ü Promotes higher chances of program and project
success

Ø Availability of Operational and Technical SME resources

Establish basic IT Governance quickly, to facilitate effective
inter-department collaboration and communication, and
mature it over time.

ü Promotes effective working relationships

Ø Executive sponsorship and regular participation

BPD is not capable of undertaking the implementation of the
IT Strategic Plan alone. Leveraging a combination of City
partnerships (i.e., BCIT) and professional services to
address immediate specialized skill needs is recommended.

ü Enables the City to move forward with the IT Strategic
Plan within an acceptable time frame

Ø Collaboration between BPD and City partners

ü Reduces the identified Risk Profile by leveraging suitable
subject matter expertise to launch and complete the
highest priority, more complex, initiatives effectively

Ø Approved IT Strategic Plan

Conduct comprehensive planning, applying the
recommended Change Portfolio Management framework,
including but not limited to approaches and artifacts to
employ, quality management, resourcing / staffing, risk
management, vendor management and sourcing strategy.

ü Facilitates timely, informed decision making
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Ø Defined, agreed governance plan

Ø Approved Funding
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Appendix A

Creating a Platform for Delivering Change

Change Portfolio Management (CPM) Integrates Change and Programmatic Approaches with the IT Operating Model
The IT Strategic Plan should be managed as a Change Portfolio given its size and complexity. The Plan’s broad set of strategic objectives are
driving a significant degree of operational, organizational and cultural change across multiple stakeholder groups that extend beyond the IT
capabilities the Plan will enable for BPD.
Others

Law Department

Consent Decree Team

BCIT

The change being delivered through the IT Strategic Plan is broader than the
already complex nature of BPD’s business processes and culture. It represents
multi-stakeholder organizational change across the IT operating model including the
design and establishment of IT Governance, a Consent Decree Organization and
changes to BPD’s IT Organization and also the optimization of IT Service
Management between BPD and BCIT.

BPD

§

Change Leadership & Organizational Change Management
Portfolio and Program Management
Project Management

IT
Governance

Coordination and collaboration,
the “playbook” that enables IT
related decision making.

IT Organization

§

The change being delivered through the IT Strategic Plan requires a suitable
delivery approach with specialized skills to manage the portfolio of initiatives
such as Organizational Change Management (OCM) and Portfolio and Program
(PPM) Management, integrated into a Change Portfolio Management framework.

IT Service Management

Organizational structure and IT
capabilities (people, skills,
processes and supporting tools).

Implementation, Transition,
Supporting, Ongoing
Maintenance, Support.

Change Portfolio Management

The BPD IT Strategic Plan represents one of the most significant undertakings ever embarked upon by the City of Baltimore and its
management platform / methodology requires careful planning, resourcing and ongoing monitoring and support to ensure it is successful.
Not establishing the right management and resourcing approach with suitable specialized skills will add significant risk and significantly
undermine BPD chances of success.
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Appendix A

Creating a Platform for Delivering Change
Establish a CPM function to manage and deliver the IT Strategic Plan’s Portfolio of Initiatives

Change Portfolio Management (CPM) is a structured approach and set of tools for managing the cumulative and collective impacts of a
‘portfolio’ of change.
§
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Others
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Law Department

These areas noted are related and must be developed and
delivered in close coordination to gain the benefits of each
and support the goals of a change program

Consent Decree Team

It facilitates appropriate collaboration between the IT Strategic
Plan’s stakeholders consistently across the portfolio of
initiatives (or projects) while also focusing on the three layers
of the IT operating model which are all also undergoing
varying degrees of change through delivery of the IT Strategic
Plan across BPD, BCIT and the Consent Decree Team: IT
Governance, IT Organization(s) and IT Service Management.

BCIT

§

It enables the City’s management team to operate a level
where the forest is visible, not just the trees. This perspective
is necessary to approach the delivery of a complex IT
Strategic Plan holistically, managing the ‘big picture’ to ensure
a “change lead” approach while providing the appropriate
level of PPM controls across the portfolio of programs and
projects to deliver a combination of IT capabilities and
associated organizational change.

BPD

§

It leverages the culmination and integration of best practices,
such as OCM standards (such as Prosci methods) and PPM
standards (from the Project Management Institute).

Change Leadership & Organizational Change Management
Portfolio and Program Management
Project Management

IT
Governance

Coordination and collaboration,
the “playbook” that enables IT
related decision making.

IT Organization

IT Service Management

Change Portfolio Management

Organizational structure and IT
capabilities (people, skills,
processes and supporting tools).

Implementation, Transition,
Supporting, Ongoing
Maintenance, Support.

Appendix A

Creating a Platform for Delivering Change
Portfolios, Programs and Projects – Terms of Reference

A Portfolio can be defined in several different ways.

For the purposes of the BPD IT
Strategic Plan, the concept of a
single ITSP Portfolio under the
overarching Change Management
framework is recommended.

Portfolio
Management

Another use of portfolio is at the project level, where a number of projects are contained within a portfolio and those
portfolios then roll up into a program. This approach is acceptable but is fairly uncommon.
For the purposes of the BPD IT Strategic Plan, the concept of a single ITSP Portfolio with several Programs each with
their own related Projects is recommended.

The size and complexity of the BPD IT
Strategic Plan suggests a Portfolio
Management approach with
associated Program and Project
management practices.
The initiatives described within the
BPD IT Strategic Plan can be grouped
into several logically related programs,
and singular projects that may or may
not relate to an overarching Program
yet group into a single portfolio to
enable centralized visibility and
controls.

Typically a portfolio is a collection of programs but the programs do not necessarily need to be directly related to one
another. For example, the BPD IT Strategic Plan includes programs that primarily BPD-specific and programs that are
Consent Decree specific.

Program management is the process of managing several related projects.
A program is made up of a specific set of projects identified by an organization that together will deliver some defined
objective, or set of objectives, for the organization.

Program
Management

Project
Management

The objectives or goals of the program are typically at a strategic level so that the organization can achieve benefits
and improvements in its business operation. The concept of a program is that it should deliver more than the 'sum of its
parts’. In a program there is a need to identify and manage cross-project dependencies and often the PMO (Program
or Project Management Office) is there to perform or support this level of coordination.

A Project is unique and is of definite duration. A project is designed to deliver an output or deliverable and its success
will be in terms of delivering the right output at the right time and to the right cost. At the lowest level project managers
co-ordinate individual projects. They are overseen by the program manager who accounts to the program sponsor (or
board).
There will normally be a process to change the predetermined scope of a project. Programs often have to react to
changes in strategy and changes in the environment in which the organization changes.
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Appendix A

Creating a Platform for Delivering Change
Related Management Frameworks with Differing Spans on Control and Levels of Focus

For the purposes of the BPD IT Strategic Plan, the concept of a single ITSP Portfolio with several Programs each with their own related
Projects is recommended.
Projects

Programs

Portfolios

Focus

§ Single objective (e.g., Replace
RMS)

§ Multiple objectives to support the
Business strategy (e.g., Migrate
away from Mainframes)

§ Collective Business Strategy

Scope

§ Narrow

§ Wide-ranging, cross functional

§ Collection of the programs
§ Scope not necessarily aligned or
related

Business
Change

§ Solution specific impacts, change
readiness

§ Enterprise perspective

§ Change objectives associated with
collective Business Strategy

Benefits

§ Determined in advance
§ Delivered after project completion

§ Used to make decisions
§ Delivered during the program

§ Measured by the programs and
project
§ Not measured by the portfolio

Deliverables

§ Less, clearly defined within scope
§ Measured / metrics defined up front

§ Many, initially undefined
§ Measured / metrics defined during
delivery

§ Ultimate program deliverables
measured by the portfolios

Schedule

§ Temporary, specific end-date
schedule targets

§ Temporary, high level end-date
expectations

§ Ongoing nature, part of in-life IT

Success
Factors

§ Schedule, Scope, Budget and
Quality

§ Alignment with Business Mission
§ Return on Investment

§ Collection of the programs

Deviations from
Plan

§ To be avoided or
§ Managed closely

§ Expected and managed as an
evolution

§ Collection of the programs

Portfolio Management

Program
Management

Project
Management
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Appendix A

Creating a Platform for Delivering Change
Common Project Management Stages, Tasks and Artifacts Should be Applied Across the Portfolio

Within the Change Portfolio Management framework, it is assumed all technology projects within the IT Strategic Plan will follow a standardized project management
lifecycle with appropriate stages, stage gates, processes and artifacts. As such, these common activities have not been included explicitly within the Initiatives charter
but they are implied and essential for effective portfolio management.
Applying a standardized approach to delivery provides consistency, improved monitoring and control capabilities, the ability to achieve economies of scale and
promotes maximum overall quality.
Each stage of the Project Management Lifecycle has its own set of activities and deliverables with responsibilities for each distributed in a collaborative framework
across the CPM Team, the Program Manager and/or Project Manager, Operational SMEs, Technical SMEs and Vendor Project Managers. The PM lifecycle is also
designed to integrate with the Change Portfolio Framework (established within Initiative 1A) and align with the IT Governance Framework (established within Initiative
2A).
This does not constrain or infringe upon a Vendor’s own PM methodology or implementation methodology, it simply ensures that all BPD IT Strategic Plan initiatives
which include the procurement, design and implementation of IT follow a standardized, gated approach and deliver a minimum threshold of PM artifacts and controls.
This sample PM Lifecycle, below, can be applied to both traditional waterfall and agile based implementation approaches.
Sample Project Management Lifecycle Stages
3) Procurement

4) Implementation
4A) Launch

4B) Requirements
Validation

4C) Build and
Configure

5) Close
4D) Testing and
Acceptance

4E) Deployment and
Transition

Stage Objectives

2) Planning

§ Identify and
document project
opportunity
§ Classify and size
the project
§ Approve or reject
project

§ Initiate project
formally
§ Sponsorship
commitment
§ Position project for
success

§ Engage key
stakeholders
§ Confirm project
deliverables,
schedule and
resources

§ Develop detailed
requirements and
procurement artifacts
§ Conduct Procurement
§ Select and contract
with Vendor(s)

§ Launch the project
with the Vendor(s)
§ Validate the project
approach, plan and
schedule
§ Confirm stakeholder
engagement plan

§ Validate the
requirements with the
Vendor
§ Develop proof-ofconcept (if appropriate)
§ Develop and finalize
solution design

§ Develop and
configure the solution

§ Test and accept the
solution

§ Transition the
accepted solution
into support

§ Close project
formally
§ Conduct Lessons
Learned
§ Finalize and
archive project
artifacts

§ Project Proposal
Intake Form
§ Project
Classification
Tool
§ Project Sizing
Tool
§ Project Cost
Estimate (High
Level)
§ Business Case

§ Project Charter
§ Stakeholder
Analysis
§ Feasibility Study
§ Project Governance
Plan
§ Project Cost
Estimate (Updated)

§ Project Mgmt Plan
(and sub-plans)
§ Project Mgmt RACI
§ Project Schedule
§ Project Workbook
§ Project Deliverables
Register
§ Change Control
Register
§ Stakeholder
Engagement &
Comms Plan

§ Procurement
Management Plan
§ Requirements
(Functional)
§ Requirements (NonFunctional /
Technical)
§ Requirements (NonFunctional / NonTechnical)
§ RFI (if needed)
§ RFP

§ Project Charter
(Updated)
§ Requirements
Traceability Matrix
(Baseline)
§ Deliverable
Expectation
Documents

§ Business Impact
Assessment (High
Level)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring & Control”

§ Business Impact
Assessment
(Detailed)
§ Change
Management Plan
(People, Process,
Org, Technology)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Change Readiness
Assessments
(Regular)
§ Testing and
Acceptance CheckList(s)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Change Readiness
Assessment Report
(Final)
§ Deployment CheckList(s)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Lessons Learned
Report
§ Customer
Satisfaction
Survey (as req.)
§ Project Close Out
Report

§ N/A

§ N/A

§ N/A

§ Vendor RFI
Response
§ Vendor RFP
Technical Proposal
§ Vendor RFP Cost
Proposal
§ Vendor Contract
§ Proof of Concept (if
appropriate)

§ Vendor Project
Management Plan
(and sub-plans)
§ Vendor Project
Schedule
§ Quality Assurance
Plan

§ Requirements
Validation Assessment
§ Solution Design
Documentation
§ Infrastructure Design
Documentation
§ Development Plan (and
supporting docs)
§ Proof of Concept (PoC)
§ Support Strategy

§ Development
Documentation
(updated)
§ Build / Configuration
Report
§ Infrastructure Build
Documentation
(updated)

§ Testing Strategy
§ Test Plans
§ Test Reports
§ Acceptance Plan(s)
§ Training Materials

§ Support
Establishment Plan
§ Migration / Transition
Plan(s)
§ Post-Implementation
Report

§ Vendor Contract
Close Out Report
§ Vendor
Deliverables
Tracker
(Finalized)

Typical Vendor
Deliverables

B) Monitoring & Control

1) Initiation

Key County Project Manager
Deliverables

4) Implementation

5) Close

3) Procurement

1) Initiation

2) Planning

A) Intake

A) Intake

B) Monitoring & Control
Objectives
§ Project deliverables managed to agreed standards
§ Maintain control of team(s) and vendor(s)
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Key County Project Manager Deliverables
Status Reports
Meeting Agendas & Minutes
Project Finances Tracker updates
Project Schedule updates
Change Control Register updates
Project Workbook updates
Stakeholder Engagement & Communications Plan updates
Stakeholder Analysis updates
Deliverable Review Forms and Deliverable Acceptance Forms

§
§
§
§
§
§

Typical Vendor Deliverables
Vendor Status Reports
Vendor Meeting Agendas & Minutes
Vendor Deliverables Tracker updates
Vendor’s own Project Workbook updates (Risks, Issues, Dependencies, Decisions, Assumptions, Actions)
Requirements Traceability Matrix updates
Quality Assurance Plan

Appendix A

Creating a Platform for Delivering Change
Sample Project Management Stages, Tasks and Artifacts for Consideration
2) Planning

3) Procurement

4) Implementation
4A) Launch

4B) Requirements
Validation

4C) Build and
Configure

5) Close
4D) Testing and
Acceptance

4E) Deployment and
Transition

§ Identify and
document project
opportunity
§ Classify and size
the project
§ Approve or reject
project

§ Initiate project
formally
§ Sponsorship
commitment
§ Position project for
success

§ Engage key
stakeholders
§ Confirm project
deliverables,
schedule and
resources

§ Develop detailed
requirements and
procurement artifacts
§ Conduct Procurement
§ Select and contract
with Vendor(s)

§ Launch the project
with the Vendor(s)
§ Validate the project
approach, plan and
schedule
§ Confirm stakeholder
engagement plan

§ Validate the
requirements with the
Vendor
§ Develop proof-ofconcept (if appropriate)
§ Develop and finalize
solution design

§ Develop and
configure the solution

§ Test and accept the
solution

§ Transition the
accepted solution
into support

§ Close project
formally
§ Conduct Lessons
Learned
§ Finalize and
archive project
artifacts

§ Project Proposal
Intake Form
§ Project
Classification
Tool
§ Project Sizing
Tool
§ Project Cost
Estimate (High
Level)
§ Business Case

§ Project Charter
§ Stakeholder
Analysis
§ Feasibility Study
§ Project Governance
Plan
§ Project Cost
Estimate (Updated)

§ Project Mgmt Plan
(and sub-plans)
§ Project Mgmt RACI
§ Project Schedule
§ Project Workbook
§ Project Deliverables
Register
§ Change Control
Register
§ Stakeholder
Engagement &
Comms Plan

§ Procurement
Management Plan
§ Requirements
(Functional)
§ Requirements (NonFunctional /
Technical)
§ Requirements (NonFunctional / NonTechnical)
§ RFI (if needed)
§ RFP

§ Project Charter
(Updated)
§ Requirements
Traceability Matrix
(Baseline)
§ Deliverable
Expectation
Documents

§ Business Impact
Assessment (High
Level)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring & Control”

§ Business Impact
Assessment
(Detailed)
§ Change
Management Plan
(People, Process,
Org, Technology)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Change Readiness
Assessments
(Regular)
§ Testing and
Acceptance CheckList(s)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Change Readiness
Assessment Report
(Final)
§ Deployment CheckList(s)
§ Others, see B)
“Monitoring &
Control”

§ Lessons Learned
Report
§ Customer
Satisfaction
Survey (as req.)
§ Project Close Out
Report

§ N/A

§ N/A

§ N/A

§ Vendor RFI
Response
§ Vendor RFP
Technical Proposal
§ Vendor RFP Cost
Proposal
§ Vendor Contract
§ Proof of Concept (if
appropriate)

§ Vendor Project
Management Plan
(and sub-plans)
§ Vendor Project
Schedule
§ Quality Assurance
Plan

§ Requirements
Validation Assessment
§ Solution Design
Documentation
§ Infrastructure Design
Documentation
§ Development Plan
§ Proof of Concept (PoC)
§ Support Strategy

§ Development
Documentation
(updated)
§ Build / Configuration
Report
§ Infrastructure Build
Documentation
(updated)

§
§
§
§
§

§ Support
Establishment Plan
§ Migration / Transition
Plan(s)
§ Post-Implementation
Report

§ Vendor Contract
Close Out Report
§ Vendor
Deliverables
Tracker
(Finalized)

Typical Vendor
Deliverables

Stage Objectives

1) Initiation

Key City Project Manager
Deliverables

A) Intake

Testing Strategy
Test Plans
Test Reports
Acceptance Plan(s)
Training Materials

B) Monitoring & Control
Objectives
§ Project deliverables managed to agreed standards
§ Maintain control of team(s) and vendor(s)

Key City Project Manager Deliverables
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Status Reports
Meeting Agendas & Minutes
Project Finances Tracker updates
Project Schedule updates
Change Control Register updates
Project Workbook updates
Stakeholder Engagement & Communications Plan updates
Stakeholder Analysis updates
Deliverable Review Forms and Deliverable Acceptance Forms
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§
§
§
§
§
§

Typical Vendor Deliverables
Vendor Status Reports
Vendor Meeting Agendas & Minutes
Vendor Deliverables Tracker updates
Vendor’s own Project Workbook updates (Risks, Issues, Dependencies, Decisions, Assumptions, Actions)
Requirements Traceability Matrix updates
Quality Assurance Plan

Appendix A

Establishing an OCM Capability
Planning Considerations

The City may consider the following planning components to establish an OCM competency that aligns with BPD’s IT Strategic Plan and its Portfolio of Initiatives needs
and potentially other enterprise objectives:
OCM Lead

Reporting
Structure

Description

Leading Practice Considerations

The position responsible for leading,
directing, coordinating and providing
visibility into the organization's change
management activities and progress

§

The OCM Lead’s position within the IT
governance and Change Portfolio
Management Team’s structure and the
OCM Lead’s alignment with its
sponsor(s) and relevant peers

§
§

Brand the role and the capability to ensure maximum buy-in from executives and the wider stakeholders, avoid the word “Change” at all costs.
”Business Transformation”, “Operational Improvements”, “Director of Transformation Services”.

Negative perceptions or association with previous change initiatives should be avoided.
Develop an OCM charter and describe the leadership role for one or more real-world scenarios (i.e., the IT Services Modernization Program
(ITSM) and/or other business transformation or IT transformation initiatives).
v This is a specialist role that requires specific competencies and experience. Gartner has provided a sample role description for an OCM lead that
can be tailored for the City’s specific needs.
§
§

§

Maintain the OCM capability requires an OCM lead as well as several OCM analysts. This capability is greater than one person.
Create the OCM team as a separate entity within the CPM’s organizational structure initially, a peer of the Portfolio Manager and separate from
the Consent Decree organization because change associated with the IT Strategic Plan is greater than the scope of the initiatives associated with
the Consent Decree.
The OCM Lead should work closely with the “Change Lead” role that is recommended within the Consent Decree Team. Conceptually the OCM
Team provides the Change Lead within the Consent Decree organization with the industry best practices and specialized skills necessary for
delivering the change associated with the IT Strategic Plan.

§

After an initial (predetermined) period, review the progress of OCM activities and consider if the OCM capability should remain its own function or
become part of another organizational function (e.g., BPD or BCIT).

Sponsorship and
Accountability

The means of providing the OCM Lead
with appropriate executive support and
ensuring accountability for OCM
related activities and decision making

§

Integrate OCM into the IT Governance structure being established through the IT Strategic Plan and the Change Portfolio Management Team’s
organization, reporting to the Portfolio Manager.

Execution
Capabilities

The people, processes and tools
required to perform OCM and
associated Benefits Realization
activities

§

OCM and Benefits Realization activities to support the IT Strategic Plan will require a dedicated support, potentially more than the 1 x FTE being
hired to staff the OCM Lead role.

§

The OCM Lead is typically supported by one or more Change Analysts as well having matrixed support (dotted lines) from program teams, with a
solid reporting line to the Change Portfolio Management Team and a dotted line to the Consent Decree, BPD an BCIT.
For ITSM, OCM tools should support the following activities: Stakeholder Analysis, Stakeholder Engagement and Communications, Business
Impact Assessment, Change Management Planning, Change Readiness, Adoption Assessments and Benefits Realization.

§
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Appendix A

IT Governance
Recommended IT Governance Framework (High Level Conceptual Model)
IT Strategic Plan Governance
Business as Usual (BAU) IT Governance

Executive Level

Executive Steering
Committee
Consent Decree
Sub-Committee
IT Domain Level

IT Investment
Planning Board
IT Strategy Board

IT Standards &
EA Board

Program / Project
Mgmt Board

IT Service Mgmt
Board

BPD
Sub-Committee

BCIT
Sub-Committee

BPD Commissioner &
Command Team

BCIT CIO &
Management Team

•
•

Mission, Operational Strategy
Project Management / Delivery

•

IT Service Management

•
•

City IT Strategy
City PMO / Project Delivery

•
•

IT Service Management
IT Infrastructure
BCIT Units /
Teams

BPD IT

Delivery Level

BPD BAU Governance

BCIT BAU Governance

Project Steering
Committee
Business
Advisory Group

Project Mgmt
Team

Technical
Advisory Group

Project Team
IT Strategy Programs / Projects
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The IT Governance Framework should be designed initially for the
purposes of facilitating decision making associated with the BPD
IT Strategic Plan. The long term objective of the Framework
should be to evolve to facilitate enterprise, in-life IT Governance
between BPD, BCIT for IT related decision-making.

Vision, Purpose and Type
Style

C-level executives including CIO, as a group or individuals
Includes Executive Committee and IT Councils with senior
business executives and CIO (but not acting independently)
Individuals or groups of IT executives
Often exercised through an IT leadership council or Office of the
CIO

Feudal

Guiding Principles

Domains & Processes

Goals, Metrics, KPIs

Who Has the Decision Rights?

Business
Monarchy
IT Monarchy

Business unit leaders or their delegates
Found in enterprises with relatively autonomous business units and
is often used to provide local responsiveness

Federal

Shared by C-level executives and at least one other group
Often effective for gaining input, but generally less effective for
making the decisions

Duopoly

IT exes, business unit leaders or business process owners
Often used to balance pressures for both synergy and autonomy.

Anarchy

Each individual business process owner or end user
Usually has no formal mechanisms for exercising those rights. Adhoc decisions are made to satisfy local needs

Functional Model

Typical IT Governance Plan
Components
Roles & Responsibilities

Communications, Reports
& Dashboards

Exception Handling

Stakeholders &
Participants

Decision Rights

Appendix A

IT Governance
Recommended IT Governance Framework (High Level Conceptual Model)
IT Strategic Plan Governance

The Executive Steering Committee should be a small group most senior decision-makers, including a critical
mass of Executive Sponsors from BPD, BCIT, City Law, City Finance (and others as determined through Initiative
2A – IT Governance Framework).

Executive Level

Executive Steering
Committee
BCIT SubCommittee

The Consent Decree Sub-Committee should contain the Deputies from ESC membership and the members of
the Consent Decree Team’s leadership team (such as the Executive Director and IT Director, as determined
through Initiative 4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design and Establishment).

Consent Decree
Sub-Committee

BPD
Sub-Committee

The Monitoring Team is expected to be an observer in at least the Executive Steering Committee put possibly
also the Consent Decree Sub-Committee (as determined through Initiative 2A – IT Governance Framework).

IT Domain Level

IT Investment
Planning Board
IT Strategy Board

IT Standards &
EA Board

Program / Project
Mgmt Board

IT Service Mgmt
Board

IT Governance Sub-Committees or “Boards” will be established for each IT Domain, the membership for each
varying based on their associated objectives and decision-making responsibilities.
Membership will primarily include a combination of different functional leads, managers and operational and
technical subject matter experts from BPD, the Consent Decree Team and BCIT.
Other members may come from stakeholder groups such as City Finance (e.g., for IT Investment Planning Board)
or Vendor Project Managers in exceptional circumstances (e.g., for the Program / Project Management Board).

Delivery Level
Project Steering
Committee
Business
Advisory Group

Project Mgmt
Team

Each Program and/or Project* should have its own Delivery Governance Plan.
Technical
Advisory Group

Project Team
IT Strategic Plan Programs / Projects
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The membership of each governance group at this level of the IT Governance Framework will be determined
during the first stage the program/project lifecycle (i.e., a specific Program/Project Steering Committee, Business
Advisory Group and Technical Advisory Group depending on the nature of each program / project).

*Note: Not all projects are managed within an overarching program.

Appendix A

IT Organizational Design
Recommended Consent Decree IT ‘Task Force’ Organization

The recommended high level organizational model of the Consent Decree IT Team (or ‘Task Force’) is shown here and in more detail on the next
slide. The IT Task Force is intended to be an independent group, staffed by BPD and BCIT personnel on long term assignment, with sole focus on
delivering the objectives and scope of the IT Strategic Plan.
The Consent Decree IT Team should be responsible for the delivery of Consent Decree’s technical requirements and the supporting structures
and associated organizational change, but does not have the responsibility of the other Consent Decree requirements (e.g., purely operational
policies). This structure is intended to be validated and refined through Initiative 4A – Consent Decree Organizational Design & Establishment, along with
roles definitions, staffing and hiring, on-boarding and team operation.
Design Considerations
§ Due to the high degree of BPD operational impact of Consent Decree IT,
inclusion of a command level BPD person to co-lead the team is highly
recommended.
§ In addition to general program direction, the Program Manager ensures support
from BCIT for infrastructure and other core IT functions.
§ Data Management is a required core competency for achieving Consent Decree
objectives.
§ Having a dedicated group with data architects, ETL developers and other
specialized resources will be essential to provide contextualized understanding
of BPD data for reporting and for the eventual provision of data to the EIS.
§ This organizational design, roles and responsibilities and staffing estimates are
described in greater detail later in the document, in the ‘Best Practices and
Planning Considerations’ section.
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Executive Steering Committee
BCIT Sub-Committee

Consent Decree Sub-Committee

BPD Sub-Committee
IT GOVERNANCE
CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATION

BCIT

BPD Police
Commissioner

Consent Decree IT
Implementation Chief

City PPM / PMO
Capabilities

Change Portfolio
Manager

City / BPD
Compliance
Function(s)

Compliance Lead
Consent Decree IT
Director

Program
Managers

OCM Lead

Training Lead

District
Testers
Coordinators

City Infrastructure
Function(s)

Legend
Task Force Role

Data Management
Lead

Solution Lead

Multiple FTEs
required per role

Note: It is expected that the
City will need to hire many
of the specialized roles
within this Task Force as the
availability of personnel and
suitable skills are limited.

Project
Testers
Managers

Solution &
Integration
Architect

Data Architect

Business
Testers
Analysts

Configuration
Testers
Analysts

Data Integration
Testers
Engineers

Operational
Subject Matter
Testers
Experts

Helpdesk
Testers
Analysts

Information
Security Lead

Technical Quality
Assurance Lead

Infrastructure &
Environments Lead

Testers
Testers

Technical
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts

Recommended Consent Decree IT Task
Force Organizational Structure

Administration &
Finance Lead

Procurement,
Vendor,
Contracts Mgmt

City Administrative
Function(s)
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IT Organizational Design
Recommended Consent Decree IT Task Force Organization (Expanded View)
Executive Steering Committee
BCIT Sub-Committee

Consent Decree Sub-Committee

BPD Sub-Committee
IT GOVERNANCE
CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATION

BCIT

BPD Police
Commissioner

Consent Decree IT
Implementation Chief

City PPM / PMO
Capabilities

Change Portfolio
Manager

Program
Managers

OCM Lead

City / BPD
Compliance
Function(s)

Compliance Lead
Consent Decree IT
Director
Training Lead
District
Testers
Coordinators

City Infrastructure
Function(s)

Legend
Task Force Role

Data Management
Lead

Solution Lead

Multiple FTEs
required per role
Note: It is expected that the
City will need to hire many
of the specialized roles
within this Task Force as the
availability of personnel and
suitable skills are limited.

Project
Testers
Managers

Solution &
Integration
Architect

Data Architect

Business
Testers
Analysts

Configuration
Testers
Analysts

Data Integration
Testers
Engineers

Operational
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts

Helpdesk
Testers
Analysts

Information
Security Lead

Technical
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts
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Technical Quality
Assurance Lead

Testers
Testers

Infrastructure &
Environments Lead

Administration &
Finance Lead

Procurement,
Vendor,
Contracts Mgmt

City Administrative
Function(s)
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IT Organizational Design
Recommended Consent Decree IT Task Force Organization (Resource Assignments Recommendation View)
Executive Steering Committee
BCIT Sub-Committee

Consent Decree Sub-Committee

BPD Sub-Committee
IT GOVERNANCE
CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATION

BCIT

BPD Police
Commissioner

Consent Decree IT
Implementation Chief

City PPM / PMO
Capabilities

Change Portfolio
Manager

Program
Managers

OCM Lead

City / BPD
Compliance
Function(s)

Compliance Lead
Consent Decree IT
Director
Training Lead

Legend

District
Testers
Coordinators

BCIT and BPD
Assigned

City Infrastructure
Function(s)

BPD Assigned

Assigned by
other City Dept.
Multiple FTEs
required per role
Note: It is expected that
the City will need to hire
many of the specialized
roles within this Task
Force as the availability of
personnel and suitable
skills are limited.

Data Management
Lead

Solution Lead

BCIT Assigned

Project
Testers
Managers

Solution &
Integration
Architect

Data Architect

Business
Testers
Analysts

Configuration
Testers
Analysts

Data Integration
Testers
Engineers

Operational
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts

Helpdesk
Testers
Analysts

Information
Security Lead

Technical
Subject
Matter
Testers
Experts
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Technical Quality
Assurance Lead

Testers
Testers

Infrastructure &
Environments Lead

Administration &
Finance Lead

Procurement,
Vendor,
Contracts Mgmt

City Administrative
Function(s)
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IT Organizational Design
Recommended City of Baltimore Consent Decree IT Task Force Role Descriptions
Role

Description

Estimated FTE Requirement

Consent Decree IT
Implementation Chief

Responsible for managing the Consent Decree IT Task Force, accountable to the Consent Decree Sub-Committee.

1 x FTE

Consent Decree IT Director

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Implementation Chief. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

Responsible for ensuring BPD’s operational needs are represented and satisfied by the initiatives being delivered through the BPD IT
Strategy, by the Task Force.

1 x FTE

Responsible for the management of the technology related teams within the Task Force, namely Solutions, Data Management, Quality
Assurance, Infrastructure and Environments and Administration.

Compliance Lead

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Implementation Chief. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

1 x FTE

Accountable for compliance related activities, for the purposes of ensuring BPD is complying with the requirements of Consent Decree.
Responsible for managing the Compliance Analyst.

Change Portfolio Manager

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Implementation Chief. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

1 x FTE

Experienced OCM professional and program and project management professional. Responsible for providing the specialized skills and
capabilities necessary to manage the BPD IT Strategy’s portfolio of initiatives. Responsible for overall planning, coordination,
management and monitoring of initiative delivery (programs and projects) across the portfolio.
Responsible for coordinating key portfolio wide management and monitoring processes to support the Program and Project Managers
such as: master schedule management, master benefits management, risks and issues, change requests register
(scope/budget/schedule), resourcing requirements or issues.

Program Managers

Reports to the Change Portfolio Manager. Part of the Change Portfolio Management Team.
Experienced program and project management professional. Responsible for providing the specialized skills and capabilities necessary
to manage programs in terms of program management controls, processes, deliver program artifacts.
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1 x FTE (to be confirmed during
Initiative 1A)

Appendix A

IT Organizational Design
Recommended City of Baltimore Consent Decree IT Task Force Role Descriptions (continued)
Role

Description

Estimated FTE Requirement

OCM Lead

Reports to the Change Portfolio Manager. Part of the Change Portfolio Management Team.

1 x FTE

Responsible for all change management activities on a large program, implementing multiple business applications. The OCM Lead is
responsible for bringing and implementing OCM methods and tools working across the different initiatives / projects whereas the
Operational SMEs bring the operational insight and knowledge from BPD.
Responsible for focusing on the people side of change, including changes to business processes, systems and technology, identifying
potential gaps in job roles or organizational structures.
Responsible for providing subject matter expertise to understand the impacts of proposed changes. Responsible for providing business
or technical information. Responsible for using deep technical knowledge and subject matter expertise to understand business and
technical issues and impacts regarding proposed change
Training Lead

Reports to the Change Portfolio Manager. Part of the Change Portfolio Management Team.

1 x FTE

Responsible for overseeing employee training and development activities in organizations. They identify training needs, develop effective
training programs, supervise the work of trainers and manage training budgets.
District Coordinators

Solution Lead

Reports to the Change Portfolio Manager but the OCM Lead acts at their primary point of contact within the team for day to day
coordination of tasks and activities. Part of the Change Portfolio Management team.
One or more uniformed BPD officers who will be responsible for coordinating with BPD personnel across the Department’s districts for
any project needs where operational insight or user perspectives are required.

1 x FTE (to be confirmed during
Initiative 1A – the FTE requirement
may be filled by several part-time
resources)

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Director. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

1 x FTE

Responsible for shaping and defining how the project’s objectives will be met by an iterative process and oversees the execution of those
iterations throughout the project’s life cycle.
Project Managers

Reports to the Solution Lead. Part of the Solution Team.
Responsible for leading a project from its inception to execution. Responsibilities also include, planning, execution and managing the
people, resources and scope of the project. The project manager has full responsibility and authority to complete the assigned project.
The (City) Project Managers will be responsible for basic project administration duties while the Business Analysts work with both City
PMs and Vendor PMs to own the more substantive tasks such as requirements validation, requirements management, requirements
traceability (and others) as well as other analytical tasks as necessary for each project.
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2 x FTE (to be confirmed during
Initiative 1A)

Appendix A

IT Organizational Design
Recommended City of Baltimore Consent Decree IT Task Force Role Descriptions (continued)
Role

Description

Estimated FTE Requirement

Business Analysts

Reports to the Solution Lead. Part of the Solution Team

4 x FTE (to be confirmed during
Initiative 1A)

Responsible for developing technical solutions to business problems, or to advance an organizations sales efforts, begins with defining,
analyzing and documenting requirements. Managing requirements at the project level can help fulfill business needs. Responsibilities
also include, Assisting with the business case, Planning and monitoring, Eliciting requirements
Requirements organization, Translating and simplifying requirements, Requirements management and communication. Requirements
analysis, utilize requirements to drive the design or review of test cases, process change requests, and manage a project’s scope,
acceptance, installation and deployment.
Note: The Business Analysts work with both City PMs and Vendor PMs to own the more substantive tasks such as requirements
validation, requirements management, requirements traceability (and others) as well as other analytical tasks as necessary for each
project. They will also take on testing duties under the Test Lead when the projects get to that stage, then cycle back to the BA tasks. We
will update the position descriptions to make this clear as well as the Helpdesk positions.
Subject Matter Experts
(Operational and Technical)

Reports to the Solution Lead. Part of the Solution Team.

Operational SMEs: 2 x FTE

Responsibilities include, defining procedures or standards, since he/she has the knowledge of what the right or best way to execute a
task would be. Defining performance objectives, and determine acceptable performance levels. Providing recommendations for
procedural improvements. Understanding the language/terms/jargon in his/her area of expertise. Understanding requisite knowledge that
underlies effective decision-making and is able to describe where anomalies or flaws may occur in the decision-making for his/her area
of expertise. Explaining his/her area of expertise clearly to others

Technical SMEs: 1 x FTE

Solution & Integration Architect

Reports to the Solution Lead. Part of the Solution Team.

1 x FTE

Responsibilities include, Integration design, specification and build services to business solution partners to integrate Market solutions on
premise, hybrid & cloud. Leveraging fit for purpose deployment models in order to ensure business success, simplification and alignment
to the solution roadmap. Adhering to operational best practices and standards in order to provide Global Integration Monitoring/Support
for Integration technologies. Eradicating business disruption by identifying error trends, performing root cause analysis and enriching the
knowledge base.
Configuration Analysts

Reports to the Solution Lead. Part of the Solution Team.
Responsible for developing and maintaining software and other technological aspects of a corporation. Responsible for working directly
with users to identify needs and resolve software configuration problems. Monitoring and troubleshooting of common and daily tasks and
events as well as changes. Writing of internal knowledge base and customer service / IT support materials. Also responsible for
reproducing, testing, resolving and documenting software bugs, defects and problems.
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4 x FTE (to be confirmed during
Initiative 1A – 4 x FTE is expected to
ramp down to 1 x FTE in Year 4)

Appendix A

IT Organizational Design
Recommended City of Baltimore Consent Decree IT Task Force Role Descriptions (continued)
Role

Description

Estimated FTE Requirement

Helpdesk Analysts

Reports to the Solution Lead. Part of the Solution Team.
Responsible for providing technical support for any aspect of the information systems department, including computer hardware,
operating systems, applications and networks.

1 x FTE (providing M-F business hours
coverage starting in Year 2 when
Consent Decree managed initiatives
start to go-live)

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Director. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

1 x FTE

Data Management Lead

Responsibilities include, working with software and internet applications. Remedying performance issues, maintenance, system
resources, and service and support internet sites. Designing, developing, and implementing data collection databases. Other
responsibilities may include, Data protection and control, Collecting and analyzing data, Interpreting data by means of various
methodologies, Evaluating and drafting reports concerning data findings, Managing resources, Working on projects, Dealing with
queries, Implementing quality control procedures and guidelines.
Data Architect

Reports to the Data Management Lead. Part of the Data Management Team.
Determines database structural requirements by analyzing client operations, applications, and programming; reviewing objectives with
clients; evaluating current systems; Develops database solutions by designing proposed system; defining database physical structure
and functional capabilities, security, back-up, and recovery specifications. Installs database systems by developing flowcharts; applying
optimum access techniques; coordinating installation actions; documents actions.

Technical Quality Assurance
Lead

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Director. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

N/A – fulfilled by the Data Management
Lead

1 x FTE

Responsibilities include, Establishing and evolving formal QA processes, ensuring that the team is using industry-accepted best
practices. Oversees all aspects of quality assurance including establishing metrics, applying industry best practices, and developing new
tools and processes to ensure quality goals are met. Acts as key point of contact for all QA aspects of releases, providing QA services
and coordinating QA resources internally and externally. Leading and mentor QA team members, as well as manage outside contract
testers. Developing and execute test cases, scripts, plans and procedures.
Responsibilities include the ability to identify how test teams align within an organization and how teams would achieve the roadmap
identified for the project and the organization. The ability to identify the scope of the testing required for a particular release based on the
requirements of the document. Establishing the test plan after discussions with the test team and have it reviewed and approved by the
management/ development team. identifying the required metrics and work to have them in place.

Testers

Reports to the Quality Assurance Lead. Part of the Quality Assurance Team.
Responsibilities include the testing, tuning, debugging and suggesting the detailed refinements that ensure the quality and playability of
the finished product. Testing the product in a systematic way, analyzing product performance against the designer’s intentions,
identifying problems and suggesting improvements.
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Recommended City of Baltimore Consent Decree IT Task Force Role Descriptions (continued)
Role

Description

Estimated FTE Requirement

Infrastructure & Environments
Lead

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Director. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

1 x FTE

The Infrastructure and Environments Lead is responsible for the development and maintenance of infrastructure and associated
systems. The post holder will work in an environment of continuous change while minimizing disruption to system users. Manage the
daily, weekly and monthly system administration tasks on all network hardware and provide monthly performance reports on systems
and application performance.
Networks responsibilities include: The design, implementation, and maintenance of on-premises network infrastructure. Design,
implementation, and maintenance of cloud-based services. Implementation and maintenance of ERP. Support of web-based systems.
Backup and disaster recovery of network infrastructure. Help desk support.
Data Center responsibilities include: Managing and maintaining data center security access, layouts, and physical inventory and monitor
environment conditions including power consumption and capacity. Works with vendor representatives and internal IT teams to
coordinate, escalate, troubleshoot, and resolve issues including power, cooling, cabling, as well as other Infrastructure issues.
IT Security responsibilities include: Identifying, analyzing, monitoring and minimizing moderately complex areas of risk that pertain to
information technology. Coordinating closely with disaster recovery and data security teams. Leading the preparation of risk reports for
review by the business areas. Working with the businesses to improve controls that would mitigate any deficiencies and ensure data
and systems are protected. Ensuring that controls meet regulatory and organization standards.
Environments responsibilities include: Responsible for the development and maintenance of infrastructure and associated systems. The
post holder will work in an environment of continuous change while minimizing disruption to system users. Manages the daily, weekly
and monthly system administration tasks on all network hardware and provide monthly performance reports on systems and application
performance.

Data Integration Engineers

Reports to the Data Management Lead. Part of the Data Management Team.
Responsibilities include, Sourcing data analysis, validating data objects, identifying the relationship among data objects. Draft test plans
and scenarios, which will involve validation of data design, tool design, data extract/transform, networks, and hardware. Engage in
technical solution discussion with other Engineering teams, including partner Engineering teams to obtain necessary details for creating
data feeds.

Information Security Lead

Reports to the Data Management Lead. Part of the Data Management Team.
Information Security responsibilities include: Responsible for developing and managing Information Systems cyber security, including
disaster recovery, database protection and software development. Manages IS security analysts to ensure that all applications are
functional and secure. Develops and delivers IS security standards, best practices, architecture and systems to ensure information
system security across the enterprise.
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Recommended City of Baltimore Consent Decree IT Task Force Role Descriptions (continued)
Role

Description

Estimated FTE Requirement

Administration & Finance Lead

Reports to the Consent Decree IT Director. Part of the Consent Decree IT Task Force Leadership Team.

1 x FTE

Administrative responsibilities include: Maintaining administrative staff by recruiting, selecting, orienting, and training employees;
maintaining a safe and secure work environment; developing personal growth opportunities. Accomplishing staff results by
communicating job expectations; planning, monitoring, and appraising job results; coaching, counseling, and disciplining employees;
initiating, coordinating, and enforcing systems, policies, and procedures.
Financial Management responsibilities include: Analyzing and interpreting financial and business information and strategies to support
management in sound decision making. Communicating financial information to internal stakeholders in common business language.
Executing key deliverables as agreed between stakeholders to provide financial and operational support including financial analysis and
insights. Managing team to deliver accurate and timely financial information, analyze, interpret and provide value-add insights. Ensuring
a continuous level of service is delivered to the business and identify as well as deliver improvement opportunities.
Procurement, Vendor and
Contracts Lead

Reports to the Administration Lead. Part of the Administration Team.
Manages and responsible for the solicitation and award process for purchase of equipment, services, materials, and supplies at an
economical price, balanced by demand and lead times considerations, while ensuring that purchases are of sufficient quality and meet all
applicable specifications. Ensures agency compliance with all federal and state regulations and reporting requirements as it relates to all
procurements. Responsible for the development of Invitations to Bid (ITB), Requests for Proposals (RFP).
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IT Organizational Design
Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework

Gartner’s IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework is one of the inputs used to design an IT Organization. The reference
framework describes the key capabilities expected in any IT Organization. Capabilities being a combination of people, processes and tools.
Gartner recommends establishing the capabilities highlighted below in the Consent Decree IT Task Force organization. Other
capabilities are assumed to be provided externally, through BCIT, BPD and/or contracted Vendors.
Architecture
Manage Enterprise
Architecture
Manage Business
Architecture

Business
Relationship
Management
Manage
Business
Relationships
Manage Business
Demand

Data Management

Deployment

Development

Innovation

Management

Manage Data
Quality

Manage
Release &
Deployment

Manage Business
Requirements

Manage
Technology
Innovation

Manage & Analyze
IT Financials

Manage Digital
Innovation

Manage
IT Workforce

Manage Data
Governance &
Management

Perform Technology
Design & Develop
Change
Solutions
Management

Manage
Information
Architecture

Manage
Databases

Manage Software
Configuration

Manage
Application
Architecture

Manage Data
Analytics

Design & Develop
CI / CD Solutions
(DevOps)

Manage Security
Architecture

Manage Solution
Quality & Testing

Performance
Management

Operations

Service
Management

Security & Risk Sourcing & Vendor
Management
Management

Perform Monitoring
Understand
Manage IT Services
& Event
Business Objectives
& Catalog
Management
& the Value of IT
Perform Incident &
Problem
Management

Manage IT
Performance &
Metrics

Provide Service
Management

Manage IT
Operate Service &
Governance, Policy,
Contact Centre
& Standards

Secure the
Technology
Environment
Ensure Privacy &
Confidentiality
Manage Info
Security & Risk
Governance

Manage Project
Delivery

Manage and
Maintain IT Assets
& Licenses

Manage
Identities, Access
& Vulnerabilities

Manage Master
Data

Manage
Knowledge,
Information &
Content

Provide & Manage
IT Service Support

Manage IT
Business
Continuity & DR

Manage Cloud
Architecture /
Brokerage

Manage Data
Provisioning

Manage IT
Portfolios

Provision & Manage
Environments

Manage Security
Threats

Manage
Integration
Architecture

Manage Business
Intelligence &
Reporting

Manage
Organizational
Change

Manage
Automation
Architecture

Manage Data
Science
Engineering

Manage Network
Architecture
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Procurement

Strategy

Workplace
Services

Develop
Technology
Strategy

Develop Digital
Workplace
Strategy

Manage Vendor &
Develop Digital
Manage End User
Supplier
Business Strategy
Devices
Relationships
Manage
Sourcing

Legend
Level 1

Capability

Level 2

Sub-Capability

Green

Recommended Capability for Consent Decree IT Task Force

Orange

Assumed BCIT Capability

Blue

Assumed BPD and/or BCIT
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions
Capability

Definition

Architecture
Manage Enterprise
Architecture

Provides architectural thought leadership to ensure alignment between an Organization's business and IT strategies, and enforces
policies and patterns to increase architectural cohesiveness across solutions.

Manage Business Architecture

Provides business process models, partner ecosystem maps, and capability maps that are in alignment with overall business
strategy and goals.

Manage Information
Architecture

Managing all the sources of information and data — including paper, graphics, video, speech and thought — that define the
enterprise, including the ability to define the sources and destinations of information, its flow through the enterprise, its flow in and
out of the enterprise, as well as the rules for persistence, security and ownership.

Manage Application
Architecture

The discipline that guides application design. Application architecture paradigms, such as service-oriented architecture (SOA),
provide principles that influence design decisions and patterns that provide proven design solutions.
OR
Provides technical implementation patterns for software components that can be used to promote design consistency, and to
reduce development costs and time to market.

Manage Security Architecture

The ability to manage framework, guidelines and delivery of security components including but not limited to user identification,
user authorization, monitoring, information security, encryption, etc.
OR
Ensures adequate security solutions are in place to mitigate identified risks sufficiently, and to meet business objectives and
regulatory requirements.

Manage Network Architecture

The ability to manage TPS communication networks, e.g., using a framework for the specification of a network's physical
components and their functional organization and configuration, its operational principles and procedures, as well as data formats
use.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Architecture
Manage Cloud Architecture /
Brokerage

Provides the capabilities necessary to implement and manage hybrid IT and hybrid cloud-related projects and requirements. This
includes maintaining the hybrid cloud architectural blueprint, maintaining a decision making framework to consistently align
workloads to cloud deployment models, and providing the tools and processes to intermediate between internal cloud consumers
and provider(s) to add operational value.

Manage Integration
Architecture

The ability to maintain standardized architecture frameworks and set of guidelines to build and integrate new systems. IT
architecture is a series of principles, guidelines or rules used by the enterprise to direct the process of acquiring, building,
modifying and interfacing IT resources throughout the enterprise. These resources can include equipment, software,
communications, development methodologies, modeling tools and organizational structures.

Manage Automation
Architecture

Defines the solutions to automate IT processes (with increasing cross-functional organizational requirements) to improve
operational efficiency, mitigate operational risk, reduce costs, offset the negative effects of complexity, and improve standards
enforcement.

Business Relationship Management
Manage Business
Relationships

Enables and drives a proactive business-level dialogue and stakeholder management approach that is focused on maintaining a
service and value-focused culture. The primary objectives are to understand business needs and to continue to build trust with
business stakeholders.

Manage Business Demand

A business-facing interaction often executed through roles that act as the primary intermediary and communication point between
the business and IT. Business demand is the collection of requests from the business to IT in order to gain value or benefits. An
outcome of managing business demand is to ensure alignment to the business with IT projects. This alignment between IT and
corporate departments helps balance expectations, priorities, service levels and investment within budget parameters.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Data Management
Manage Data Quality

A discipline that focuses on ensuring data is fit for use in business processes ranging from those used in core operations to those
required by analytics and for decision making, regulatory compliance, and engagement and interaction with external entities.

Manage Data Governance &
Management

The specification of decision rights and an accountability framework to ensure appropriate behavior in the valuation, creation,
storage, use, archiving and deletion of information. It includes the processes, roles and policies, standards and metrics that ensure
the effective and efficient use of information in enabling an organization to achieve its goals.

Manage Databases

The ability to monitor, maintain and design tools for data, including logical design (entity relationship).

Manage Data Analytics

The ability to leverage internally generated data and externally available data to gain business insight, inform decision making, and
conduct client analysis. An example of the type of analyses includes the statistical and mathematical data analysis that clusters,
segments, scores and predicts what scenarios are most likely to happen. Provides the mechanisms to describe, predict, and
improve business performance.

Manage Master Data

Provides data persistence for master data entities. This data store must be governed with robust stewardship to ensure high
quality and referential integrity. Represents most critical/important business data assets.

Manage Data Provisioning

Ability to join information from across disparate structures to produce more comprehensive views of an entity, concept or other
subject of interest. Provides the mechanisms to assemble data for usage in a meaningful manner as desired by the end-user,
including creating/structuring metadata to prepare business data for end-user consumption.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Data Management
Manage Business Intelligence
& Reporting

Ability for end users to design and deploy their own reports and analyses within an approved and supported architecture and tools
portfolio. Provides the mechanisms for business end users to create personalized reports and analytical queries by enabling
business user access to structured and unstructured data. Prebuilt for the end user and can be enabled through self-service.
Provides the ability to find key trusted metrics of organizational performance, investigate trends, and detect patterns from multiple
datasets.

Manage Data Science
Engineering

Discipline of extracting nontrivial knowledge from all kinds of data, to improve decision making. It involves a variety of steps,
ranging from business understanding and data preparation to building and deploying analytic models. Provides the ability to
conduct data science and advanced analytics thought flexible and adaptive experimentation and trial and error to generate
impactful insight for the organization. Provides the mechanisms to enable exploration of large volumes of traditional/non-traditional
and internal/external data. Requires knowledge of advanced data analytics techniques and it is targeted toward very
advanced/sophisticated limited sub-set of users.

Development
Manage Business
Requirements

Gain understanding and documentation of business needs and requirements, and aligning to business objectives and goals.
Documentation of the scope of a business need or challenge, and facilitation of the prioritization and communications process for
stakeholders. Includes business process management and reengineering.

Design & Develop Solutions

The design and development of solutions that enable data consistency between systems, process orchestration, and composite
applications. These solutions span traditional data and application integration as well as API lifecycle management.

Manage Solution Quality &
Testing

The application of defect prevention and detection strategies to reduce software development risks, time and costs, and the
subsequent application of procedures to ensure software meets quality goals.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Deployment
Manage Release &
Deployment

Plan, schedule and control the movement of releases and changes to all technology environments. The primary goal is to ensure
the integrity of the technology environment as changes are deployed.

Perform Technology Change
Management

Systematic approach to ensure that standardized methods and procedures are used for efficient and prompt handling of changes
to the technology environment. The objective is to minimize the impact of incidents or disruptions. Includes end-user education and
training.

Manage Software
Configuration

Software problem/change request initiation and tracking; change impact analysis; version control; security administration of
software assets; software promotion; quality reviews; and software distribution.

Design & Develop CI / CD
Solutions (DevOps)

Produce the enterprise platforms and "last mile" solutions that automate builds, code analysis, security scans, testing, and
orchestrate deployments across pre-production and production environments.

Innovation
Manage Technology Innovation

Discipline that aims to drive a repeatable, sustainable technology innovation process or culture within an organization. It also
entails managing innovation initiatives to focus on disruptive or step changes that transform the business. The innovation process
is in essence the means by which to narrow and funnel ideas and concepts through testing and experimentation.

Manage Digital Innovation

Creates a focus on utilizing innovation to drive digital products and services (rather than merely ‘digitizing’ existing products and
services). Partners with strategic vendors to explore digital innovation.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Management
Manage & Analyze IT
Financials

Ability to effectively manage technology expenditures and spending plans. Creates a common platform for the business and IT
organization to measure services and plan for future investments that optimize technology spending and business performance.
Includes IT budgeting/forecasting, cost optimization, investment planning, chargeback/showback, benchmarking and business
value.

Manage IT Workforce

Proactively leads effective sourcing, development, engagement, and retention of the workforce required to execute business and IT
strategies. Includes compensation analysis / benchmarking, strategic workforce planning and organizational change management.

Manage Governance, Policy &
Standards

Institute standardized governance, policies and standards that reflect IT’s strategic objectives and goals. Ensures that governance
mechanisms are in place to monitor the effectiveness and performance of functions and outcomes.

Manage Project Delivery

Technology and change delivery for programs and projects that are aligned to business objectives. Analyze and report delivery
risks and opportunities, and engage stakeholders for communications and decision-making.

Manage Knowledge,
Information & Content

Formalizes the management of information and intellectual assets, with a focus on enabling effective action and decisions through
their use. Promotes a collaborative and integrative approach to the creation, capture, organization and use of information, content,
and other intellectual assets.

Manage IT Portfolios

Focus on IT strategic initiatives or portfolios to enhance the ability to optimize IT investments, execute strategic changes, and
deliver value to stakeholders.

Organizational Change
Management

Effectively develops and implements strategies to minimize and address the business impact of organizational change through
planning, appropriate communications, stakeholder and employee engagement, and adequate resourcing.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Operations
Perform Monitoring & Event
Management

Planning, deployment, and operations for event monitoring and activities.

Perform Incident & Problem
Management

Respond to, manage, and restore normal service operation as quickly as possible and minimize impact on business operations.
Ensure that users and stakeholders are well-informed of progress and key decisions during problem resolution.

Operate Service & Contract
Centers

Centralized point of communication and service operations for all stakeholders. Primary communications point and responsible for
the timeliness of information sharing and updates.

Manage and Maintain IT
Assets & Licenses

Business practices that join financial, contractual and inventory functions to support lifecycle and decisions for the IT environment.
Involves gathering IT asset inventory information which is used to make decisions about future purchases (and redistribution).

Provide & Manage IT Service
Support

Provide assistance to users of technology products and services to help users solve specific issues/problems with an IT service.
Ensures that the highest levels of service quality, performance and availability are maintained to deliver and operate IT services.
Includes the ability to monitor, maintain and design tools for data, including physical (table, column and key) design.

Provision & Manage
Environments

Ability to provision and manage IT infrastructure and technology assets for day-to-day operations, including host/data center,
client/desktop or connectivity/network. Increasingly includes infrastructure as a service platforms, where compute resources,
complemented by storage and networking capabilities are owned and hosted by a service provider and offered on-demand.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Performance Management
Understand Business
Objectives & the Value of IT

Trace and connect critical IT services and support to provide a holistic assessment of IT's tangible contribution to business
objectives and outcomes.

Manage IT Performance &
Metrics

A fact-based approach to assessing, monitoring, and improving the desired IT performance and outcomes using a framework of
metrics, such as the following investment categories: Run-the-business, Grow-the-business, and Transform-the-business. These
categories are designed to ensure that the metrics chosen are relevant to how the organization will exploit the new capabilities.

Service Management
Manage IT Services & Catalog

An organized and curated collection of IT services provided. The maintenance and financial management of the IT service catalog
is critical to the both identifying service costs and ensuring the ongoing relevance of the IT service portfolio.

Provide Service Management

Activities performed by an organization to deliver and operate IT services. This service discipline centers around quality and
performance.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Security & Risk Management
Secure the Technology
Environment

Practice of proactively defending the technology environment from unauthorized access and usage including technical security
solutions which are managed to ensure the security and resilience of systems and assets, consistent with related policies,
procedures, and agreements. Information system and assets are monitored at discrete intervals to identify cybersecurity events
and verify the effectiveness of protective measures.

Ensure Privacy &
Confidentiality

Conduct privacy and confidentiality impact assessments, confirms compliance with privacy regulations, and track incidents that
lead to unauthorized disclosures of sensitive data and information. Information and records (data) are managed consistently with
the organization’s risk strategy to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information.

Manage Information Security &
Risk Governance

Institute and manage governance mechanisms and risk management to review and act on information security and risk
governance issues and decisions. Implement security policies (that address purpose, scope, roles, responsibilities, management
commitment, and coordination among organizational entities), processes, and procedures are maintained and used to manage
protection of information systems and assets.

Manage Security Threats

Ability to identify, contain and remediate internal and external threats and vulnerabilities, including estimating business impact and
likelihood, that have the potential to affect infrastructure and network. Proactively stay current on and prioritize internal and external
threats (existing and future) and be prepared for rapid incident response and remediation.

Manage Identifies, Access, &
Vulnerabilities

Ensure appropriate access to resources and information across increasingly heterogeneous technology environments, and to meet
increasingly rigorous compliance requirements. Ensure access to assets and associated facilities is limited to authorized users,
processes, or devices, and to authorized activities and transactions.

Manage IT Business Continuity
& Disaster Recovery

Disaster recovery approach and plan for the recovery of the IT service portfolio and environment, to meet the need for immediate
business continuity and resumption. Restoration activities are coordinated with internal and external parties, such as coordinating
centers, Internet Service Providers, owners of attacking systems, victims, other incident response teams, and vendors.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Sourcing & Vendor Management
Procurement

The ability to obtain or source the delivery of internal and external, business- or IT-oriented resources and services. This capability
is transactional in nature.

Manage Vendor & Supplier
Relationships

Enables IT to control costs, drive service excellence and mitigate risks to gain increased value from vendors and suppliers.
Ensures that third party relationships are aligned with the sourcing strategy.

Manage Sourcing

Manage and set best practices for the requisitioning and ordering of technology goods and services. This capability is generally
strategic in nature, as opposed to transactional.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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Gartner IT Organizational Capabilities Reference Framework Definitions (continued)
Capability

Definition

Strategy
Develop Technology Strategy

Interpretation of the technology vision and objectives to how IT resources are utilized to generate maximum business value.
Provide insight and communication into specific IT contributions toward achieving business objectives and goals.

Develop Digital Business
Strategy

IT organization’s vision and mission– related to the use and development of new technologies and new digital capabilities –
intended to position the company’s goals, opportunities and related activities to maximize the business benefits of digital initiatives
to an organization. Digital is the use of technology to efficiently establish and refine transformational capabilities that ease,
accelerate and differentiate the way companies conduct business today while laying the framework to continuously adapt. It
enables innovation.

Workplace Services
Develop Digital Workplace
Strategy

The digital workplace is a business strategy to boost employee engagement and agility through a more consumerized work
environment. The digital workplace strategy sets the vision, target, and build the roadmap to achieve that objective with an
employee-centric perspective and the use of persona to redesign the employee experience.

Manage End User Devices

Manages the end-user technology environment, also known as infrastructure planning. This spans hardware management (PC,
laptop, mobile device), from provisioning to maintenance and retirement, but also includes BYOD standards definition, and
enterprise mobility management. Connects with Information security & risk management disciplines for identity and access
management and data protection. Typically includes Service desk (helpdesk) as well.

Note: Some descriptions are based on the Gartner IT Glossary (http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary)
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IT Service Delivery
Introduction

The City must establish an IT Services Delivery Plan (Initiative 5A) that will develop near-term and longer-term (target state) delivery models for BPD’s
current state devices, core business systems, data / services and infrastructure. Gartner’s recommendations for the potential near-term state and longer
term / target state is summarized below and described later in the document.
IT Services Delivery is considered to be a combination of Ownership and Operation:
§

Ownership: Those parties responsible for implementing, hosting and supporting the IT services or solutions.

§

Operation: Those parties responsible for using the IT services or solutions to perform their job function and also, where appropriate, the administration
of certain aspects of the IT service or solution (e.g., User Access, Configurable Attributes, Data Exports, etc.).

In summary, BPD should continue to be responsible for the ownership and operation of existing systems and infrastructure. The Consent Decree should
take over the ownership of the new IT capabilities being delivered for the purposes of the IT Strategic Plan and the City achieving the requirements of the
Consent Decree (such as, but not limited to, e-Citations, RMS, EIS, UoF).
The objective is to gradually transition ownership of a (to be determined) degree of BPD’s IT to the Consent Decree Organization and / or BCIT over a
pre-determined period of time, upon the successful demonstration of pre-determined transition criteria (acceptance criteria), such as IT service capability
maturity and readiness of delivery teams, support teams, infrastructure such as, networks, environments and data centers.

IT Service Management
GIS
Data /
Services

Future state organization.
Doesn’t exist yet.

IT Service Management

IT Service Management

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

IT Security, Privacy

Data Centers / Facilities

Current State
* Note: timeframes are subjective and assumed to be conditional.
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Infrastructure

LMS

Mobile
Devices

Desktop
Devices

Portals

Finance /
Payroll

Internal Affairs

EIS

Sensors

IT Service Management
GIS
Business Intelligence / Analytics
Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy

Data Management

Networks

Use of Force

CMS

RMS

Citations

CAD

IT Service Management

Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management

IT Security, Privacy

Disaster Recovery

BCIT
Cameras /
Scanners

Crime Lab /
Analysis

9-1-1

Core
Business
Systems

Consent Decree Organization

Radios

Deployment
Planning

Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Radio System

LMS

Finance /
Payroll

Internal Affairs

EIS

Use of Force

CMS

BPD
Portals

Business Intelligence / Analytics

Data Management

Infrastructure

RMS

IT Service Management

Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management

Networks

BCIT
Desktop
Devices

Citations

Deployment
Planning

Mobile
Devices

GIS

Business Intelligence / Analytics

IT Security, Privacy

Consent Decree Organization

Sensors

CAD

Core
Business
Systems

Cameras /
Scanners

Radios

9-1-1

Finance /
Payroll

LMS

BPD
Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Crime Lab /
Analysis

BCIT

Portals

Internal Affairs

EIS

Desktop
Devices

Use of Force

CMS

RMS

Citations

Consent Decree Organization
Mobile
Devices

Sensors

Deployment
Planning

CAD

Cameras /
Scanners

Crime Lab /
Analysis

9-1-1

Radio System

Core
Business
Systems

Radios

Radio System

BPD
Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Data Management

Disaster Recovery

Disaster Recovery

Networks

Networks

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Data Centers / Facilities

Data Centers / Facilities

Potential Near-Term State (1-3 years*)

Disaster Recovery
Infrastructure

Networks
Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments
Data Centers / Facilities

Potential Longer-Term / Target State (3-5 years*)

Appendix A

IT Service Delivery
Roles and Responsibilities
IT Services Delivery is comprised of Implementation, Ownership and Operation roles.
§

Ownership: Parties responsible for implementing, hosting and supporting the IT services or solutions

§

Operation: Parties responsible for using the IT services or solutions to perform their job function and also, where appropriate, the administration of
certain aspects of the IT service or solution (e.g., User Access, Configurable Attributes, Data Exports, etc.)

The following RACI matrix takes an example IT service (in this case a ‘solution’, the EIS – Early Intervention System) and describes one possible IT
Service Delivery model, to illustrate how BPD, BCIT and the Consent Decree Team could work together to deliver the Initiatives within the IT Strategic
Plan.

BPD

Consent Decree Organization

BCIT

Responsible / Consulted

Accountable

Responsible / Consulted

§ Host Solution

Consulted

Consulted

Accountable / Responsible

§ Support Solution

Consulted

Consulted

Accountable / Responsible

Responsible

Responsible

Accountable / Responsible

§ Use Solution

Responsible

Accountable / Responsible

Consulted

§ Configure User Controllable Features

Responsible

Accountable / Responsible

Consulted

IT Service Scenario: EIS
Ownership Responsibilities (Sample)
§ Design and Implement Solution

§ Configure System Level Features
Operation Responsibilities (Sample)
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Appendix A

IT Service Delivery
Current State IT Services and Application Delivery Model
BPD

BCIT

Future state organization.
Doesn’t exist yet.

IT Service Management

IT Service Management
GIS
Data /
Services

CAD

9-1-1

Finance /
Payroll

Portals

LMS

Internal Affairs

Desktop
Devices

Use of Force

CMS

RMS

EIS

Mobile
Devices

Sensors

Citations

Deployment
Planning

Cameras /
Scanners

Crime Lab /
Analysis

Core
Business
Systems

Radios

Radio System

Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Consent Decree IT Task Force

Business Intelligence / Analytics
Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy

IT Security, Privacy

Data Management
Disaster Recovery
Infrastructure

Networks
Software, Hardware /
Platforms / Environments
Data Centers / Facilities

Networks
Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments
Data Centers / Facilities
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Legend

No identified needs / Needs satisfied.

Direct Relationship to Consent Decree.

Current Capability. Needs Identified.

Indirect Relationship to Consent Decree.

Capability Gap. Needs Identified.

Appendix A

IT Service Delivery
Potential Near-Term IT Services and Application Delivery Model During Consent Decree
BCIT

IT Service Management (BPD Support)

LMS

Finance /
Payroll

Portals

CAD

Internal Affairs

Use of Force

EIS

RMS

Desktop
Devices

Citations

Mobile
Devices

Other current
systems

Current CMS

Sensors

Current RMS

Deployment
Planning

Cameras /
Scanners

Crime Lab /
Analysis

Core
Business
Systems

Radios

Radio System

Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Consent Decree IT Task Force

9-1-1

BPD

IT Service Management
GIS
Business Intelligence / Analytics

Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy
Data Management

Infrastructure

Disaster Recovery

Disaster Recovery

Networks

Networks

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments

Data Centers / Facilities

Data Centers / Facilities
Legend
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IT Service Delivery Owner

Appendix A

IT Service Delivery
Potential Longer-Term IT Services and Application Delivery Model

Mobile
Devices

Desktop
Devices

Portals

Finance /
Payroll

Internal Affairs

Use of Force

EIS

RMS

Citations

Deployment
Planning

Crime Lab /
Analysis

IT Service Management

Sensors

LMS

Cameras /
Scanners

Radios

Radio System

Core
Business
Systems

BCIT

9-1-1

Devices,
Peripherals,
Access

Consent Decree IT Task Force

CAD

BPD

IT Service Management
GIS
Business Intelligence / Analytics

Data /
Services

Enterprise Content Management
IT Security, Privacy

Long term strategy to be determined when
Data the
Management
Consent Decree IT Task Force has completed its
objectives and is ready to be disbanded.
Infrastructure

At this future stage, BPD and BCIT, through IT
Governance, will determine the longer term IT
Service Delivery for these IT capabilities.

Disaster Recovery
Networks
Software, Hardware / Platforms / Environments
Data Centers / Facilities
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Legend

IT Service Delivery Owner

Introduction
Executive Summary
Business Context
Strategic Plan and Initiatives
Strategic Roadmap
Risk Assessment
Next Steps
Appendix:
§ Best Practices and Planning Considerations
§ Alternatives Assessment
§ Current State Assessment
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Appendix B

Alternatives Assessment
Approach Summary

The IT Strategy includes several initiatives where multiple approaches exist that can deliver the objectives and expected outcomes but differ in respective value,
challenges or complexity to deliver and cost.
To support the City’s decision making, Gartner has conducted an alternatives assessment for the following initiatives:
§ Consent Decree IT Organizational Design (Initiative 3A)
§ RMS Modernization (Initiative 5A-1)
§
§

Public Access Improvements (Initiative 5A-3)
Data Integration Solution Approach (Initiative 6A)

2. Establish
Assessment Criteria

The alternatives assessment approach included:
1.
2.

Identification of up to four (4) alternative approaches for each Initiative where major
choices exist (listed above).
Establishment of Assessment Criteria for four (4) Assessment Categories: Operational
Value, Technical Value, Ease of Implementation and Cost using BPD’s needs and
priorities established during the Current State Assessment and Future State Vision.

3.

Evaluation of the alternatives for each Initiative using the Assessment Categories and
established Assessment Criteria.

4.

Ranking of alternatives based on the total evaluation scores across the Assessment
Categories. The highest overall score indicates the alternative that aligns most closely
with established criteria and BPD requirements.
Recommendations based on assessment results. The recommendations are used to
provide planning assumptions for the charters developed for each associated Initiative.

5.
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1. Identify Areas
Where Major
Alternatives Exist

Alternatives
Assessment

5. Form
Recommendations

3. Evaluate
Alternatives

4. Calculate Total
Scores and Rank
Alternatives

Alternatives Assessment

Appendix B

Consent Decree Organization Design and Establishment
The successful delivery of the initiatives and IT capabilities needed to transform BPD’s technology capability for the purposes of the Consent Decree requires an
operating model that facilitates focused collaboration between BPD, BCIT, the Consent Decree Implementation Team and the Monitoring Team.
Several alternative approaches to deliver the desired outcomes have been identified, each with their own relative advantages and challenges.

DEFINITIONS – CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN (INITIATIVE 3A)
Maintain the “Status Quo”

Maintain current model of loosely aligned BCIT and BPD resources organized to respond to individual project based requirements on an as needed basis.

Consent Decree Program managed
by BPD IT

Place all resources dedicated to delivering the solutions needed to meet the terms of the Consent Decree under the control and authority of BPD.

Consent Decree Program managed
by BCIT

Place all resources dedicated to delivering the solutions needed to meet the terms of the Consent Decree under the control and authority of BCIT.

Consent Decree Program managed
by a Joint Task Force (BPD/BCIT)

Provide a formal organizational structure to coordinate resources from BCIT, BPD and outside sources in a manner that would allow them to focus solely on
delivering the solutions needed to meet the terms of the Consent Decree under a shared management and services model. The financial burden for
personnel would remain with their respective “parent” organization. Funding allocated to address gaps in personnel, software or hardware needed to meet
the terms of the decree would be allocated for the sole use of delivering specific program initiatives identified in the BPD ITSP.

Consent Decree Program managed
by a new department

Establish a new department with a new leadership structure, funding and formal reassignment of personnel from BCIT, BPD and outside sources to deliver
the program of initiatives identified in the BPD ITSP.
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Appendix B

Alternatives Assessment
Consent Decree Organization Design and Establishment (continued)
The high level advantages and challenges of each alternative is presented below.
High Level Alternatives

Advantages

Challenges

ü No organizational changes needed.

• Does not address current structural shortcomings that
contribute to inconsistent project execution.
• Does not provide focused approach or accountability to
implementing the initiatives needed to meet the terms of the
Consent Decree.

ü Direct accountability to Commissioner.
ü Tighter integration with BPD operational activity.
ü Supports establishing distinct roles and responsibilities
around BPD specific end-to-end workflow processes.

• Inadequate capacity to deliver IT strategy.
• Conflicts with BPD operational responsibilities may dilute
focus on Consent Decree projects.
• Potential challenges with visibility across BPD-BCIT.

ü Availability of PM and other specialized IT skills.
ü Aligned with Mayor’s objective to centralize.

• Increased probability of misalignment with BPD operational
priorities and poor user buy-in.
• Potential challenges with visibility across BPD-BCIT.

Maintain the “Status Quo”

Consent Decree Program managed by BPD IT

Consent Decree Program managed by BCIT

Consent Decree Program managed by a Joint Task
Force (BPD/BCIT)

Consent Decree Program managed by a new
department

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Fosters environment of collaboration.
Ability to maintain Consent Decree focus.
Predictability in system upgrades / implementations.
Delivery / Implementation efficiency gains.
Aligned with Mayor’s objective to centralize.

ü As above (Consent Decree Program managed by a joint
Task Force with dedicated joint leadership and personnel
from BPD and BCIT).
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• Joint leadership may dilute accountability unless effective
governance is established.
• Ongoing IT Service Management responsibilities will
eventually need to be transitioned to BPD, BCIT or both.

• Highest level of startup effort and administrative overhead.
• City may not want to create a new department.
• Ongoing IT Service Management responsibilities will
eventually need to be transitioned to BPD, BCIT or both.

Alternatives Assessment

Appendix B

Operational Application Modernization – Records Management System (RMS)
The current RMS does not meet user expectations, does not provide a number of features that would be considered standard in most newer systems and the product
itself is nearly end-of-life status.
Several alternative approaches to deliver the desired outcomes have been identified, each with respective advantages and challenges.

DEFINITIONS - RMS MODERNIZATION (INITIATIVE 5A-1)

Maintain the “Status Quo”

Maintain current RMS – no changes.

Enhance Current RMS

Advance current RMS in place – improve functional utilization and customize the application to add features needed to meet the terms of the Consent
Decree and other BPD operational priorities.

New RMS through Existing Vendor

Migrate to Hexagon’s WebRMS.

New RMS from other Vendor

Acquire new RMS based on overall RMS marketplace offerings.
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Appendix B

Alternatives Assessment
Operational Application Modernization – Records Management System (RMS)
The high level advantages and challenges of each alternative is presented below.
High Level Alternatives

Advantages

Challenges

Maintain the “Status Quo”

ü No new training.
ü Maintain current vendor relationship.
ü Lowest cost alternative (potentially no net new cost).

§
§
§
§

Enhance Current RMS

ü Minimize impact on training new features.
ü Maintain current vendor relationship.
ü Able to customize to satisfy City requirements.

§ Lacks capabilities to support level of data collection, reporting, and
integration called for by the Consent Decree .
§ New interfaces may be costly to support legacy technology.
§ Some enhancements may not be accommodated by legacy systems.
§ Legacy technology not supported by the Vendor– the current RMS is
near end-of-life.
§ New strategy to replace CMS (Lotus Notes) is required.

New RMS through Existing Vendor

ü Faster procurement than competitive process.
ü Familiarity with existing vendor.

§ Sole source may incentivize the current vendor to offer a discount
§ Baseline requirements are still needed.
§ Time commitment to develop requirements, obtain vendor response,
negotiate contract (similar to New RMS from other Vendors).

New RMS from other Vendor

ü Ability to baseline requirements and select vendor that best
meets requirements, including Consent Decree related.
ü Provides option to upgrade to newer technology.
ü Competitive bid may result in best possible cost proposal.

§ Time required to develop requirements and RFP, follow procurement
and implementation processes.
§ Time commitment to obtain vendor response, negotiate contract
(similar to New RMS from Existing Vendor).
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Constrains BPD’s ability to meet Consent Decree requirements.
Does not provide new and needed features.
Risk to operational capabilities and effectiveness is increased.
Performance issues are not addressed.

Alternatives Assessment

Appendix B

Operational Application Modernization – Public Access Improvements
Providing the public with greater, easier, access to specific BPD policing information is a requirement of the Consent Decree and an expectation of modernized law
enforcement agencies.
Several alternative approaches to deliver the desired outcomes have been identified, each with respective advantages and challenges.
DEFINITIONS - PUBLIC ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS (INITIATIVE 5A-3)
Maintain the “Status Quo”

Continue utilizing multiple channels to interact with the public electronically.

Enhance Current BPD Website

Upgrade current site.

Develop new Portal with a
Consistent User
Experience across all public
access functions

Build new custom portal.

Expose public access features
already included within other
Application Modernization
solutions (e.g., RMS citizen self
reporting, Internal Affairs
automated complaint submission)

Update main site to provide access to capabilities of each individual application as they are upgraded or replaced as a part of the execution of the BPD ITSP
Road Map.

New COTS application

Acquire new commercial enterprise solution with specific capabilities (G00348740; G00331692).
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Appendix B

Alternatives Assessment
Operational Application Modernization – Public Access Improvements
The high level advantages and challenges of each alternative is presented below.
High Level Alternatives

Advantages

Challenges

ü No additional project needed.

• Current methods create multiple channels to manage feedback to
and from the public.
• Sustains disconnected operational processes (e.g., citizen
complaints are submitted via email and rekeyed).

ü Existing solution / platform.
ü Single point of contact for the public, the “one stop shop”
concept of CRM and User Experience (UX).
ü Potentially delivers the best UX, assuming the
presentation layer is incorporated within BPD website.

•
•
•
•
•

Introduces another project to manage.
No unifying portal, but access to individual transactions as provided.
Requires a high level of customization.
Requires City ownership of the solution, code, support.
May require skills the City doesn’t have direct access to without
contracting specialized resources.

Develop new Portal with a User
Experience Consistent with BPD
Website

ü Single point of contact for the public, the “one stop shop”
concept of Customer Relationship Management and User
Experience.
ü Delivers an effective and consistent UX with the
presentation layer incorporated within the portal.

•
•
•
•

Introduces another project to manage.
Requires a high level of customization and integration.
May require City ownership of the solution, code, support.
May require skills the City doesn’t have direct access to without
contracting specialized resources.

Include within other Application
Modernization effort (e.g., EIS, RMS or IA
Pro)

ü Existing solution / platform.
ü Eliminates need for a separate project.
ü Reduces future integration risks and costs as BPD
applications change.

• Presents customers with a different user experience for each
publically accessible function.
• Presentation layer to the public and secure public access might
become a technical challenge for the current IA solution.

New COTS application

ü Commercial/enterprise solution with specific capabilities.
ü Delivers an effective and consistent presentation layer
incorporated within COTS application.

• Introduces another project to manage.
• Potentially the most expensive solution.

Maintain the “Status Quo”

Enhance Current BPD Website
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Alternatives Assessment

Appendix B

Data Management Plan and Governance
A modern integration architecture will allow BPD to efficiently share data while allowing individual systems to be modernized or replaced as technology innovations
and/or funding become available. For example, loosely coupled integration will minimize the impact of the City’s eventual HR enterprise system replacement on
interfacing BPD applications. Integrating various systems is a critical capability based on the need to share and analyze data to support critical business responsibilities
such as the EIS system.
Several alternative approaches to deliver the desired outcomes have been identified, each with respective advantages and challenges.

DEFINITIONS - DATA INTEGRATION SOLUTION APPROACH (INITIATIVE 6A)
Maintain the “Status Quo”

Continue current model of acquiring and deploying storage as needed based on immediate operational needs, and maintain separate data siloes based on
individual disconnected applications.

Structured Data Warehouse

A traditional data warehouse is a collection of data in which two or more disparate data sources can be brought together in an integrated, time-variant
information management strategy. Data warehouses generally house well-known and structured data, and support well-known, predefined and repeatable
analytics needs. As such, the traditional data warehouse is best-suited to requirements of moderate to highly consistent semantics, and is targeted at
specific use cases (e.g., EIS thresholds). It also generally supports a fairly fixed processing strategy (SQL-oriented access to a central physical data store)
that is suited to complex queries and stringent performance requirements (G00348879).

Data Lake

A data lake is a collection of generally unrefined (with limited structure, transformation and quality assurance) data and events captured from a diverse array
of source systems (see "Is the Data Lake the Future of the EDW?"). Data lakes usually support exploratory analysis and data science activities, potentially
across a wide range of subjects and constituents. As a result, data lakes encourage highly variant semantics and a generic set of analytics use cases, and
support a range of different processing styles and approaches (data discovery, machine learning, heavy batch computation and more) (G00348879).

Leverage COTS Applications’
Native Reporting Capabilities

Dynamic Run-time Data
Consolidation

A data delivery approach based on utilizing capabilities included in each COTS application. This approach delivers less capability to correlate data from
different sources (e.g.,, correlating operational and risk oriented data). This option is generally the least complicated to implement and has faster
implementation cycles, and provides support for real-time operations through use of message oriented or batch data movement (G00327623).
Data is not transferred from one source to another and persisted. Instead this approach involves utilizing queries that calls data from different systems as
needed in order to present the aggregate results when needed. This approach may be less practical to support EIS threshold evaluation, predictive policing
and other process intensive requirements.
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Appendix B

Alternatives Assessment
Data Management Plan and Governance
The high level advantages and challenges of each alternative is presented below.
High Level Alternatives

Advantages

Challenges

ü Lowest cost
ü Lowest effort

•
•
•
•

• Less flexible.
• Extensive upfront design and development.

Structured Data Warehouse

ü Established approach in other Consent Decree
departments.
ü Broad marketplace of supporting technology tools and
platforms.
ü Mainstream data management solution with support
personnel generally available .

Data Lake

ü Schema on demand offers extended flexibility.
ü Ability to respond to new query requests and data feeds
with less need to modify underlying data schemas and
transformations.

• May be less practical to support EIS threshold evaluation, predictive
policing and other process intensive requirements.
• More difficult to apply complex and granular access control required
to enable EIS transparency.

ü Faster implementation cycles.
ü Less integration risk and costs.

• Less capability to correlate disparate application data (e.g.,
operational and risk oriented data).
• Increased dependency on COTS solution provider.

ü Less data redundancy.

• May be less practical to support EIS threshold evaluation, predictive
policing and other process intensive requirements.
• Requires highly specialized implementation and support personnel.

Maintain the “Status Quo”

Leverage COTS Applications’ Native
Reporting Capabilities

Dynamic Run-time Data Consolidation
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Data silos inhibit ability to implement an effective EIS system.
Low quality data.
Highest level of administrative overhead.
Does not provide the foundation needed to analyze and report on
data as called for by the Consent Decree.

Appendix B

Alternatives Assessment
Results Summary

Gartner conducted analysis of alternatives for a subset of IT Initiatives where multiple potential approaches exist. The purpose of this analysis
is to help the City of Baltimore consider options and make informed decisions for the path forward that is most appropriate and aligned to the
City’s stated priorities.
The table below provides a summary of the highest scoring alternatives for each IT Priority.
INITIATIVE

STATUS QUO

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATIONAL
DESIGN (INITIATIVE 3A)

Project Teams
with no formal
budget or
organizational
alignment

3.5

Program
managed by BPD
IT

3.2

Program
Managed by
BCIT

3.9

Joint Task Force

7.1

RMS MODERNIZATION (INITIATIVE 5A-1)

Operate current
RMS as-is

2.1

Enhance Current
RMS

2.9

New RMS
existing Vendor

4.7

New RMS from
different Vendor

4.8

PUBLIC ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS
(INITIATIVE 5A-3)

Operate siloed
websites and email to interact
with the public

1.3

Enhance current
BPD website

3.5

Develop new
Portal

3.3

Include with other
App
Modernizations

5.4

Maintain siloed
systems with
limited integration

1.9

Structured Data
Warehouse

5.7

Data Lake

5.4

COTS applications

DATA INTEGRATION SOLUTION
APPROACH (INITIATIVE 6A)

NOTES:
• The scoring summary indicates an alternatives score and relative ranking among options on a 0-9 scale; 9 being highest.
• The alternatives listed do not represent all activities required for each Priority Area.
• Scoring criteria and details can be found in the “Scoring Appendix” spreadsheet document.
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Highest Rank and
Recommended Approach

3.1

2 nd Highest Rank

New department

5.8

New COTS
Application

7.5

Dynamic Run-time
data Consolidation

2.7

Alternatives Assessment

Appendix B

Recommendations

The following recommendations are a result of the alternatives analysis and have been incorporated in the forthcoming execution plans.
DATA INTEGRATION SOLUTION APPROACH (INITIATIVE 6A)
§ Alternative 1 (and 2): Structured Data Warehouse: The City of Baltimore should implement a hybrid model utilizing a data lake for staging, and a structured data
warehouse that will be designed to deliver data needed to support the EIS and other BPD data analysis requirements such as data driven policing. EIS will serve as
the initial baseline for data warehouse requirements.
CONSENT DECREE IT ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN (INITIATIVE 3A)
§ Alternative 3: Consent Decree Program managed by a Joint Task Force: The City of Baltimore should create a Joint Task Force comprised of BPD personnel, BCIT
personnel, and additional resources as needed to focus on delivering the initiatives identified as part of the BPD ITSP.
RMS MODERNIZATION (INITIATIVE 5A-1)
§ Alternative 3: New RMS from other Vendor(s): The two options of conducting a new procurement in order to acquire best of breed technology for BPD’s RMS needs
and upgrading to the current vendor’s latest RMS (WebRMS) were very closely rated during the assessment. The option of conducting a new procurement graded
slightly higher than migrating to the new WebRMS however not significantly enough to suggest BPD should cease developing a suitable SOW with Hexagon. The
City should include a stage gate in the Hexagon SOW that allows the City the opportunity to opt-out of the SOW after ‘Task 3 – Development of Configuration
Control Document’, should BPD determine WebRMS can not meet its requirements.
PUBLIC ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS (INITIATIVE 5A-3)
§ Alternative 4: New COTS application: The City of Baltimore should consider conducting a procurement in order to identify the best available COTS option for
improving its ability to interact with the public via web portal for the purposes of sharing appropriate policing related information, statistics, reports and other purposes
as identified during the development of the project’s requirements.
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Appendix C

Current State Assessment
Discovery Informs Strategic Planning

The purpose of the Current State Assessment (CSA) was to provide Gartner’s assessment of BPD’s technology capabilities and gain
consensus on needs, opportunities and priorities. The CSA serves as a key input to the Baltimore Police Department’s IT Strategic
Plan, or ‘Technical Resource Plan’.
Please refer to the following document to read Gartner’s Current State Assessment:
§

330050078 City of Baltimore Police IT Strategic Plan and Roadmap - Task 2 - CSA v2.0.pptx

Stakeholder and
Organization Analysis

Strategic Priorities,
Goals and Benefits

Current State Assessment

Future State Vision,
Targeted Results

Strategic
Visioning

Initiative
Definition

Alternatives Assessment
& Prioritization

Strategic Plan & Roadmap

Assessment Area
Business & IT Alignment
Management and Governance
IT Organization and Sourcing
Information & Technology Architecture
Infrastructure and Operations

Operational and
Technical Context

Current State
Assessment

High Level Alternatives
Assessment

Strategic
Roadmap

Gartner Strategic Planning Process and Sample Deliverables
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